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The people of ITT are pleased to

make possible the national exhibition

of the work of this contemporary

American painter and sculptor in

''Ellsworth Kelly: Sculpture."

Our support of the Kelly exhi-

bition is one of the corporation's

many efforts over the past quarter

century to sustain and enhance the

cultural life of the nations and cities

where we do business.

For many years, we have sought to

provide not only economic advance-

ment through jobs and training, but

also a variety of educational, recre-

ational, health, and social programs.

We join with the Whitnev Museum

of American Art in expressing the

hope that the sculpture of Ellsworth

Kelly brings enjoyment to all who

view it at the Whitney Museum in

New York and in its later exhibition,

in Saint Louis.

Rand V. Araskog

Chairman, President, ChiefExecutive

International Telephone and

Telegraph Corporation
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Foreword

The •" bitney Museum ot American

Art is pleased to present the first

major retrospective of the sculpture

ot Ellsworth Kelly, an important

aspect of his artistic achievement

which has not been sufficiently empha-

sized in previous exhibitions. It is

always an honor to work with a dis-

tinguished artist as we pursue our

goal of bringing American art of the

highest quality to the attention of a

-2T public. In this instance, our

efforts have been particularly well

served by the galleries of the Whitney

:um, which are among the :

.

spaces flexible enough to accommodate

exhibitions of this nature and scope.

The accomplishments of Ellsworth

Kelly have been recognized by the

Whitney Museum for over twer.: -

; vears. Within three years of his

return to America from Paris in 19 54

Kelly was included in an exhibition

at the Museum, "Young America

7 : Thirty American Painters and

Sculptors Under Thirty-five." Kelly "5

painting Atlantic (1956; was purchased

by the Museum from this show, the

first of his works to be acquired by a

museum; Whites (1063) later became

the first Kelly sculpture acquired by

an American museum. His sculpture

has been regularly included in major

Whitney Museum exhibitions.

This exhibition and accompanying

catalogue have been the joint

endeavor of Patterson Sims, Associ-

ate Curator, Permanent Collection,

and Emily Rauh Pulitzer, formerly

Curator at the Saint Louis Art

Museum. Their diligent research has

made a substantial contribution to

the scholarship of twentieth-century

American art. James D. Burke,

Director of the Saint Louis Art

Museum, has supported the presen-

tation ot "Ellsworth Kellv : Sculpture"

in Saint Louis, allowing this important

body ot work to be seen in a citv

which has been dramaricallv identified

with contemporary American sculpture.

The funding of this project by the

N_:;?nal Endowment for the Arts is

gratefully acknowledged. More than

any other organization, the Endow-

ment has assisted the Whitney

Museum to continue an active exhi-

bition program focusing on the art of

our times. The initial support from the

Endowment was augmented bv a

generous grant from the International

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation,

their first association with the Whitnev

Museum of American Art. ITT

deserves recognition for supporting an

exhibition of austere, abstract work

which makes considerable demands on

the viewer. Ellsworth Kelly has

contributed to the international pre-

eminence of American art, and it is

fitting that his importance be recog-

nized by an American firm.

Throughout this project, Ellsworth

Kelly has assisted the curators with

patience and tolerance; we are indebted

to him for his continued association

th the Whitney Museum of

American Art and his participation in

our activities.

Tom Armstrong

Director
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The Sculpture

of

Ellsworth Kelly

The modern school ofpainting seems to

me the most audacious that has ever

appeared. It has posed the question of

what is beautiful in itself. It wants to

visualize beauty disengagedfrom whatever

charm man has for man, and until now,

no European artist has dared attempt

this. The new artists demand an ideal

beauty, which will be, not merely the

proud expression of the species, but the

expression oj the universe, to the degree

that it has been humanized by light.

Though bettor known and more pro-

lific as a painter, Ellsworth Kelly, from

the outset of his mature career, has

simultaneously pursued both sculpture

and painting. The power of his sculp-

ture, like all other aspects of his work,

inded on its adherence to absolute

simplicity and clarity of form. Though

the viewer is invariably unable to

identify Kelly's sources, m almost all

they exist, for his tonus are never

gratuitous or invented. The source,

while not r My depicted,

sustains the form's visual authenticity.

Kelly sees his work as expressing what

he calls '"flashes" : concretizations of

us that he has momentarily tixed

upon within a kaleidoscope of observed

shapes and dream inu 5. I I;

locks upon details of the figure, of

architecture, or of the landscape that

lillaumc Apollinaire, The Cubist Painters:

u)i i, tr.ms. I ioncl Abel

(New York: George Wittcnborn, Inc., 1962), p. 18.

others wrould overlook— the palm of a

hand, the shadow made by an overhang,

the soft curve of a hillside. These

elements of reality are then stripped to

utter simplicity and freed of all func-

tional connections or narrative content.

Kelly has described his art as begin-

nings of and provocations for looking.

He wants his art to display discrete

shape for its own sake. Utterly simple,

tlat, and usually frontal, his forms are

visible quickly and in one glance. His

art is a prcverbal identification with the

act of sight; essential shape becomes

the confirmation of vision.

What one sres when confronting

works by Ellsworth Kelly are solidly

toned, smooth, flat surfaces, isolated

from the space that surrounds them.

There is no shading 111 the paintings,

nor modeling in the sculpture. Kelly

even goes so far as to try to avoid using

hollowed-OUt material in his sculpture.

The flatness and simplicity of the works

makes it impossible to differentiate

foreground and background. Within

each form, Kelly abjures three-dimen-

sionality— an illusion in painting, a

reality in traditional sculpture. The

that exists in his art exists beyond

or between the elements, as in the

numerous multisectioned paintings he

has made and in Ins 19S2 multipart

sculpture. Such a conception of space is

unusual in painting but virtually

unknown 111 sculpture— for which

ri ason his considerable body of work

in wood and metal is commonly ignored

1 1



in studies of post-World War II sculp-

ture. Kelly's works in this book are not

merely catalogued as sculpture because

of their materials, but because of the

artist's intention to take on the issues of

flattened form within the mode in

which space is considered most critical.

Isolating this aspect of his art allows

the consistency and core of his unique

vision to be revealed.

Kelly's production of sculpture has

been episodic and punctuates his

activities as a painter. He has established

a didactic dialogue between the two

modes in a way that confounds con-

ventional distinctions between them.

He constantly puts principles of one

medium into the service of the other.

Though his mature work was inaugu-

rated with a series of reliefs, more

often he first explores his ideas in

painting, then gives them their most

clarified presentation in sculpture. His

redefinition of painting is a primary

consideration in appreciating his

concerns and achievements as a sculp-

tor. All the while maintaining the flat,

stretched canvas surface, he has used

paintings to explore form to the great-

est extent possible. Starting with his

early paintings, these developments

reveal Kelly's careful investigation of

the space that surrounds a painting, and

his perception that it is as significant as

the frequently non-rectilinear and

joined format of the painting itself.

Kelly has made it appear that a paint-

ing is an object in space.

His objectification of painting is made

manifest in his use of abutting or

separate panels to comprise a single

work. Kelly first employed separate

color panels for the paintings done in

his small studios in France as a way of

exploring big ideas with small incre-

ments. He devoted as much attention

to the joining of the panels and, in

many cases, to the space left between

them as to the paintings themselves.

He rested one panel on the edge of

another to make a relief of stretched

canvases. In New York he overlapped

panels, and he made sets of paintings of

the same dimensions that were installed

together around a room to transform

the space. He treated as one painting

sets of three and five dissimilarly sized

canvases. By restricting color in his

paintings to monochromatic, smoothly

applied areas, Kelly's early work

emphasized inner shape and the jux-

taposition of forms. Increasingly, his

paintings enlarged the inner shape or

form against its background to the

point of obliterating the distinction

between foreground and background.

By the mid-1960s, each color in his

paintings was assigned its own panel,

so that the paintings came to redefine

the function of the wall—not as the back-

ground but as the ground for joined

panels of color. These ideas were carried

further in his large spectrum paintings,

in which separate panels of sequenced

colors formed lengthy friezes. Later, in

his Chatham series of paintings of the

early 1970s, two rectangular panels

were joined to create a dual rectilinear

shape.

In recent years Kelly has made single

and multicolor paintings, fusing eccen-

trically shaped, though mathematically

based, rectangles and triangles. They

suggest a shape that encompasses a

form and its own shadow or a fold line

subsumed within its entire, undemar-

cated surface. In a newer series of

paintings, the traditional format of a

rectangular shape and right angles has

been joined by circle fragments; his

paintings have come to take the form

of flat "sculptural" objects, floating on

the wall.

If Kelly frequently uses painting to

his own kind of sculptural ends, his

sculpture enlists many of the properties

associated with painting. The works fall

into two categories, wall reliefs and

freestanding pieces. Both are almost

12
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Red Yellow Blue White, 1952. Dyed cotton; 25

panels in 5 parts, 60 x 148" overall. Private

collection.

Painting in I '-'as; 5

panels of various sizes, 36 x 1 4 ;

lection of Mr. and Mrs (.lurks ( irpcnter,

Ncu I .ecticut.

"
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always without substantial depth and

are rigidly frontal. In Paris, Kelly first

turned to low relief to create with

incised or raised lines a formalized,

flattened objectification of his observa-

tions. Flat relief pushed Kelly's art into

another realm. Beginning with his

first Paris relief, Kelly has always

wanted his art to assume the status of

objects that claim a "thingness," a

physicality that exists in a one-to-one

relationship with the other objects in

the space. After the early Paris reliefs,

he did not again employ uneven

surfaces for his sculptures until 1973,

when he began to work with roughly

patined weathering steel. In New York

in the late 1950s, he turned to sculp-

ture to cut out and liberate motifs

from paintings and collages; bi-level

flat reliefs and bent treestanding

sculptures resulted. The joinings of

these freestanding sculptures were

planar, usually at right or oblique

angles, never curved. The width of the

material of his metal sculptures, with

very tew exceptions, has seldom

exceeded that of his canvas stretchers.

Periodically, vivid color and polychromv

become significant elements in his

sculpture. 1 lis sculptures' definition as

objects is predicated on the fact that their

spatiality allows them to cast shadows

and to stand m space or project from

the wall. As much as being sculptures,

they comment on the nature of sculp-

ture and assert Kelly's special com epl

of space.

I' viewing Kelly's sculpture, intima-

tions of the ahstr.11 (mn of many of the

dominant figures of the twentieth

century may be seen. Clearly the flat-

tened, frontal construction of his

sculpture has drawn as much from

painting as from other sculpture. Strong

correlations can be observed between

Kelly's sculpture and the work of

Picasso, Arp, Brancusi, Miro, Calder,

Matisse, I >avid Smith, and the Mini-

malists. What these correlations reveal

' ?



is Kelly's more intense and idiosyn-

cratic simplification of form. Looking

at his work in relation to theirs elicits

some striking comparisons and tells

much about the increasingly austere

enterprise of sculpture in the first three-

quarters of the twentieth century.

Kelly has produced sculpture during

four periods: the Paris reliefs (1949-51);

the wood and metal pieces he made in

the decade after his return to America

(1954-64); the later New York City

sculpture (1966-70); and the work he

has produced since his move to upstate

New York (1973 to the present).

Within these four groups, a cyclic use

is discernible of geometric and organic

forms ; of mechanical, mathematically

based and biomorphic, hand-drawn

compositions; of restrained (white or

unpainted material) and vibrant color.

These shifts give his art liveliness and

range : a rich variety of response and

growth has evolved within very classic

and rcstrictivcly composed works.

The Paris Reliefs: 1949-51

Simplicity is not an objective in art, but

one achieves simplicity despite oneself by

entering into the real sense of things.

They are imbeciles who call my work

abstract; that which they call abstract is

the most realist, because what is real is not

the exteriorform but the idea, the essence

of things. 2

Kelly's first conceptually mature work

was made in Paris in late 1949, when

he was twenty-six years old. With his

move to Paris from Boston, his art

2. Constantin Brancusi, quoted in Hcrschcl B.

Chipp, ed., 'theories of Modern Art: A Source

Book by Artists and Critics (Berkeley, Los Angeles,

and London: University of California Press,

1968), pp. 364, 365.

underwent a dramatic shift. Where

once he had been led by the work of

Max Beckmann, now he was guided

by the art of Picasso. Degas' influence

gave way to that of Brancusi. Karl

Zerbe's example and teachings paled

before the reliefs of Arp. Kelly's

training at the School of the Museum

of Fine Arts in Boston had been orient-

ed toward the painterly, often narra-

tive, figuration now referred to as

Boston Expressionism. Its chief propo-

nents were Zerbe, Hyman Bloom, and

Jack Levine. A fleshy morbidity is

common to all their paintings. At first

with reserve in Boston, and then much

more assertively in Paris, Kelly sought

an alternative to depiction, storytelling,

and pathos. In France he began to

geometrically abstract his observations

of nature and Parisian architecture.

Geometric abstraction had remained a

powerful and popular impulse in

French art, and Kelly availed himself

of opportunities to meet many of its

most masterly practitioners. By remain-

ing in Paris through the early 1950s,

over the more obvious choice of New
York, he was choosing detachment

over immediacy, refinement over the

emotionalism of Abstract Expression-

ism. Kelly's distance from America

liberated him from artistic and psycho-

logical constraints.

Though Kelly may now be seen as

the predominant figure of the last

major expatriate generation of Ameri-

can artists in Paris, during his years

there he socialized with few Americans.

The artistic climate of Paris in the early

1950s was significantly different from

what American expatriates had experi-

enced there in the early decades of the

century. Painting and sculpture had

then been undergoing a revolutionary

shift, but now literature, philosophy,

theater, and film were the more lively and

creative pursuits. Yet it was a place

where, despite the decline of the

School of Paris, being a painter or

H
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Pablo Picasso. The Kitchen, 1948. Oil on canvas,

69 x 98 V2" . The Museum of Modern Art, New
York; Acquired through the Nelson A.

Rockefeller Bequest.

sculptor remained an important and

esteemed pursuit. Many of the modern

artists whose works Kelly most admired

lived there or could be visited else-

where in France. The respect artists

were accorded in French society and

the seriousness and professionalism

with which they conducted their lives

were profoundly influential on Kelly.

Most of the abstract work then

ascendant in Paris, as well as in New
York, was becoming too emotional

and gestural for Kelly. In the early

1950s, the Galerie Denise Rene was

exhibiting several younger abstract

artists, some of whose works showed a

superficial resemblance to what Kelly

was doing, especially the Danish artists

Richard Mortensen and Robert Jacob-

sen. However, they composed their art by

combining elements in a Constructivist

fashion. During these years, the Neo-

Plasticism of dc Stijl, and specifically

of Piet Mondrian's compositions,

informed Kelly without influencing

him; the works were too non-objective

and arranged too artfully. Kelly's main

interest was to abstract his observations

into their most essential terms. He did

so cognizant that an art based upon

succinct and unemotional observation

was then granted considerably less

respect than an art with either distinctly

personal and expressionistic imagery or

with purely formal composition. Kelly

sought an art that was meticulous and

impersonal, yet based on his observations

of reality. In its fabrication, he wanted

it to look "as if no one had done it." He

admired artists who did not depict

identifiable forms or make use of

obvious stylistic trademarks—including

in this group the late paintings of

Claude Monet and Constantin Bran-

cusi's sculptures. He also admired

Georges Vantongerloo's paintings and

Sophie Taeuber-Arp's reliefs, works

which display artistic neutrality more

obviously.

The specific catalyst for Kelly's move

into abstraction and thereafter relief

was Picasso's outline paintings of the

late 1940s such as The Kitchen. A
group of these Picassos was shown

in Paris in July 1949. Against a light

background, dropping all but the most

salient details, Picasso painted form in

black outline. Within a year of his

arrival in Paris, Kelly's pursuit of a

similar simplification of aspects of his

environment also resulted in a scries of

black-and-white paintings.

These paintings were the foundation

of Kelly's mature work. They led

directly to his first relief, Window III

(Cat. 1), in which he demarcated shapes

by attaching a white string to the sur-

face of a white painted canvas.

Windows were the subject of the

earliest series of mature works. With

its potential to define a view, present

an alternative reality, or metaphorically

comment upon the activity of painting

itself, the window theme has intrigued

artists since the Renaissance. Using relict

objects, Kelly could create the experience

and physicality of the window, not just

depict it. In such relicts as Window,

Museum oj Modern Art, Paris and

16



Window I' (Cats. 5, 7), Kelly focused

upon their structure and blank aper-

tures. In early 1950, the first of his

several visits with Arp and his encounter

with Arp's reliefs and those of the late

Sophie Taeuber-Arp encouraged this

move away from easel painting and

into object-making. Arp's two-layered

wood reliefs and, to a greater degree, the

motifs and reliefs ofTaeuber-Arp, close-

ly related to what Kelly was doing. In

one sense, their methods—such as the

use of string, low relief, and chance

—

encouraged him more than their

results. Though for the most part he

found their forms too organic and

personal, in his Paris rehefs Kelly refined

and geometnzed the Arps' ideas,

within his own observations of reality.

Through painted wood relief, Kelly

redirected his art. He moved beyond

easel painting and with string, wood,

and cutout non-rectilinear shape ob-

jectified the work of art. These first

sculptures allowed forms to exist with-

out line. Edge took the place of line and

shape existed against shape. Most of

these panels were painted plain white;

blacl md in one case light blue

and yellow were the only other colors

ibe tonus. Edge and shape

were the central issues of his art from

this tune forward. Though Kelly's

earlier Paris reliefs dealt with invented

tonus, most of them derived from

actual objects or locales. In the begin-

ning he chose flat subjects tor the flat

treatment of relief. In the streets of

mil on his tups into the country-

side, Kelly sought significant but

neutral forms, devoid of narrative

associations.

As with Arp, Kelly's intense observa-

tion ot the actual world led him to a

fascination with its basic dichotomy

—

order and chance. He used chance to

sublimate the personal element, making

collages by tearing up drawings and

embling them randomly, and

composing other drawings and, in turn,

paintings by elaborate chance-deter-

mined systems. These interests were

stimulated by his encounter in late 1949

in Paris with the composer John Cage,

who was at that time rethinking his

own aesthetic by means of the / Clung

and chance operations. The usefulness

of chance was further confirmed by

Kelly's observation of the unselfcon-

sciousness of the art produced by the

children he taught at the American

School in Paris in 1950. Though it was

primarily in his drawings and paintings

that he explored these aesthetic insights,

he also produced reliefs composed by

chance: Antibes (Cat. 15), with its

basis in automatic drawing; and

Window V and La Combe II (Cats. 7,

16), which developed from patterns of

shadows.

After 1 95 1, Kelly turned to panel

painting. Using panels of stretched

canvas, he redirected his creative energy

into painting. Panel painting made it

easier for him to use a brighter palette;

this explosion of color violated the

canon of simplicity he had followed in

his reliefs.

With his Paris reliefs Kelly had

introduced non-naturalistic color and a

simplicity of palette and form that

would be the touchstones of his art.

But, ironically, as neutrally subdued and

simple as his art became, it looked like

no one else's. Kell\ had identified and

now possessed a repertoire of simple

forms and the means to disclose his

surroundings in simple shapes. In Relief

with Blue (Cat. 14) and such later pieces as

La Combe II, he was able to flatten a

complex perspectival composition.

Working in Paris, against the current

art movement of his own country,

Kelly inaugurated a lifelong pattern of

uncompromised individuality and the

rejection ot stylistic trends.

'-



The Return to America: 1954-64

After almost six years abroad, Kelly

returned to America in July 1954

because he felt he had made as much

use as he could of living abroad. He

also believed that the atmosphere

in New York might have become

more receptive to austere, non-gestural

work. But his first years in New
York were very lean. He had never

lived there before; he could live

less well, could get out of the city less

frequently, and had fewer friends than

in Paris. As he observed what was

going on in New York, he began to

feel that his work was still out of step.

The times were not as open to his

spare, minimal forms as he had at first

hoped.

In 1956 Kelly moved within lower

Manhattan from Broad Street to a loft

nearby on Coenties Slip and became

acquainted with other artists and

creative people who lived there. They

formed a loose alliance of artists who

shared points of view radically at odds

with what was going on uptown at the

Tenth Street matrix of Abstract Ex-

pressionism and Action Painting. For

the most part, the Coenties Slip group

was either making art that was based

on aspects of popular culture or on

abstract, solid-tone, simple shapes. Each

took a different, though sometimes

related, stand against gestural expres-

sionist art.

In those first years back in America

Kelly produced few paintings. White

Plaque: Bridge Arch and Reflection (Cat

17), a Parisian idea and subject, was

his only sculptural object. As is evident

in this work, the scale of his art

increased in response to his new envir-

onment. Kelly was considering very

carefully the relationship between

painting and architecture. He somewhat

uncharacteristically wrote a statement

about these issues that was mimeo-

graphed for his second show at the

Betty Parsons Gallery in 1957. The

statement bears repeating for both its

immediate pertinence and its continued

relevance to his art. It manifests his

special concern during this period for a

more public art that could be unified

with, and at the same time amplify,

modern architecture.

Throughout history, painting and

architecture have been immutably

related. Since the cave paintings man

has painted on the walls of his buildings.

The Middle Ages and the Italian

Renaissance were the great periods of

collaboration ofArt and Architecture,

when both artist and architect planned

together from the very beginning how a

building would look. Easel painting was

born during the Renaissance and as a

result painting became both smaller and

more personal; wall painting, stained

glass and mosaics gave way to portrai-

ture and landscape as man became more

involved in himself.

For a long time painting and arch-

itecture have remained separated. Today

there is very little collaboration of the

plastic arts with architecture producing

anything of real value. Perhaps the

reason jor this is that most contemporary

painting is too personal for large wall

spaces; the easel painting artist is more

involved in his painting as an end in

itself rather than relating it to building

The glass and steel reinforced concrete

structures have created a new form and a

new space to work upon. The artist has

new materials to work with. The

monochrome buildings demand color, and

the spaces demand an image on a large

scale—powerful statements which are

very much alive.

Kelly's commissions for the formica

lobby decoration of the Eastmore

House apartment building in New
York City and his two big metal

sculptures in the Transportation Build-

ing in the Penn Center complex in



Agnes Martin and I Usworth Kelly in Kelly's

ph by

Namuth.
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Sculpture for Fountain for Lcs Invalides, Paris,

1964. Collage of paper on postcard, 5
3
/i6 x

3V16". Private collection.

Philadelphia were his only immediate

opportunities to realize projects in

public spaces. In both pieces he intro-

duced a procedure of cutting and attach-

ing sheets of metal to generate a series

of interlocking elements. Frontal on

two sides, Seven Sculptural Screens in

Brass (Cat. 18) served as a functional

division between two areas of the

Transportation Building restaurant. In

the Transportation Building Lobby

Sculpture (Cat. 19), to enliven the drab

and cramped entry of an office building

Kelly used variegated color for the

first time in his sculpture. Three

maquettes (Cats. 20-22) attest to his

continued efforts to obtain such large-

scale commissions. In 1963 he was

visited by the architect Walter Nctsch,

Jr., of Skidmorc, Owings & Merrill

about a never-to-be-realized commission,

and the following year he was asked by

Philip Johnson to make a metal relief

for the exterior ofJohnson's New York

State Pavilion at the 1964 World's

Fair. The World's Fair piece, Two

Curves: Blue Red (Cat. 44) was executed,

but no further projects were realized at

that time. After an encouraging begin-

ning, Kelly remained interested in but

increasingly ambivalent about bringing

his art into a truly public realm, unsure

of the public's response and cognizant

of how crucial the maintenance of his

pristine surfaces was to the success of

his pieces.

Starting with his return to America,

Kelly's paintings became more imposing

within their surroundings. The magni-

fication of the inner shape which often

took the form of what appeared to be

giant fragments encouraged viewing

from greater distances. In addition to

this amplification of scale, in New York

Kelly began to use curved and organic

form on a regular basis. This develop-

ment underscored his distance from the

art of Piet Mondrian—a distance that

needed to be asserted more boldly in

New York, where, because of superfi-

cial resemblances, Kelly's art has often

mistakenly been allied with Mondrian's

numerous American emulators. Along

with increased scale, the expansive

emotionalism of the Abstract Expres-

sionists found a discreet echo in Kelly's

newly curvilinear and interpretive

approach to form. The motifs were

drawn, as in Paris, from architectural

details, but also from sign fragments,

letters, clothing shapes, and objects

picked up from the street. The direct

transcription of visual incidents in the

Paris reliefs gave way in his first New
York reliefs to greater abstraction and

interpretation of shapes. Almost invar-

iably these pieces derived from the motif

of a painting or work on paper which he

removed from its background. Each

color and/or form was given its own
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Installation view, "Ellsworth Kelly: Painting

and Sculpture," Betty Parsons Galk:

York, 1959. Left and right at center. Pony and

Gate (Cats. 34, 33). Photograph by Olivet

Baker.

Install I llsworth K ting

y ulpture,

'. Hlu,

^raph by Oliver Baker.

level or plane. In the reliefs, the shape

was raised several inches above its

background and in other sculptures it

was simply cut out, folded and free-

standing. Painted metal allowed for a

consistency of surface and finish that

was even more refined than in the

paintings. Geometric and biomorphic

shapes were regularly fused, as had

happened only occasionally in Paris.

The more linear aspects of Picasso's

art, along with the Arps' relief methods,

which had been the presiding influences

in Paris, were joined in New York by

crisp organic motifs akin to those of

Arp, Miro, Calder, and Matisse. Arp's

flattened ovoids, Miro's animated

circles, Matisse's vivacious orchestra-

tions of color segments, and the float-

ing, single-color biomorphs of Calder's

mobiles provided functioning models

for Kelly's expanding sensibility.

Calder and Matisse provided the most

significant influences in this period.

Calder's method of shearing a sheet of

metal tor his stabiles, folding it. and

letting it support itself appears in such

Kelly pieces as Gntc and Pony (Cats.

33, 34). The older artist was an affec-

tionate mentor for Kelly and his role

at this tune was coincident with their

personal friendship. As for Ma-

tisse, the verve of his cutout forms

found a Puritan equivalent in such wall

sculptures as Blue on Blue and White

over Black (Cats. 37, 39). Matisse's long-

standing influence, especially that ol his

large cutout gouaches, most evidently

stimulated Kelly following the Museum

of Modern Art's [96] survey of the

French artist's final works.

These formal innovations were

initiated in Kelly's sculpture in a series

ot seven small wood plaques in [958

(Cats. 23-29). Intrigued by the physical

attractiveness of the material, in some

pieces Kelly left the wood unpainted.

I he others were painted black and/or

white. Cutting and then attaching two

layers of the same width of wood, he

.'
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Ellsworth Kelly in Edison Price's workshop,

New York, 1963. White Ri"$, Blue Disk, and

White over Black (Cats. 41-43) in process.

Photograph by Onni Saari. played with curved, nature-based, and

cutout shapes within the rectangle,

making frugal variations on highly

simplified themes.

Between 1959 and 1964 Kelly com-

pleted a group of fourteen painted

reliefs and sculptures in metal, then his

most imposing and varied sculpture to

date. These painted aluminum pieces,

evolving from his 1958 wood plaques,

separate into three groups. Black

Venus, Blue 011 Blue, Black over Blue,

White over Black and Two Curves:

Blue Red (Cats. 32, 37-39, 44)

extract motifs from Kelly's previous

paintings and works on paper for bi-

level wall pieces. He also produced four

planar, freestanding cutout pieces

—

Gate, White Disk III, White King, and

Blue Disk (Cats. 33, 35, 42, 43)—which

use motifs from earlier paintings. The

third group of works, Pony, Whites,

and Blue Red Rocker (Cats. 34, 40, 41),

consists of the first of Kelly's few

true sculpturcs-in-the-round. This

energetic burst of three-dimensional

work publicly established Kelly as a

sculptor.

During this period critics began to see

Kelly's art with greater understanding.

By the early 1960s, a different aesthetic

climate had taken hold in New York

City, one diametrically opposed to

what Kelly had encountered upon his

return in 1954. m the intervening years

he had become a respected figure. His

three shows at the Betty Parsons

Gallery had sold increasingly well, his

work had been acquired by museums

(including the Metropolitan Museum

of Art in New York), and he had been

given two gallery shows abroad.

Writing in 1963, the critic Alfred

Frankenstein reported of Kelly's first

one-man museum exhibition, at the

Gallery of Modern Art in Washington,

D.C., that he "defines the present

decade in American art with the same

greatness of stature with which Jackson

Pollack defined the decade that ended

with his death" (Frankenstein 1963^.26).

Affinities began to appear between

Kelly's work and that of a new genera-

tion of emerging American artists. The

ovcrscale forms of Kelly's reliefs and

freestanding sculptures unintentionally

evoked the iconic enlargement and

high visual impact of Pop Art. Gate

reads like Oldenburg's London Knees

(1966); Black over Blue like a necktie

blowing in the wind; the Rocker

sculptures Pony and Blue Red Rocker

like sheared hearts. Following his return

to America, Kelly's work was fre-

quently infused with such witty am-

biguity. 1 lis altered perspectives and



emphasis on large scale, industrial

surface, and simple shape also link him

with the work of artists as different as

Ronald Bladen, Ron Davis, and Robert

Murray. His use of the disk motil

suggests comparisons with Jules

Olitski's early paintings, Kenneth

Noland's Targets and David Smith's

1962 Circle series of polychromed

sculptures. An encounter with David

Smith stands out in Kelly's memory.

He talked with the older artist while

Smith was scttting up his 1964 show at

the Marlborough-Gerson Gallery in

New York. Kelly recalled with respect

Smith's remark that he had repainted

his sculpture Zig IV (1961) twenty-one

times to get it right. Apart from Smith,

Kelly established no contact with any

of these artists, yet tor the first time he

was no longer seen as an isolated figure.

As the precedents established by his art

of the 1950s were being reinforced by

a major artistic shift of the 1960s,

Kelly was moving on to more personal

and organic interpretations of form.

The Later New York Sculpture:

1966-70

The group of artists emerging in the

early 1960s with which Kelly had the

greatest affinity was the so-called Mini-

malists. The 1960s sculpture of Carl

Andre, Donald |udd, Robert Morns.

[ohn McCracken, and even the much

older Burgoyne Diller, along with the

early black and metallic painting

1 rank Stella, are anticipated in Kelly's

I'. ins reliefs and serial panel paintings.

The Minimalists' insistence Oil an art

that was reduced to essential and intel-

ilized geometric structure identi-

fied the most compelling alternative to

Abstract Expressionism. Structural

simplii itv .is an alternative mode of art

had been the subject of Kelly's work a

de< I he ideas pursued in his

Angle and abutted-plane sen

sculptures produced between 1966 and

197 1 accentuate both his anticipation of

Minimalism and his guarded remove

from that aesthetic's high formalism,

reductivist structures, and extracted

meaning.

Having been engaged in a biomorphic

approach to form since 1955, Kelly

visited Europe in 1965, his first extend-

ed stay there since 1954. This trip

marked a shift to more strictly geo-

metric concerns that continued through

1 97 1. When he returned, he effectively

abandoned the cutout, organic forms

that had been the mainstay of his art

since moving back to the United

States. The re-use of specific motifs

from his paintings and collages had

generated the first group of New York

sculpture. Now the relationship between

Kelly's paintings and sculpture became

more complex, as he dealt with the

spatial ambiguities inherent in flatness

and implied perspective. Whereas the

edges of Two Curves: Blue Red (Cat. 44),

though symmetrical, were hand-drawn,

Kelly's next sculptural works, the pair

of [966 Angle sculptures (Cats. 45, 46),

were absolutely symmetrical couplings

lentically sized vertical and hori-

zontal rectangles.

White Angle and Blue White

Angle, most of Kelly's art during this

period interprets m three dimensions

the perception of two abutting rectan-

gular panels of solid color as seen in

painting. Based on a collage, the motif

of the Angle sculptures was previously

realized in stretched canvases. In the

sculptures they assumed their more apt

and practical formulation. They stood

free and could less easily be damaged

and dis( 1
•!• >r< d.

The balanced enclosure and rigidity

of the Angle sculptures gives way to

greater perspeetival ambiguity and a

more exploratory application of geome-

try in Kelly's four abutted-plane motif,

freestanding sculptures: Green Blue,

Black White, Yellow Blue and White
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Sculpture II (Cats. 47-50). These four

plow-like sculptures offer oblique,

recessively angled combinations of

quadrilaterals and/or triangles. They are

remarkable explorations of the balancing

of color values upon dissimilar and/or

skewed geometric shapes. Their forms

slide away from one's field of vision.

With their arresting color combinations,

all of which had appeared in previous

paintings (obviously excluding White

Angle and White Sculpture II), these

folded sculptures are most striking seen

from a distance—when the sharp edges

modify, and the tangent planes both

intensify and obscure, their recessive

perspective. Yellow Blue and White

Sculpture II, full- and half-scale versions

of the same configuration, look like

adjoining sides of a flattened cube. A
further compounding of the flattcned-

cube motif occurs in the last sculpture

of the period, Mirrored Concorde (Cat. 53).

While the Angle sculptures may cer-

tainly be seen from the back, the four

plow-like motif pieces are painted a

plain white on their triangular support

plates and interior sides, definitely an-

nouncing their frontality. Though from

the side the works' ambiguities multiply,

their construction suggests they are not

properly observed when standing too

close to either their left or right edges.

Their relation to Kelly's two-dimen-

sional work is not one of extrapolation,

as with his previous New York sculp-

ture and relief; rather they are spatial

revisions of the abutted panels in

Kelly's paintings, specifically of the

"bend" in space which can occur or be

made to occur optically when two

abutted rectangles are viewed from

different vantages. Having conceived in

Paris of an art that turned his surround-

ings into ordered, logical structure, in

his later New York sculpture Kelly

revealed geometry, the device of this

ordering and flattening procedure, to be

as ambiguous as what it had formerly

helped command.

In order to manifest a notion of an

optical bend, the two Angle and four

plow-like sculptures were appropriately

made by folding flat sheets of metal.

The method had been used by Kelly

since the first freestanding works, Pony

and Gate. Cut-paper collage had led

directly into folding paper to make flat

shape assume three-dimensional form.

As previously noted, Calder's sheet-

metal stabiles were a definite influence.

More closely related are Picasso's small

painted metal cutouts, usually devoted

to the female face and figure, begun in

1953 and pursued in depth in 1961.

Of Kelly's two other sculptures made

during these years, Green Rocker (Cat.

51) clearly relates to his practice of

folding. But this piece and White

Sculpture I (Cat. 52), the other major

sculpture made during the later New
York years, are more closely akin to

the cutout and biomorphic interests of

his first New York sculptural works.

Following the fabrication of the

Angle sculptures, in 1966 Kelly's long-

standing association with his fabricator,

Edison Price, concluded. Price's New
York City workshop no longer had

the space, time, or staff to assist Kelly.

Two years later Kelly turned to

Lippincott, Inc., in North Haven,

Connecticut, for assistance with fabri-

cation. The facility had opened in 1966

as the first fabricators exclusively

devoted to helping sculptors cut, shape,

and weld large-scale steel plates. By

the time Kelly arrived, Robert Murray,

Barnett Newman, James Rosati, and

Tony Rosenthal had already worked

there.

The facilities of the Lippincott shop

permitted Kelly to monumentalize his

ideas. He has always provided Lippin-

cott with exact conceptions of what

he wants done. With Lippincott,

Kelly's pieces grew more strictly

geometric and mathematical. In keeping

with the sophistication and resources

of this fabricator, Kelly's concepts



became more systematized—and it

became possible and routine for him

to make groups of closely interrelated

sculptures. He now worked through a

variety of interlocking compositional

ideas and color combinations with a

freedom and empiricism heretofore

more associated with his paintings.

The Move to the Country:

1973 to the Present

Over sixty percent of the almost 140

sculptures Ellsworth Kelly has now

produced have been made since 1973.

For the first time Kelly was devoting

as much of his energy to freestanding

sculpture and relict works in wood

and metal as to paintings. The origi-

nal dialogue whereby his sculpture was

primarily a response to the aesthetic

breakthroughs of his paintings has

become more balanced; since 1973

Kelly's sculpture lias clearly influenced

his painting. Moreover, he has been

working 111 large series. Equivalent

works in canvas and steel exist, with

the relief sometimes preceding the

painting. The Chatham series of abutted-

rectangle paintings—which, during his

hrst years m the country, culminated

the rigorous geometr) >>t Ins later New
• works has given way to can-

mmetrical shapes with

curved and straight edges. I lis paint-

have taken on a more object-like

quality. This interchange and develop-

ment of ideas has been aided, much as

collage functioned tor Kelly in the late

s, by his unprecedented production

of (Minted editions with Gemini G.E.L.

and Tyler Graphics. Increasingly, each

major work has an elaborate network

ited punts, drawings, pho.to-

:
iis, paintings, and sculptures.

Kelly's art has become more about the

special ways he perceives reality and

less about reality itself. I' 1 pin-

plays a more integral role than it had

in prior years. While drawing is ex-

ploratory, photography for Kelly is

revelatory. Whereas for the Paris

subjects he used photography to docu-

ment them after the fact, he now turns

to photography to record and frag-

ment his observations. Kelly finds in

photography- an ability to isolate shapes

and capture the memory of their feeling

and mood. For him, it has become a

tool with winch to atfirm the crucial

function of observation in his art.

Kelly's retention of all his studies and,

more recently, his consolidation ot his

work at the new studio he built next

to his house in 1979 have provided him

with a new awareness and understand-

ing ot his continuity and development.

In addition, his careful cataloguing ot

his work has enabled him to review the

variety ot ways he has used a given

motif. These recent circumstances have

had a richly productive effect on his art.

Kelly's most prolific period as a

sculptor began in [973, about two and

a halt years after Ins move to the

country. The curve reemerged at that

time, as if signaling the replacement of

urban architecture by the gently rolling

landscape ot the Berkshire hills. The

commencement ot Ins extensive, on-

going, numerically designated Curve

series marked the reappearance of

nil forms in his sculpture tor the

first time since [964. But unlike the

earlier Two Curves: Blue Red (Cat. 44),

the works m the new Curve seiies were

strictly plotted, not hand-drawn. All

•
I urve pieces were based on cir-

cumferences of circles of frequently

vast proportions. Using a large protrac-

tor device, these circumference sections

were achieved with mathematical

exactitude. Lippincott developed for

their realization a point-plotted en-

largement system of great precision.

I pt tor the Stele sculptures

(Cats. 56, 57), Kelly did not again

chaw a curve by hand tor one ot his

sculptures until mid-1982 (Cat. 135).
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Stele I and Stele II (Cats. 56, 57) installed on

Kelly's upstate New York property. Photo-

graph by Ellsworth Kelly.

In these productive years, several

series of works dominate. The Standing

Totem Curve sculptures (Cats. 62-85)

and their variants are the most numer-

ous. Attenuated and flat-topped, their

sides arc concave, convex, or parallel

convex-concave. Of the other explor-

ation of curve sections, the Fan Curve

motif and Curve in Relief pieces (Cats.

58-61, 86-89) are the most balanced

and symmetrical, while the hybrid

Diagonal with Curve wall sculptures

(Cats. 107-112) are the most seemingly

free-form. Though the curved edge

predominates, within his intensified

concern with geometry, altered and

fragmented triangles and parallelo-

grams, and triangle-rectangle combina-

tions, are to be found.

Living on a spacious property in an

open and tranquil countryside, Kelly

now regularly produces outdoor pieces.

Two Curves: Blue Red and Yellow Blue

(Cats. 44, 49) were the only earlier

pieces that had been specifically desig-

nated for outdoor installation. His first

group of Curve sculptures

—

Curve I,

Curve II, Stele I, Stele II (Cats. 54-57)

—

were made with installation on his own

property in mind. The first two were

completed for inclusion in his 1973

retrospective at the Museum of

Modern Art and shown in the

museum's sculpture garden. Curve II

was sold at that time, but the other

three pieces and, more recently, addi-

tional sculptures have become as much a

part of Kelly's immediate landscape as

its generous lawn and wooded hillside.

Following the precedent of the

earlier, indoor sculpture and reliefs, and

his painter's heritage, Kelly's outdoor
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Photograph of the earth, taken from a N.A.S.A.

spacecraft near the moon, 1966.

sculptures arc never so much imposed

on the landscape as against it. It is as if

he wanted them to have the presence

of scenery. He is very conscious of the

works' separation from their setting.

With only a few exceptions thus far,

his outdoor pieces rest upon a free-

standing, flange-like back support,

unseen from the usual frontal view vet

considered by the artist to be not just

functionally but aesthetically integral to

the sculpture. Kelly has always believed

that sculpture cannot compete with

nature. 1 lis much-considered siting of

pieces almost invariably involves their

placement against a vertical background

of vegetation and .1 protective em "in-

passing topography.

In the works Kelly has made since

moving to the country there is an

amplitude and expansiveness not present

before. Sensuality is suggested in the

way that forms swell beyond geon.

confines. He has schematized biomor-

phism so that shapes may be symmetri-

cal and organic. Strut adherence to

source is obscured through mathemati-

cal expression. Kelly is still highly alert

and responsive in his art to the shapes

"t details in his environment, such as

road signs, mailboxes, and deep cloor-

111 shadow. Hut since coming to

the country, he has also taken a bigger

view : the soft roll of a distant hill against

the sky, the dark edge of .1 snow-covered

crescent, the phases of the moon, and,

a sunn e "t parti) ulai fas< inatii >n,

photographs taken in outer space.

The macrocosm, not the microcosm

of earlier observation, most engages

him now. A larger view, though

visible only in fragments, now focuses

his attention. Many of the recent

sculptures replace a former attraction to

microscopic details with a concern for

fragments of the macrocosm: they deal

more with external space than inner

shape. Kelly has built upon his earlier

cssentialized views of man-made forms

to create a mathematically defined

rendering of the natural order.

With the opportunity to place

sculpture outdoors, Kelly began to use

different materials. Because a number

of his painted pieces had weathered

poorly, he shitted to material that did

not need to be painted. After some

initial hesitancy, he chose weathering

steel, which Barnett Newman and

Louise Nevelson had been using at the

Lippincott facilities. Weathering steel,

also known as Corten, develops a

crusty surface, the corrosion of which

stabilizes. It has accordingly become a

staple of outdoor sculpture. Kelly has

also turned to stainless steel and

aluminum for outdoor pieces. While

weathering steel absorbs light, both

aluminum and especially stainless steel

gather and intensity luminosity. Under

certain circumstances Kelly's stainless-

steel pieces can look like sheets of light.

All of these materials otter great variety

of surface and patina—shiny or matte,

polished or rusted, brushed or striated.

I hese three metals also promoted

Kelly's interest in chance. The careful

consideration that generates their forms

is conversely manipulated by their

ability in nature. Weathering

steel develops a random, gestural, and

expressionist surface, which Kelly

would never allow in his paintings.

Both indoors .i\\^\ outside, light-r

tive pieces are infused with the colors

and ambiance of their settings.

Kelly's acceptance of and now delight

in the various surfaces of his unpainted
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metal pieces—and his fascination with

arresting the changing patina of his

weathering-steel sculptures by keeping

them indoors, reawakened his interest

in making sculpture of unpaintcd

finished wood. Since 1978 he has made

both small relief studies, major reliefs,

and freestanding pieces in this material.

His contact in Los Angeles with Peter

Carlson, an expert woodworker and

craftsman, was the catalyst for this

development. With Carlson Kelly was

able to have large reliefs and freestand-

ing sculptures made in wood for the

first time. The small unpainted relief

studies Kelly had produced since 1958

had interior forms which fragmented

the effect of wood grain ; the large

unbroken expanses of graining in

Kelly's new wood Curve pieces offer

richly patterned, smooth surfaces. They

provocatively interact with the flatness

of the form by the complicated anima-

tion of their graining and fused planks.

In certain cases the straight seams

between the fused boards act as a foil to

the curvilinearity of their enclosing

shape. Using weathering steel, stainless

steel, aluminum, and now wood in his

recent sculptures, Kelly has generated

complex fusions of choice and chance.

Two artists whose sculpture offers

telling analogies during this period are

Roy Lichtcnstcin and Richard Serra.

Lichtcnstein, like Kelly, has been

thought of primarily as a painter, but

in the 1970s his innovative, flat open-

work sculptures argued for the same

insistent frontality and flattened per-

spective. His color sense relates to

Kelly's attraction to bright hues.

Serra's relationship to Kelly is more

visually sustained and entwined. While

Serra's weathering-steel sculptures exert

a dense physicality and gravitational

pull as part of their intent to command

and redefine their locales, Kelly's

approach to this material makes it

appear almost weightless and isolated

in the landscape. The subsumed linear

breaks between combined shapes in

Kelly's reliefs find a correspondence

in Serra's large black paintstick

drawings, which translate onto a flat

surface the visual experience of his

sculptures.

The reaction against Minimalism and

formalism that has been the source of

so much art produced since 1970 is

nowhere apparent in Kelly's work.

Kelly does not have to react against

Minimalism because his art was never

based on its issues. He continues to

pursue his own course, while eschew-

ing a "personal" style. His concern for

simple geometrized shape is undimin-

ished. Straight and curved edges and

monochrome smooth surface are still

fundamental to his art.

In the early 1980s, his work has

undergone some noticeable shifts. He

has in a limited way accepted private

commissions and also begun to place

his sculptures in more public circum-

stances. Color has intensified in his

sculptures as it did following his return

from Paris nearly thirty years ago. He

has made his first multipart sculpture,

convincingly unifying an asymmetrical

composition. His forms have broken

out of systematic and symmetrical

formats. He is again drawing shapes for

his sculptures by hand. As he presents

parallelograms and triangles in a bio-

morphic mode, the cyclical develop-

ment of his ideas is reinforced. In

increasingly refined ways his sculpture

seeks to identity shape as meaning and

to sec space as flat. Kelly continues to

predicate his life as an artist on consis-

tency and restraint, all the while

proving how serious and complex true

simplicity can be.
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Working Method

In Kelly's deliberative, subtly shitting

apprehension of form, sculpture

most often culminates a succession of

ideas. In the evolution of an idea, Kelly

moves from collage or drawing to

painting, on to prints, sometimes

alights on photography (originally to

document and now to fragment, recall,

or reinforce shapes), and turns finally

to freestanding flat relief and sculpture.

Each step of his art only emerges as a

consequence and refinement of his

previous work. From selected frag-

ments of observed reality he makes

quick sketches and notations. More

considered drawings (and, during the

1950s, collages) follow. Kelly scruti-

nizes his works on paper, and then

produces a painting—now usually a

series of paintings. It the composition

of a painting holds his interest, he may

then make prints and later consider the

idea's sculptural possibilities. As he had

originally extracted from reality tor his

painting, so Kelly's sculptures most

often extract a motif from one ot his

painti

To begin (again as he had done tor

painting), he cuts out a small paper

shap .rdboard maquette, which

he usually pins to a wall or rcst^

some time on a ledg ible in his

studio. Kelly moves his diminutive

paper models about his living and

working areas to be studied 111 different

places and lights. It he continues to

tind the form compelling, he decides

on its appropriate dimensions.

He then contacts ,1 fabricator to

have it made. He has always had

everything but his smallest and

simplest sculptures and reliefs fabricated

by others. Even with Ins earliest Paris

reliefs, Kelly took Ins drawings to an

chcuish , a master cabinetmaker sj

in the fine cutting and joining n(

id, to carry out his uncompli

us. Kelly did tins despite tight

finances and apprehension that the

ebaiiste would laugh at his simple

shapes. For his early metal sculptures,

produced in Edison Price's workshop,

he always directly supervised the mak-

ing of the pieces and often cut them

himself. Kelly now only provides

detailed plans and oversees the

progress. Very infrequently does he

alter his original instructions and then

usually only for material considerations,

such as weight load, physical limita-

tions of metal, or particularities of

surface. For Edison Price, a full-scale,

hishlv detailed drawing was made at

first; with Lippincott, full-scale paper

templates are cut at the workshop and,

more recently, actual maquettes are

made there for further study. Most

often a group ot works will be pro-

duced at the same time. As in his

paintings, in his sculpture meticulous-

ness of facture is an essential principle.

Hut in the case of his sculpture, having

his ideas executed by someone else

permits him to be more impartial and,

it necessary, severe about the results.

I he distance ot time and his removal

from the process ot realization appeal

to his desire to purge his art of

emotion and idios) n< ras) .
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Chronology

1923 Born on May 3 1 to Allan Howe
Kelly and Florence Githens Kelly, in

Newburgh, New York.

1923-40 The family moves to Pitts-

burgh, Pennsylvania, then in 1929 to

New Jersey. While living in Oradell,

New Jersey, located near the Oradell

Reservoir, Kelly becomes interested in

bird-watching. In high school, his art

teacher, Evelyn Robbins, recognizes his

talent.

1941-42 Graduates from high school.

Parents agree to support his technical

training in the applied arts. Moves to

Brooklyn and studies at Pratt Institute.

1943 Is inducted into the U.S. Army
at Fort Dix, New Jersey. Requests

assignment to a camouflage outfit;

is transferred to Fort Meade, Maryland,

to the 603 rd Engineers Camouflage

Battalion. For Army use, makes

silkscreen posters about camouflage.

[944 Early in May, Kelly's outfit leaves

ipe. He keeps .1 sketchbook and

makes drawings and watercolors

throughout his tour of duty in I

land, France, and Germany. Spends

first part ot September stationed near

Paris, at Saint-Germain-en-I aye, and

wanders throughout the city, com-

pletely absorbed by lus surroundings.

1 v 1 5 I irly in the summer, his battalion

is shipped back to the United Si

Kelly is discharged.

t94f>-47 On the G.I. Bill, attends the

School of the Museum of Fine Arts in

»n. Studies drawing with Turc

Bengtz, who emphasizes contour

drawing, and painting with the Gcr-

man-born-and-trained painter Karl

Zcrbc. Lives and teaches art at the

Norfolk I louse Centre, in the Rox-

bury section of Boston. Spends all his

free time in Boston-area museums.

1948 hi the spring shows his work for

the first time, in a group exhibition at

the Boris Mirski Art Gallery, Boston.

Returns to France in October, with a

notebook listing all the famous monu-

ments from his art history classes in

Boston. Soon after his arrival in Paris,

goes to Colmar to see Matthias

Griinewald's Iscnheim Altarpiece. Still

receiving veterans' benefits, registers at

the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, where he

meets the American painter Jack

Youngerman. Throughout this first

winter lives in a number of small Left

Bank hotels. Spends his free time at

the various museums of Bans; espe-

cially interested in ancient art of the

Mediterranean and Near East, and

Romanesque painting and sculpture.

Given access to the Byzantine Insti-

tute's extensive collection of rare

Russian and Greek books, icons, and

manuscripts. Goes to the well-heated

institute twice a week during the

winter.

Draws portraits of friends and paints

mainly abstractions of the human

figure. Makes .111 abstraction from the

checkerboard design on the end of a

Seme barge, but destroys it, unable to

t non-objectivity.

1949 Settles at the I lotel Bourgognc on

the He Saint-Louis, Paris. In early spring,

begins to make drawings of plants. After

I aster travels to Samt-Savm-sur-Gar-

tempe, Poitiers, Mont-Saint-Michel, and

Chartres. Impressed by the eleventh- and

twelfth-century frescoes a( Saint-Savin and

Tavant.

In May completes his first abstract

painting. In June is visited In Ralph

Coburn, a friend from Boston on vacation

from his job at the Mirski Gallery.

Coburn introduces Kelly to the technique

of unpremeditated "automatic drawing,"

as done by the Surrealists. This technique

helps to broaden his con. prion of a

work of art.

With Coburn, visits Alice B. Toklas,

who had been the late Gertrude Stein's

companion, and sees the Stem collection.
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Meets the dancer-choreographer Merce

Cunningham and the composer John

Cage, who are staying at his hotel, and

becomes interested in Cage's ideas about

using the effects of chance in making art.

After having visited Belle-Ile-en-Mer in

Brittany with Coburn, returns to the

island in August and produces a series of

black-and-white drawings and paintings

that abstract seaweed and beach stones, the

windows of his house, and a roadside

marker.

Returns to Paris in October. Makes his

first five relief objects. Meets Michel

Seuphor, painter, critic, and historian of

de Stijl and subsequent pure abstraction

movements. Seuphor visits Kelly's studio,

sees his reliefs, and introduces him to Jean

Arp. Seuphor becomes an enthusiastic

advocate of Kelly's art.

Kelly visits Coburn over Christmas in

Sanary, a Mediterranean town near

Toulon; they go to Cap d'Antibes to meet

Picasso, but only sec his paintings at the

Palais Grimaldi.

1950 Designs his first cutout objects,

made for him by a local ebeniste. Participates

in first public exhibitions in Europe. In

February, visits Arp at his studio in

Meudon with Ralph Coburn, and again

in June with Coburn and Jack Younger-

man. Visits Arp several more times during

the next year. The Americans are also

impressed by the work of Arp's late wife,

Sophie Taeuber-Arp.

By spring, Kelly's G.I. stipend is used

up; remains in the Hotel Bourgogne with

some support from family. Meets the

Swiss artist Jiirg Spillcr, who introduces

him to the Paris-based Constructivist

artist Georges Vantongerloo, whose work

Kelly deeply admires. Spillcr also takes him

to Alberto Magnclli's studio. Attends one

of Francis Picabia's Sunday soirees. Visits

the artist Constantin Brancusi. In August,

through Youngcrman and his wife, the

actress Delphinc Scyrig, stays at her

mother's villa, La Combe, in Meschers.

Scyrig's father, Henri Seyrig, becomes

Kelly's first patron and a close friend.

Makes numerous collages and drawings,

including some done with the automatic-

drawing method, which he later converts

to paintings, and his last Paris cutout

object, La Combe II (Cat. 16). Takes a job

in the fall teaching art to children at the

American School in Paris.

1951 Plans to make a book outlining his

vocabulary of form, to be called "Line,

Form, Color" (never published). In April

his first one-man exhibition, containing

paintings and reliefs, opens at the Galerie

Arnaud in Paris; he and Youngerman had

persuaded Jean-Robert Arnaud to convert

the basement of his bookshop for the

exhibition, which establishes Kelly as an

avant-garde artist.

Stops teaching at the American School.

Meets Douglas Newton, a scholar of

primitive art; is introduced by him to the

British sculptor Eduardo Paolozzi, who in

turn introduces Kelly to Louis Clayeux.

Clayeux, director of the Galerie Maeght,

a major collector of literary manuscripts,

and an early supporter of Kandinsky's

work, befriends Kelly and arranges for his

work to be shown at the Galerie Maeght.

Invited back to La Combe for the

summer; completes some paintings from

the numerous ideas he has explored in his

sketchbooks over the winter. Returns to

Paris in the fall ; finds employment as a

night security guard; paints during the

daytime. In October, four of Kelly's

paintings are included in the Galerie

Maeght's annual exhibition of young

talent. Georges Braque admires Meschers

(195 1), which considerably strengthens

Kelly's position in the gallery. Meets Joan

Miro. The Swiss textile manufacturer and

art collector Gustav Zumsteg, having seen

Meschers at the Galerie Maeght, invites

Kelly to submit designs for fabrics; Kelly

accepts, and works on them in Zurich.

November, returns with Ralph Coburn

and the artists Alain Naude and Anne

Weber to Sanary. The Mediterranean

environment inspires Kelly to think and

work in color. Makes the first attached

single-color panel paintings. Travels to

Marseilles to see Le Corbusier's first

apartment house, Unite d'Habitation,

under construction.

1952 Leaves Sanary in May to join

Naude, then living on the grounds of a

friend's villa in Torcy, cast of Paris. In

September visits Monet's former home

and garden 111 Giverny; sees the late

Nympheas paintings. Visits Giacomctti's

studio. Meets Alexander Calder through

Jack Youngcrman and the Seyrigs.

1953 Included in a group show at the

Musco dc Arte Contcmporanco in
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Santander, Spain. Travels to Holland for

Christmas to visit Geertjan Visser in

Papendrccht. Visits Solomon Slijpcr's

private collection of Piet Mondrian's

work.

1954 In spring, hospitalized five weeks

with jaundice. Recuperates at the family

home of Geertjan Visser. While still

recovering, returns to Paris in July, gathers

his things, and boards the Queen Mary

for New York. Finds studio at 109 Broad

Street in lower Manhattan. Takes a night

job with the Post Office. Alexander

Caldcr visits Kelly and pays his rent for a

month. Caldcr mentions Kelly's work to

Alfred H. Barr, Jr., of the Museum of

Modern Art, and James Johnson Sweeney,

director of the Solomon R. Guggenheim

Museum. Sweeney makes a studio visit, as

does Dorothy Miller of the Museum of

Modern Art, who unsuccessfully recom-

mends acquisition of Window, Museum

lem Art, Paris (Cat. 5).

1955 Having seen Kelly's works in his

studio, the art dealer David Herbert

advises Betty Parsons to give Kelly a

show.

[956 I M . has first one-man exhibi-

tion in the United States, at Betty Parsons

Gallery, New York.. M to a larger

loft at 3-5 Coenties Slip, a few blocks

from Broad Street, where he remains tor

seven years. Is part of a community that

includes I red Mitchell, |ack Youngerman,

Edgar Negret, Robert Indiana, Agnes

M.irtm, Lenore Tawney, Larry Poons, and

Janus Rosenquist.

Through Richard Kelly, the lighting

designer (no relation), receives the com-

mission to do lobby and restaurant

sculptures 111 the new Transportation

Building for Perm Center, Philadelphia.

I irst use of the workshop of the lighting

engineer I dison Price, who helps him

fabricate metal pieces through [966.

1957 Participates in "Young America

'957." a g r(UI P exhibition at the Whitney

Museum of American Art, New York.

The Whitney becomes the first museum to

purchase his work (the painting Atlantic,

. Commissioned to make apartment

lobby decoration at Eastmorc I louse,

Seventy-sixth Street and Second Avenue,

New York.

1958 One-man exhibition at Galcrie

Maeght, Paris. In conjunction with this

exhibition an issue of Mae°;ht's Derriere

le Mnoir is published as the catalogue,

with a text bv Eusrene Goossen. Lawrence

Alloway, director of the Institute of

Contemporary Arts in London, sees the

show and advises the British collector E.

J.
Power to purchase work; Power buys

eight paintings.

Designs costumes and sets for Paul

Taylor's dance Tablet.

1959 Included in the "Sixteen Ameri-

cans" exhibition curated by Dorothy

Miller at the Museum of Modern Art,

New York. At his third one-man show at

the Betty Parsons Gallery, exhibits four

sculptures, including his first floor pieces

—

Gate (Cat. 33) and Pony (Cat. 34). Meets

Frank Stella.

i960 Travels to Puerto Rico, his first trip

to the Caribbean.

1961 Receives Fourth Painting Prize,

Carnegie International Exhibition, Pitts-

burgh.

1962 Receives the Flora Mayer Witkow-

sk} Prize, Art Institute of Chicago. One-

man exhibition at Arthur Tooth and Sons

Ltd., London. Meets I lenry Geldzahler.

1963 Receives the Brandeis Creative Arts

Award, Brandeis University, and the

Education Minister's Award at the

Seventh International Art Exhibition,

Tokyo. First one-man museum exhibition,

Gallery of Modern Art, Washington, D.C.

I eaves Betty Parsons Gallery. Moves

uptown to an apartment at the I lotcl des

Artistes.

1964 Receives Painting Prize, Carnegie

International Exhibition. The November

issue of Derriere le Miroir published as the

catalogue of Ins one-man exhibition at the

Galerie Maeght, with an essay by I )ale

Mi < onathy, whom Kelly had met when

inathy was working for Betty Parsons.

1965 First one-man show at the Sidney

Jams Gallery, New York. Two groups of

lithographs published by Maeght Editeur,

Paris. In May travels to Pans to sign the

first edition and makes more lithographs.

I ravels extensively in Italy and France.
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1966 Selected by Henry Geldzahler to

represent the U.S. at the American

Pavilion, 33 rd Venice Biennale, along

with Helen Frankenthaler, Roy Lichten-

stein, and Jules Olitski. Travels to the

opening.

First one-man show on the West Coast,

Ferus Gallery (later Irving Blum Gallery),

Los Angeles. Henry Persche becomes

Kelly's assistant. Association with Edison

Price ends.

1967 Blue Red Rocker (Cat. 41) sold to

the Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam, first

museum acquisition of a Kelly sculpture.

He travels to Amsterdam, Zurich, and

Paris and visits Miro in Majorca.

1968 Begins to have metal sculpture

fabricated at Lippincott, Inc., North

Haven, Connecticut; five works made

this first year. Spends the summer (and the

following one) in Bridgehampton, New
York, where he meets Diane Waldman,

Roy Lichtenstein, and Elizabeth Baker.

1969 Mural commissioned by U.N.E.S.

CO., Paris.

1970 In March moves to a house in upstate

New York and rents as a studio an old

theater above some main-street stores in a

neighboring village. Meets the artist George

Rickey, who lives nearby.

Lithographs published by Gemini G.E.L.,

Los Angeles. Other prints made there

1971-76, 1978, 1980, 1982. Mirrored

Concorde (Cat. 53) becomes the first sculp-

ture edition made by Gemini.

First of frequent trips to Saint Martin in

the Caribbean.

1971 The first general monographs on the

artist are published: Ellsu'orth Kelly: Draw-

ings, Collages, Prints by Diane Waldman,

and Ellsworth Kelly by John Coplans.

1973 Joins the Leo Castelli Gallery, New
York; has one-man show there. Retro-

spective exhibition at the Museum of

Modern Art, New York, with accompa-

nying book by Eugene Goossen.

Begins regularly making large outdoor

sculptures; begins to use weathering steel.

1975 First one-man exhibition at the

Blum/Helman Gallery, New York.

1976 Begins collaboration with Tyler

Graphics Ltd., Bedford, New York; other

prints made there in 1977, 1978, and 1980.

1978 Travels to Barcelona to see Antonio

Gaudi's work.

1979 Completes eighteen-part commis-

sioned painting for the Central Trust

Company in Cincinnati, Ohio. Builds a

large studio adjacent to his house. One-

man exhibition of recent paintings and

sculptures at the Metropolitan Museum of

Art, New York. Major one-man exhibi-

tion at the Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam;

show travels to London, Paris, and Baden-

Baden. Kelly travels to Europe in conjunc-

tion with the exhibition.

1980 Made a fellow of the Rhode

Island School of Design. Begins working

with Peter Carlson in California on large

wood and, later, metal sculptures.

1981 Curve XXII (Cat. 81), Lincoln Park,

Chicago, is installed, his largest sculpture

to date.

Receives sculpture award from the

Skowhegan School of Painting and

Sculpture.

In an exhibition at the Centre

Pompidou in Paris, two early works

(Cats. 5, 12) are shown for the first time

in thirty years.

1982 Produces a series of editioned painted

metal wall sculptures with Peter Carlson

and Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles.

1974 Receives Painting Prize, Art Institute

of Chicago. Elected to the National

Institute of Arts and Letters.
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Explanatory Notes

This is a catalogue raisonne of all the

wood and metal reliefs and freestanding

pieces Ellsworth Kelly made between

October 1949 and September 1, 1982;

about one-third of these works are

included in the exhibition '"Ellsworth

Kelly: Sculpture." The commentaries on

individual works and groups of related

works present the development of Kelly's

ideas and methods in an essentially

chronological fashion. However,

especially in the last decade Kelly has

often pursued a shape or a motif for an

extended period; a group of works

sharing a given motif is therefore gener-

ally catalogued and discussed together, at

the point when the motif first appeared.

The catalogue entries for the individual

works include all available data on exhi-

bition history, bibliography, and

provenance.

Bibliography and Exhibition History

These listings refer to Kelly's sculpture

only. Full citations to the abbreviated

bibliographical and exhibition references

given in the entries and texts may be

found in the general Bibliography and

Exhibition History. Both lists are organ-

ized by year. Within each year, the Exhi-

bition History is ordered by the opening

date of an exhibition; the Bibliography,

alphabetically by author, institution, or

title, as indicated by the abbreviation.

Provenance

Parentheses around the name of a dealer

m the I'rovi 1. u nous indicate that

the work onsignment, rather

than owned. Provenance is given in

chronological order.

I tfmennons

In addition to the depth of a piece, the

thickness of material is always given, as

is the piece's distance from the wall,

when mounted, or from the floor, when

raised. In post-1973 pieces with base

dimensions listed, base refers to the back-

support flange, which is an integral part

of the sculpture. Dimensions are m
inches, height preceding width, preceding

depth. I hmensions of works on paper art-

overall.

Signatures

Kelly has signed or initialed all publicly

exhibited wood and early freestanding

sculptures and metal reliefs. Later work

produced by Lippincott, Inc., and other

fabricators is stamped with his name, the

title of the piece, and, in certain cases,

the number within an edition. For

unspecified reasons, some Lippincott pieces

have not been stamped. Signatures or

stamps are usually located where they

are not readily visible—on the backs of

reliefs, below ground level or, for the

later sculptures, on their back supports.

For the early works, the appearance and

form of each signature is provided in the

catalogue entries, when verified.

Repainting

Kelly has painted main of his wood and

aluminum pieces, and in one case

(Cat. 49) a steel piece. When the paint

chips or weathers poorly, he is scrupulous

about repainting so that surfaces remain

pristine. Since repainting is a routine

aspect of the maintenance of these works,

specific dates of repainting are not noted.

Artist Copies

When fabricators have produced artist

copu-s (see Cats. 53, 1 [9 [29), the copies

have been divided equally between the

artist and the fabricator. For several

pieces, so-designated special copies were

made to be given away at the discretion

of the artist and the fabrii itOl

EK Numbers

Starting with the work he made m Paris

m ( Vtobcr [949, I llsworth Kelly desig-

nates each painting, relief, and free-

standing sculpture with his initials

followed by a number, usually in

sequential order of execution. An EK

number appears 111 the catalogue after

the title and date of each work.
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I. Window III, [949

l. Window III, : , . .

invas, 32

ated by the artist

Signed: f K [949

Private collection

Bibliography: String 197

ibitions: Arnaud 1951 (as T. UI);Janis 1970

Kelly considers this strmg-on-canvas

painting his earliest relief. In Tavant of

\<)\ , , a figurative painting, he

had built up a ridge of pain)

physii al dimi nsion to the outline and edge

of his inner form. Hut in Window III he

' real break with tile flat

I I turned to string as the

\-pcnsivc wa\

build uj w III is the

Culmination of a series of abstractions of

window tonus derived from the window

structure ige at lkllc-Ilc-cn-Mcr,

Brio issen, Kelly 1973. p- 20), as

well as from a drawing done on the

envelope of a letter to Ralph Coburn

1), an artist-friend from Boston. In

the doodle-like drawing, and more so in

this relief, the high tower on the island

is transformed in a Dadaistic manner into

a human figure. The artist perceives the

verticals and horizontals of the combined

r and wmdow-mullion motifs as the

head, and the triangulated land

beneath as breasts and arms. Kelly drew

numerous studies of this wmdow-mullion

theme and produced one painting of it.

\ A7KK/ j

Fig. 1. Simly for Window III. 1949. Ink on

paper, 4 '/a x 6'/.". Private collection.
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2. Wood Cutout with String I, 1949

3. Wood Cutout with String II, 1949

4. Wood Cutout with String III, 1949

These relief objects, produced at about

the same time as String Relief (Cat. 13),

introduce into Kelly's work more con-

ventional relief issues of cutout and open

and closed form. Their totemic figuration

originated in a variety of sources: Kelly's

frequent trips to the Louvre to sec

Assyrian sculpture, the ethnographic

collections of the Musee de l'Homme, and

certain Picasso paintings of the 1940s.

Kelly had brought with him to Paris

Harriet and Sidney Janis' book Picasso:

The Recent Years, 1939-1946. The

Portrait of Dora Maar of 1942 (Fig. 2),

which was reproduced in color, correlates

with Wood Cutout with String III in the

shape of the top of the head, the stripes

of the dress separated by the white of the

fichu, and the extreme flatness of the arms.

The cutout form of this same Kelly relief

also relates closely to that of a Pacific

Northwest Haida Indian paddle, which

Kelly still owns and which then hung in

his studio-room at the Hotel Bourgognc

(Goossen, Kelly 1973, p. 17). These

disparate influences were joined in a series

of small sketched ideas (Fig. 3). Related

motifs were carefully traced onto a

French patterned brown wrapping paper

(Fig. 4) ; Kelly let the linear pattern

determine in part the reliefs' details. The

wood forms were then cut out from

additional, more finished drawings by a

local ebeniste (master carpenter). From

this time on, Kelly routinely used master

craftsmen to execute his sculptural ideas.

Whereas string was affixed to the

canvas as a linear element in Window HI

(Cat. 1), in this trio of works the string,

loosely attached through the punctures

of the wood cutout, has a separate

physicality and in Wood Cutout with

String II cuts through open space, an

approach reminiscent of Alexander

Calder's use of wire to draw three-

dimensionally. Strongly masculine 111

their angled anthropomorphism, Wood

Cutout with String I and Wood Cutout

with String II form a pair of complemen-

tary explorations of open and closed,

positive and negative space. For Kelly,

the larger Wood Cutout with String III

(originally called Figure with String) was

the female of this trio. Its pair of semi-

circular cutouts reads like a neck and

their partial, negative shapes become

complete and positive in the full, open

circle below.

Apart from drawings and two later

sculptures (Black Venus and Metal Relief,

Cats. 32, 36), the 1949 pieces were

Kelly's last works with clearly anthro-

pomorphic details. Yet, while maintaining

a connection with figuration, their

construction and design insist on abstrac-

tion. They share with the Standing

Totems (Cats. 62-76, 78-83) of the

Curve series, begun in 1974, a special

ability to exist both as pure abstractions

and as surrogates for the figure.

Fig. 2. Pablo Picasso. Portrait of Dora Maar,

1942. Oil on panel, 36% x 28Y4". Collection

of Stephen Hahn, New York.

Fig. 3. Study for a Wood Cutout with

String, 1949 I'. 11 il <mi paper, 7% x 7V2".

l'i ivate collection.

Fig. 4. Studies for Wood Cutouts with Siring,

1949. Ink and pencil on paper, 17 x i8'/j".

Private collet tion.
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atcd by the artist and a ! ntcr

ill. p. 24

: Amaui

(11

Oil on '." wood with string, 28 X

i by the artist and a local carpenter

Private collection

Bibliography: ' Kelly 1973, ill. p. 24

bitions: Arn.uid 1951 (titled with Cat. 2

d'objels avecficelle noire)

(I Cutout with Siring III, 1919 (ek 5)

Oil on !

." wood with string, 41 x 7V2 x '//'

Fabricated by the artist and a local carpenter

Signed: ki 1 1 y

Private collection

Bibliography: Coplans 1971, pi. 55; Cloosscn,

Kelly 1973, ill- p. 24

Exhibitions: Beaux-Arts 1950 (as Construction);

Arnaucl 1951 (as Objet avecficelle noire)
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5. Window, Museum of Modern Art,

Paris, 1949

5. Window, Museum of Modern Art, Paris, 1949

(ek 6)

Oil on %" wood and canvas (two joined panels),

50 V2 x 19V2 x 3A" overall

Fabricated by the artist

Signed: kelly 1949

Private collection

Bibliography: Goossen 1968, cat. 16, ill. p. 13;

Berland/Terbell 1970, p. 16; Coplans 1971,

pp. 26-30, pi. 8; Waldman 1971, p. 16; Baker

1973. PP- 31-3-2; Goossen, "Paris" 1973, pp. 33,

35; Halasz 1973, p. 42; Hughes 1973, p. 72;

Rose 1973, p. 209; Rosenberg 1973, p. 117;

Tuchman 1974, p. 60; Paris 1977, p. 558, ill.

p. 558; Rose 1979, pp. 5, 7, 9, 11, 30, fig. 5;

Michel 1980, ill. p. 20; Rose, Gemalde 1980,

pp. 3, 11, 16, 38, 89, ill. p. 14; Rose, Peintures

1980, pp. 8, 15, fig. 5; Paris 1981, no. 349,

ill. p. 284

Exhibitions: Arnaud 195 1 (as Construction—Relief

en blanc, gris et noir); moma 1968; moma 1973;

Centre Pompidou 198

1

(Illustrated in color on page 15)

On a visit to the Musee d'Art Modcrne

in Paris in the fall of 1949, Kelly was

struck with the scale of its tall, thin main-

floor windows and how the sky looked

much whiter through their upper panes

than did the museum's white walls. He

later speculated that the museum's

architect must have admired Mondrian's

work. Kelly was standing in the front

gallery and recalls it was hung with small

paintings. The beauty of the large,

elongated window affected him far more

than the works of art. The window, not

so much as a division between what was

inside and outside but as a structural

object, hit him with the force of a revela-

tion. Everything he saw was intensified.

In drawings done back in his studio

Kelly altered somewhat the proportions

of the actual window (Fig. 5). In Novem-

ber he joined two painted canvas panels

with wood framing strips, with the

bottom stretcher reversed so that the gray

panel was recessed. The black wooden

frame and mullions cast real shadows.

In making this relief and his other

explorations of the window motif, Kelly

was not particularly conscious of the long

tradition in Western painting of the

window as subject. It was the structure of

the window, not a view or metaphorical

possibilities, that mattered. Kelly was also
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unaware of Marcel Duchamp's Fresh

Widow o( 1920 (bequeathed by Katherine

Dreier to the Museum of Modem Art,

New York, in 1953). While Duchamp's

work transformed a found object into a

sculpture, embodying a potent Dada pun,

Kelly made a work of art like an object.

Extracted from functional and narrative

associations, his Window still retains its

connections to visible reality. Anticipating

Frank Stella's Black paintings and Jasper

Johns' depictions of the American flag,

Window, Museum of Modern Art, Paris is

one of the earliest signs of a decisive shift

in the definition of a work of art as an

object. Its reference is as much to its own

methods of facture as to its source. As

Kelly would do repeatedly in his art, he

asserts formal shape above all other

considerations.

The implications of Window were

carried through in the last works that

Kelly made before leaving Paris, a pair of

alternating black-or-whitc bordered

square paintings (Figs. 7, 8). Frame and

picture are reduced to their quintessential

terms. Based upon the windows of a

Pans cafe he frequented, Black Square and

White Square were Kelly's most simplified

representations of the window motif.

With their trained, all-wood construction,

they confirm the conjunction of Kelly's

painting and relief concerns. In this

sense, the two paintings culminate the

objectifying direction signaled in Window,

, Paris.

Though seen by numerous visitors to

bis studio, Window, Museum I Modem

Art, Paris was not publicly exhibited 111

America until the summer of 1968. Its

1 panels and juxtaposition of 1

1 white are features Kelly explored

further during the 1970s. Kelly's later

photograph of the source (Fig. 6), like

his other documental I rench n

subjo 1 Cat [i, 17), v

many years later.

Fig. 5. Study for Window, Museum oj Modern

Art, Pans, 194';. Ink .nid pencil on paper,

i6'/i x i2'»" Private collection.

Fig. 6. Window, Musee d'Art Moderne,

Paris, 1967. Photograph by Ellsworth Kelly.

I White s. Oil on wood, 41'. x

Private collection.

Fig. 8. ;:i,uc, 1953. Oil on wood,

I

. 43 ' 4". Private collet Hon.

I!



6. Gate—Board, 1950

6. Gate—Board, 1950 (ek 9)

Oil on V»" wood with string, 26 3
/4 x 35% x Ve";

1" off wall

Fabricated by the artist

Signed: ek 1950

Private collection

Bibliography: String 1970, ill. cat. 8 (as Gate)
;

Coplans 1971, pp. 30-32, pi. 54; Goossen, Kelly

1973, ill. p. 24

Exhibitions: Arnaud 195 1 (as Planclie avec ficelle

noire: Sanary j);Janis 1970

This composition is based upon an

elaborate metal rod gate which Kelly had

sketched while spending the Christmas of

1949 in the south of France (Fig. 9)

;

later he documented it photographically

(Fig. 10). Exhibiting both in source and

execution an irregular rhythm of verticals,

Gate—Board illustrates Kelly's attraction

to subject matter which, when simplified,

conceals its origin.

>

It

t-lJ Irt;

Fig. 9. Studies for a gate and ( late—
Ink on paper, 12% x ij'A". Private

Board, [949.

collection.

Fig. 10. Gate in southern France, 1975.

Photograph by Ellsworth Kelly.
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7. Window V, 1950

- Window V, 1950 (ek 10)

Oil on V2' wood, 27 Vz x 7% x V2"

Fabricated by the artist

Private collection

Bibliography: Coplans 1971, PP- 32-33. pi- 60;

Goossen, Kelly 1973, p. 50

Exhibitions: Arnaud 195 1 (as Lignes noires et une

ficelle blanche: Sanary II); moma 1973; Washburn

1982

1 Stud) for H il <"'

paper llcitmn.

The shape and markings of Window V
derived from the projection of light from

a street lamp through a window at night

onto the wall of a stairwell, located in

the house Kelly occupied on his first trip

to Sanary at Christmas 1949- The diag-

onals were formed by the shape of the

stairwell cutting oft the rectangular

projection of light. The horizontal bands

were shadows of telephone wires. A piece

of paper was placed on the projected image

and traced (Fig. 11). What appealed

to Kelly was the shape and organization

of this nightly chance occurrence.

Window \
' was made as if the composi-

tion of light and shadows had been

removed from the wall. The piece was

originally installed in Kelly's studio (Fig.

12) and then at the Galerie Arnaud, Paris;

hanging from the ceiling on a thick string

attached around the uppermost wide black

band, it floated in space. The piece's

originality resides in part in its ambivalent

character— it is not unequivocally either

painting or sculpture, though its sculptural

definition is affirmed by its initial installa-

tion, cutout form, and material.

The shape ot the wood panel is one

that Kelly used again in Untitled of [982

(Cat. 113).

Kelly's

«>
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8. Neuilly, 1950

8. Neuilly, 1950 (ek ii)

Gesso on cardboard mounted on wood, 23 % x

31% x i'/2
"

Fabricated by the artist

Signed: ek 1950

Private collection

Bibliography: Coplans 1971, pp. 30-32; Neuilly

(as Neuilly Relief, item 14) was included in the

catalogue of Kelly's November 1971 exhibition

of "Recent Paintings" at the Sidney Janis Gallery,

New York, but not shown.

Exhibitions: Arnaud 195 1 (as Relief: Blanc sur

blanc I)

This relief derived from a drawing Kelly

made of pavement stones in the garden of

the American Hospital at Neuilly, just

outside Paris (Fig. 13). In the fabrication,

he simplified the lower-right section.

Although his vision here evokes Construc-

tivist compositions, it was his chance

encounter with the design in an extant

pavement that provided a source sufficiently

removed from art to be acceptable.

Fig. 13. Study for Neuilly, 1950. Pencil on

paper, i2 3
/s x ijVn" . Private collection.
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9. Cutout in Wood, 1950

9. Cutout in Wood, 1950 (ek 12)

Gesso on '/%" wood, 15 x 6% x 7
/s"

Fabricated by the artist

Private collection

Bibliography: Goossen, Kelly 1973, ill. p. 24;

Rose 1979, p. 2, fig. 2; Rose, Gemdlde 1980, p. 2,

fig. 2; Rose, Peintiires 1980, p. 6, fig. 2

Exhibitions: Amaud 195 1 (as Objet en bois blanchi)

Though figurative references are obscured

in the finished work, a sheet of studies

(Fig. 14) clearly relates this sculpture to the

anthropomorphic reliefs and cutouts of

several months earlier (Cats. 2-4, 13),

as well as to the Belle-fle-en-Mer window-

paintings and drawings and his first relief,

Window ///(Cat. 1). In small sketches

Kelly explored the means by which the

crossbars of the window fit together and

were set directly into the wall of the

Breton cottage. His approach to relief is

here given its most sculptural form.

Though negative space predominates over

positive, the thickness of the wood in

relation to the small scale of the entire

work underscores its sculptural presence.

Its anthropomorphic form is expressed by

meal • itive space. Kelly's first print,

made the same year at the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts (Waldman 1971, pi. 1), used

a related motif.

•
.

tm SQ

i
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10. Saint-Louis I, 1950

11. Saint-Louis II, 1950

Kelly derived the horizontal divisions, the

flat-topped pyramidal forms, and the

overall compositions of these two reliefs

directly from the wall of a small house at

the end of the He Saint-Louis where the

quai d'Anjou and the rue Saint-Louis-en-

l'lle meet. Many Parisian buildings have

such linear patterned facades, created by

emphasizing the joints between the stone

blocks. Frequently an illusion of great

depth is created on these walls and door-

ways. However, in this instance, Kelly

chose a wall with an absolutely flat and

horizontal pattern. Unlike his drawing

(Fig. 15), Saint-Louis /shows the two

recessive doorways indicated in his later

photographic documentation (Fig. 16) as

vertical, equally wide, receding channels.

A subtle but lively use of gray, black,

and orange lines for the horizontal

banding defines the structure of this piece.

Its use of color took Kelly as close as he

was to get toward the Vantongerloo

paintings he so admired. In Saint-Louis II,

the doorways are eliminated. The austere

banding of the relief, as in the wall itself,

is made by incised cuts. The horizontal

composition is broken only by the three

forms at the top. As with much of Kelly's

Paris work, in both pieces low-relief

subjects arc translated into low-relief

objects.

A. L \ C\

Fig. 15. Study for Saint-Louis I and II, 1950.

Pencil on paper, 12% x ij'A". Private collection.

~

Fig. 16. Wall, rue Saint-Louis-en-1'Ile, I'.i

1967. Photograph by Ellsworth Kelly.
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X L \ r\

Oil and gesso on i" wood, 12 x 27 x 1"

Fabricated by the artist

Collection of Ann Weber, Georgetown, Maine

Exhibitions: Arnaud 1951 (as Triptyque—Relief:

Lignes oranges)

x 1"

'1st

Bibliography ' >
.
pi. ST,

ill p. 25;

is" 1971. PP- 32 >i. Masheck 1973,

p. 55;Tuchman [974, p. 60; Rose, Gemdlde

ill p. 97

1973
I

1
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12. White Relief, 1950

12. White Relief, 1950 (ek 18)

Oil on %" wood, 39Y4 x 27% x i
3//'

Fabricated by the artist and a local carpenter

Signed: ek

Private collection

Bibliography: Coplans 1971, pp. 30, 32, pi. 61;

Goossen, Kelly 1973, p. 27, ill. p. 26; Hunter

!973. fig- 647 (as White on White); Rose 1979,

pp. 11, 12, fig. 14; Rose, Gemalde 1980, pp. 16,

27, fig. 14; Rose, Peintures 1980, pp. 14, 15,

fig. 14; Paris 1981, ill. p. 284

Exhibitions: Arnaud 195 1 (as Relief: Blanc sur

blanc II. Pourfohn Cage); moma 1973; Centre

Pompidou 1981

When Kelly met the composer John Cage

and the dancer-choreographer Merce

Cunningham during the summer of 1949,

their enthusiastic response to his art

provided much-needed encouragement.

Their openness strengthened his convic-

tion that he was going in the right

direction. At bookstalls along the Seine,

Cage had found and bought a number of

Japanese stencils to take back to the United

States as gifts. Kelly subsequently pur-

chased some for himself. Several months

later he used the design of one of them

for White Relief, which he dedicated to

Cage. Having earlier scaled down and

cut out forms, Kelly now took the stencil

design, enlarged it, and raised its cutout

elements into high relief. As in several

prior reliefs, he let certain artistic decisions

be made by his direct adoption of some-

one else's art or craft.

White Relief most closely reveals the

connection between Kelly's Paris reliefs

and the reliefs ofJean Arp, whom Kelly

had visited in his studio earlier that year.

Though Arp's all-white reliefs arc much

more organic, at least one piece, Egg

Board (Fig. 17), has similar, regularly

repeating, identical elements; but this

repetition has been subverted by the

introduction of many colors.

y \y \y

y / \y \y

y V y y

SJ \y v v>

Fig. 17. Jean Arp. Egg Board, 1922. Wood
relief, 29'j x 39 "*". Fondation Arp,

Clamart, France.
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13. String Relief, 1950

13. String Relief, 1950 (ek 19)

Oil on Vs* wood with string, 39V16 x 14 x Vs"

Fabricated by the artist and a local carpenter

Signed: Kelly 1950

Private collection

Bibliography: Rose 1979, pp. 2, 5, fig. 1; Rose,

Gemdlde 1980, pp. 9, 10, fig. 1; Rose, Peinttires

1980, pp. 4, 7, fig. 1

Exhibitions: Arnaud 195 1 (as Flamingo)

The linear markings and outline of this

work closely relate to the ornamentation

on the now destroyed facade of a buildim

at 14, quai des Celestins in Paris. Though

a mistake was made in the cutting of

the top of the piece, Kelly was reluctant

to discard his investment—the equi-

valent of a month's rent. The work's

set of nine string and nine incised lines

is a further sophistication of the earlier

string-and-wood reliefs (Cats. 2-4).

Kelly turned to color to offset the

ebenistc's mistake. With its yellow string

and blue circle, String Relief was the

most vibrant of his early reliefs.

w
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14- Relief with Blue, 1950

14. Relief with Blue, 1950 (ek 20)

Oil on %" wood, 45 x 17Y2 x 1 'A"

Fabricated by the artist and a local carpenter

Signed: ek

Private collection

Bibliography: Geldzahler 1969, cat. 174 (as

White Relief with Blue), ill. p. 199; Coplans 1971,

pp. 26, 30, 32, pi. 59; Goossen, Kelly 1973, pp. 27,

54, 61, ill. p. 27; Hughes 1973, p. 72, ill. p. 73;

Rose 1979, p. 11; Rose, Centiilde 1980, p. 16;

Rose, Peintures 1980, p. 15

Exhibitions: Arnaud 195 1 (as Relief en bleu);

Realites Nouvelles 195 1 ; New School 1956;

Metropolitan 1969; moma 1973

This work is based upon Kelly's percep-

tion of the set of the Compagnie Made-

leine Renaud/Jcan-Louis Barrault produc-

tion of Hamlet at the Theatre Marigny in

Paris. Shakespeare's play had been

translated by Andre Gide with incidental

music by Arthur Honegger; the set and cos-

tumes were by Andre Masson. The basic

set consisted of two lofty medieval porches,

one on each side of the stage. A
few high curtains, simple groups of

furniture, and shifting lights established

the scenes before a backdrop of arches,

columns, and drapes in shades of gray,

with highlights of vivid color. From a

quick sketch (Fig. 18), Kelly re-created,

in a further exploration of the window

theme, the decor's parted curtains (which

were black in the set), the blue of the sky,

and the white floor. A strongly theatrical

sense of recessive space is implied. The

elongated eccentric curves, which appear

here for the first time, would become a

constant theme in Kelly's work.

Fig. 18. Study for Relief with Blue, 1949-50.

il mi paper, 12 x 8
7
/n". Private collection. 52



15- Antibes, 1950

15. Ai 2 1)

(board mounted on

Fabricated by the artist

lly

' ''.lie. Henri Scyrig, Ncutl

rland

Bibliography: < lopl ins [9 H ise,

I. p. 100

Exhibitions: Ar

blanc III,

During Ins \()\>) Christmas trip to sec

Ralph Coburn ., Kelly visited the

harbor at Antilx-s and later made a draw-

t it from memor hich

served as the basis tor tins relief, executed

k remains Kelly's

• compli • mmctrically com-

I he shapes at the center and

left, identifiable as quays and buildin

Ant lilboat, make this the only

ily's

re paintings and sculptures h

purchase in April 1951 by Henr

of Kelly's friend i

Youngi rman and, later, director of the

Kelly's first

I 1 il on

I ollcc tion.
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16. La Combe II, 1950-51

16. La Combe II, 1950-51 (ek 34)

Oil on 9 wood hinged panels: each, 39 x 5 x 'A";

overall, 39 x 46V2" (depth variable)

Fabricated by the artist

Private collection

Bibliography: Realties nouvelles 1951, ill. p. 44;

McConathy 1964; Coplans 1971, p. 36, pi. 65;

Waldman 1971, p. 20; Goossen, Kelly 1973, ill.

p. 35; Tuchman 1974, p. 55

Exhibitions: Arnaud 195

1

In August of 1950 Kelly visited the

Seyrig family at their villa, La Combe,

in Meschers. He was fascinated by the

shadows cast by the railings of the out-

door metal staircase of the villa (Fig. 20).

Flattening the effects of perspective,

dealing with each step as an elongated

rectangle, Kelly made numerous pencil

drawings of the shadow lines (Fig. 22)

precisely as they occurred at different

times of the day. Using three of these

drawings, he created a large, black-line

collage; back in Paris the following

February he based this nine-panel folding

screen on the collage. Its variability signals

his fascination with chance at this time.

Each panel reproduced with paint the

linear shadows of different widths cast on

a particular step. In the screen and his two

paintings of the staircase, Kelly obscured

his source by rendering horizontally a

vertical subject. By comparing this work

with his paintings La Combe I of 1950

(Coplans 1 97 1, pi. 62) and Meschers (Fig.

21) one sees Kelly's interest in multiple-

panel painting taking three-dimensional

form. La Combe II is Kelly's first decisive-

ly three-dimensional piece; and though

hinged and functioning as a screen, it may

also be considered a panel painting.

Nothing was sold from Kelly's exhibi-

tion at the Galcrie Arnaud in 195 1, where

his Paris reliefs received their earliest

public exposure. Someone had wanted to

purchase La Combe II, but though Kelly

was prepared to sell the painting La

Combe I, he chose to retain the screen.

La Combe II was the final sculptural work

that he completed in Paris. Its structure of

interlocking elements was further explored

in the 1957 Philadelphia Transportation

Building lobby and restaurant sculpture

commissions (Cats. 18, 19).

Fig. 20. Shadows on a staircase at La Combe,

1950. Photograph by Ellsworth Kelly.

Fig. 21. Meschers, 195 1. Oil on canvas, 59 x

59". Private collection.

Fig. 22. Study for La Combe I, 1950. Pencil

on paper, 8% x io 5
/b". Private collection.
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17- White Plaque: Bridge Arch and

Reflection, 1955

17. White Plaque: Bridge Arch and Reflection,

1955 (ek 72)

Oil on 'A" wood, 64 x 48 x V2" ; i
3/^" off wall

Fabricated by the artist and a local carpenter

Private collection

Bibliography: Tillim i960, p. 150 (as The

Plaque); Ashton 1968, ill. p. 93 (as White Relief—

Arch and Its Shadow: Pont de la Tournelle, Paris);

Goossen 1968, cat. 19, ill. p. 23 (as White

Relief-—Arch and Its Shadow: Pont de la Tournelle,

Paris); Coplans 1971, pp. 62-63, 76, 93; Goossen,

Kelly 1973, pp. 50, 52, 59, 61, 87, 92, ill. pp. 51,

112; Masheck 1973, p. 56; Wechsler 1973, p. 6;

Tuchman 1974, p. 60, ill. p. 56; Rose, Gemdlde

1980, pp. 37, 38, ill. p. 39

Exhibitions: Parsons 1956; moma 1968 (as White

Relief—Arch and Its Shadow: Pont de la Tournelle,

Paris); moma 1973

Provenance: (Betty Parsons Gallery, New York);

Sander Feldman, Philadelphia; Robert Fraser

Gallery, London; The Locksley-Shea Gallery,

Minneapolis

In 195 1 Kelly produced several studies based

upon his observation of water, light, and

reflection. His 1951 painting Seine (Goossen,

Kelly 1973, p. 31), a gridded, chance-

determined black-and-white rendering of

light on the Paris river, was his first major

treatment of the theme. That same year

the composition of White Plaque: Bridge

Arch and Reflection—Kelly's only relief

strictly based on water and reflection

—

was first formulated as a matte and glossy

black paper collage (Fig. 23). It depicts

one of the arches of the Pont de la

Tournelle, a bridge crossing the Seine

from the Left Bank to the He Saint-Louis,

and the reflection of the arch cast on the

water (Fig. 24). However, Kelly set the

collage aside when he went to the south

of France in the autumn of 195 1. There

his attention focused on color. It was not

until 1955 that White Plaque was actually

fabricated.

The piece offers the definitive link

between the severity of the Paris work and

what was to come. In New York the

greater size of Kelly's studio and his

proximity to the East River and its

bridges prompted him to execute the

piece. He made it a little more than three

times the size of the collage. The two-

tone black became all white: having

applied his primary coat of gesso, he liked

the form in white so much that he kept it

that way. White as a color is most expres-

sive of light and had been used in most of

Kelly's Paris reliefs.

White Plaque: Bridge Arch and Reflection

makes mirror images of the arch beneath

the bridge and its reflection. Both elements

are simply contained spaces, yet for Kelly

they arc given a physicality equal to the

bridge's structure or the mass of water it

crosses. The relief's pair of swollen semi-

circles is separated by a narrow rectangular

division, expressive of the waterline. This

band also serves as a foil to the piece's

dominant curvilinearity. The form of the

piece is an inversion of the upper element

within Wood Cutout with String III (Cat. 4).

If the title had simply been "White Plaque,"

the origins of the forms would not have

been obvious, but once acknowledged

they are clearly descriptive. The curved

organic form inaugurates Kelly's biomor-

phic shape inventions of the 1960s.

Fig. 23. Study for White Plaque: Bridge Arch

and Reflection, 1951. Collage on paper, 20'A x

14%". Private collection.

Fig. 24. Pont de la Tournelle, Paris, [967.

Photograph by Ellsworth Kelly.
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18. Seven Sculptural Screens in Brass,

1957

19. Transportation Building Lobby
Sculpture, 1957

Though Kelly had the first of his one-man

exhibitions at the Betty Parsons Gallery

in May 1956, and another show the

following year, he made very few sales

during this period. Increasingly in the late

1950s he believed that to support himself

he needed to get institutional commissions.

Through Richard Kelly, a New York

lighting consultant, Kelly received two

commissions for the Transportation

Building in Philadelphia's Penn Center

complex. Along with his lobby decora-

tion for the Eastmore House apartment

building (1957), Seven Sculptural Screens in

Brass and the Transportation Building Lobby

Sculpture were the only such pieces that

Kelly realized at this time. Richard Kelly

had first asked Kelly to make an open

division wall between the counter and

table-service areas of the Greyhound bus

terminal's Post House restaurant. In the

fall of 1956, when Vincent G. Kling,

architect for the entire project, saw Kelly's

cut-paper maquettes for this dividing wall,

he additionally requested a screen for

above the elevators in the lobby of the

Transportation Building within which the

Greyhound bus terminal was located.

Both commissions were completed within

six months.

Kelly's concept for the two pieces was

very practical and straightforward.

Vertical cuts were made on rectangular

sheets of material. He had evolved their

shapes using outline sketches, more

finished drawings (Fig. 25), and card-

board-and-wirc maquettes, which were

directly translated into thin sheets of

metal, though after fabrication Kelly

altered the sequence of the sections.

Through Richard Kelly, the lighting

engineer Edison Price was called in to

fabricate these designs; Kelly was to

use Price's workshop through 1966.

These pieces mark the first time Kelly

used metal—in the case of the screens,

brass—a material he could not have

afforded without such a commission. In

both works the sliced metal sheets were

arranged on metal bar grids. Brass was

employed because of its attractive and

reflective surface. Richard Kelly thought

of the screens as being brilliantly lit and

shimmering like chandeliers.

For Seven Sculptural Screens in Brass, the

placement of the cut sections of the brass

sheets alternated—outward and inward

—

on a set of four vertical bars split in two

to increase the distance between the

alternating cut sections. From the front,

rectangles were visible. From the side, the

piece was perceived as an elaborate

latticework of planes, lines, and open

spaces. Its simple construction belied the

rich interplay of light and shapes it

generated. As one moved around to the

other side of the piece, the forms reversed.

The work was Kelly's first non-relief

sculpture, but like almost all his work, was

insistently frontal ; Kelly moved his sculp-

ture off the wall and made it into a wall.

The individual cut shapes remain pivotal

to Kelly's later work. The curved elements

anticipate the shapes within his paintings

1

1

1

1
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Fig. 25. Studies for Seven Sculptural Screens in

Brass, 1956. Pencil on paper, 18 x 23". Private

collection.
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l8. Seven Sculptural '.'-rass, 1957 (EK

105- 1

Vi»* brass, 54 x 60 x 12" each screen

Fabricated by 1 e, Inc., New York

Collection of the (.rcyhound I >n,

lied .it the 1'ost House restaurant,

•ion Bui! '

ter,

Philadelphia; present whereabouts unknown

Bibliography: Goosscn, Kelly 1973. p. 61, ill

Sixth Seventh screen.
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and sculptures during the late 1950s and

and early 1960s. The elongated rectangular

linear cuts and alternating folds were to

be used again in Kelly's angled and folded

sculptures of the late 1960s and in the

succession of Standing Totem Curve

pieces that he has created from 1974 to

the present (Cats. 62-76, 78-83).

Kelly installed the seven screens in a

semi-symmetrical configuration: they

were divided into two clusters of three

sections each and a single one. The piece

was removed in the late 1960s from the

Post House restaurant when it was under-

going renovation. The elements were

stored for many years by the Greyhound

company in a Chicago warehouse; their

present location is unknown.

The Transportation Building Lobby

Sculpture is Kelly's largest sculptural work

to date. Aluminum was used because it is

light in weight and can be anodized with

color. The work applied the cutting/folding

method used for Seven Sculptural Screens

in Brass in a more complex way and

introduced multicolor components into

his three-dimensional work. Kelly made a

model and drawings for Edison

Price. The piece consists of 104 separate

panels distributed over a tcn-by-

seventy-foot frieze with a double-bar

grid apparatus. Sixteen different composi-

tions were possible. There were four rows

with twenty-six forms per row. The

panels could go from the front row to the

front row, the front row to the back row,

the back row to the front row, or the back

row to the back row. Seventy-six of these

panels are polished aluminum; of the

remaining twenty-eight, groups of seven

panels each were anodized black, blue, red,

and yellow. Kelly distributed the colored

elements intuitively across the piece.

The Transportation Building Lobby Sculp-

ture, though made for its site, is cramped

and difficult to see. It was a source of

considerable controversy to the builder-

developer of this project, and for some

years was only illuminated at night

during the Christmas season.

Shortly after their completion, Seven

Sculptural Screens in Brass and the Trans-

portation Building Lobby Sculpture were

featured in an article on the Penn Center

complex in Architectural Record, though

this exposure did not generate any

immediate institutional commissions.

Except for his 1964 World's Fair piece,

Two Curves: Blue Red, and Yellow Blue

(Cats. 44, 49), these works placed Kelly's

art in a truly public realm that he did not

enter again for two decades.

Significantly related to such earlier

multipanel paintings as Meschers and Cite

(Figs. 21, 26), these two commissions were

likewise an outgrowth of La Combe II

(Cat. 16) in their manipulation of planes

and shadows and control and chance. The

individual cut shapes that resulted remain

pivotal to Kelly's later New York work.

The separate color panels of the Transpor-

tation Building Lobby Sculpture display a

kinship with the small painted wall

sculptures Kelly produced in 1982

(Cats. 1 19-129).

19. Transportation Building Lobby Sculpture, 1957

(E K 112)

Anodized %" aluminum, 144 x 64 x 12"

Fabricated and installed by Edison Price, Inc.,

New York, Isaac Goodbar, engineer

Transportation Building, Penn Center,

Philadelphia

Bibliography: "Penn Center" 1957, p. 196, ill.

cover, pp. 5, 191; Campbell 1959, p. 13; Tillim

i960, p. 150; Rose, "Kelly" 1967, p. 52, ill. p. 55;

Coplans 1971, p. 93, pis. 33, 109; Debs 1972,

p. 73; Goossen, Kelly 1973, pp. 61, 80, ill. p. 62

Fig. 26. Cite, 1 95 1. Oil on wood; 20 joined

panels, 56 'A x 70 V2" overall. Private collection.
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20. Sculpture Model (Monsanto), 1957

21. Sculpture Model, 1958

22. Sculpture Model, 1959

The all-white Sculpture Model (Monsanto)

and the multicolor Sculpture Model (Cat. 21)

were among the small group of commis-

sion proposals Kelly evolved following his

Philadelphia Transportation Building

projects. They represent alternative

(never executed) proposals for sculpture

for the cafeteria of the Monsanto Com-
pany headquarters building in Saint Louis,

designed by Vincent G. Kling. The pieces

further explore the method Kelly used in

his Seven Sculptural Screens in Brass

(Cat. 18). When the French art dealer and

collecter Aime Maeght saw Sculpture

Model (Cat. 21) on a visit to Kelly's

studio in 1959, he felt he could perhaps

arrange for a comparable commission in

Europe. Kelly lent him the piece to take

to Paris, and subsequently made Sculpture

Model (Cat. 22), a slightly larger multi-

color copy. The use of wire (which would

have become metal rods in the full-scale

pieces) and suspended, geometrically

segmented color forms recalls Calder's

mobiles. Yet another stylistically related

piece, flattened into a black-and-white

collage (Fig. 27), and a now destroyed

metal maquette were made around this

time for a possible project for a Hartford

insurance company.

Not illustrated

:

22. Sculpture Model, 1959 (ek 220)

Cardboard, wire, and wood, 24 x 18 x 18"

Fabricated by the artist

Signed: ek

Private collection

Fig. 27. Project for a sculpture, 1956. Ink and

collage on paper, 4V2 x 12". Private collection.

20. Sculpture Model (Monsanto), 1957 (ek 114)

Cardboard, wire, and wood, 16V1 x 14V2 x 7V2"

Fabricated by the artist

Signed: ek 1957

Collection of Henry Pcrsche, Ghent, New York

21. Sculpture Model, 1958 (ek 132)

Cardboard, wire, and wood, 16V2 x 14V2 x 7V2"

Fabricated by the artist

Signed: ek 1958

Private collection
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23. Pair of Wood Reliefs, 1958

23. Pair of Wood Rt 1 52 A and b)

•. '/.* overall;

to be hung 5" apart

Fabricated by the artist

Signed 1 I

Private collection

This
1

formulated from

three identically si; ingular sheets

of veneer; 01 t and two remained

uncut. To make the right panel, tl

outside cut elements were mounted on one

of the uncut veneer sheets. The left

panel consists of the remaining smaller,

tit attached to the second uncut

rcctai I Obscuring their

similarity, the panels are oriented so that

int m opposite directions.

Their use of shape and countershape was a

standard device in Kelly's Isomorphic

•he late 1950s and carl

I li di in that pleased him

often led to its reuse or subtle variation

He retails that Pair of Wood Reliefs may

have been made following Concorde

Reliefand Palm RelieJ 1 29). -i s he

first began to rapidly explore in small

1 series of new ideas. Pair of

I Reliefs, along with Palm Relit

most ot his Transportation Building

commission 1 . 19), were Kelly's

first unpamted works. lie was drawn to

the impersonally expressive, though

natural and neutral, graining

.-over, aware of the fragility of the

surface of his paintings, he was pleased

that Pair of Wood Reliefs and his other

unpamted wood sculptures could not

chip or discolor as easily as a painted

surface.
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24. White Relief, 1958

25. Black and White Relief, 1958

Though treated as separate pieces and

painted differently, these two works were

made using the same procedure as Pair of

Wood Reliefs (Cat. 23). In White Relief the

cutout inner shape is mounted on top of a

sheet of wood and the entire piece is

painted white. In Black and White Relief

the outer, white cutout is mounted on a

larger, black-painted sheet of wood. The

composition of these pieces originated in

Kelly's 1955 collage White Curve on

White (Fig. 29). Its curved line was

derived from the chance configuration of

a hanging wire in his studio, a creative

process similar to the classic Dada gesture

of dropping a string on paper. The motif

appears, as well, to be a sliced version of

Kelly's 1956 painting Black Ripe (Fig. 31).

In turn this relief anticipates Kelly's 1959

collage Study for Bay (Waldman 1971,

pi. 115) and the subsequent painting Bay

(Fig. 28). All these later variants fragment

the fecund roundness of Kelly's 1956

painting. Such obvious fragmentations

minimize but never abandon a suggestive

anatomical reference. The chopped slicings

of organic form also radically geometrize

the biomorphism that characterizes this

period of his art.

Fig. 28. Bay, 1959. Oil on canvas, 70 x 50".

Collection ofJoseph Helman, New York.
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Fig. 29. White Curve on ll'lutc, [955. Collage

on paper, ij V* x 6*. Private collection.

54)

Oil on V.» wood, i2X5»/i

Fabricated by the artist

itc collect!

25. B/drl.' and White 1 155)

Fabricated by the artist

Signc*:

Ncuch.itcl,

Switzerland
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26. White and Black Relief, 1958

26. White and Black Relief, 1958 (ek 156)

Oil on 3A" wood, 6V2 x io 3A x 1V2"

Fabricated by the artist

Signed: ek 1958

Private collection

The composition of White and Black

Relief neatly straddles the biomorphic and

and the geometric. The white, confronted,

elongated curves make the black back-

ground suggestive of a neck. This reading

is validated by comparing the piece with

the upper portion of Kelly's Black Venus

of a year later (Cat. 32). It may also be

connected with Relief with Blue (Cat. 14)

in the positive/negative relationship of

paired framing curves bound within a

rectangular panel. In understanding Kelly's

perception of and attraction to forms, it

is provocative to note that he also made

several sketches and a collage of the back

windows of cars that he equates with this

piece (Fig. 30; see also Waldman 197 1,

pl- 97)-

Fig. 30. White Curved Forms, 1958. Gouache

and ink on paper, 4V2 x 5%". Private col-

lection.
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27. Form in Relief, 1958

27 Form in Relief, 1958 (ek 157)

7/g' walnut, 9
1

2 x 8 x \VS

Fabricated by a local carpenter

Signed: ek 1958

Private collection

Bibliography: Coplans 1971, pi. 103

After he had made Form in Relief, Kelly

put it aside for some time because he felt

it was too overtly reminiscent of the

reliefs of Arp. Kelly had used organic

Arp-hke shapes in paintings such as Black

Ripe (Fig. 31), but unlike Arp's composi-

tions, the inner form touches the edges

of all four sides of its rectangular enclosure.

"«• rgs

;

1

lUcction. 67



28. Concorde Relief, 1958

28. Concorde Relief, 1958 (ek 158)
7/8"elm, n'/a x 7V* x i%"
Fabricated by a local carpenter

Private collection

Bibliography: Paintings 1963, cat. 24

Exhibitions: Modern Art 1963

The design for this piece emerged from

Kelly's exploration of a balanced rectangu-

lar form with its upper-right and lower-

left corners cut off. By extending the

background at the bottom, these triangles

appear dissimilar. The composition was

first broached in the painting Concorde

Study (Fig. 32), which he likened to a

shade drawn against the light. He desig-

nated this composition Concorde, the

French word for concord and harmony,

feeling that the piece had a high degree of

balance and resolution. The wood grain

provides a suitably subdued refinement.

The truncated shape has subsequently been

explored in Mirrored Concorde (Cat. 53),

in a series of 1979 etchings, and in three

recent sculptures, Concorde Relief II,

Concorde Relief HI, and Concorde Angle

(Cats. 104, 105, 117).

Fig. j 2. Concorde Study, 1955- Oil on canvas,

36 x 24". Private collection.
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29. Palm Relief, 1958

29. Palm Relief, 1958 (ek 159)

oak, 16 x 14 x2 .

"

Fabricated by a local carpenter

Signed: ek 58

Private collection

Bibliography: Paintings 1963, cat. 25; Coplans

1971, pi. in

Exhibitions: Modern Art 1963

A series of drawings, a collage study, and

the painting Palm (Fig. 33) precede this

relief. Its title refers to the flat palm of a

hand and its connection to the wrist. The

inner shape is remarkably close to that of

Brancusi's Flying Turtle (Fig. 34). Kelly

presents the hand as Brancusi depicts the

turtle, turned so that its underside is

revealed. Both pieces share a respectful

collaboration with their materials. The

pattern of the grain in Palm Reliefwas

very consciously used to draw attention

to the motif and us potentiality for action

and motion. In the painting Palm, the

form is dark against a white background,

while its 1957 collage study (Waldman

[971, pi. 100) is white against a blue

ground. Another version of this collage

(Fig. 35) was made as a study for the

announcement of Kelly's 1957 one-man

show at the Betty Parsons Gallery, with

space at the bottom allotted to the neces-

sary text. In the relief, the contrast of

dark and light is not required. l'< •

presenting the piece in raw wood, Kelly

underscored one of the essential functions

of relief. The simple act of cutting and

mounting the shape (further accentuated

by floating it, like the collage, with a band

of space beneath) asserts its independence.

onstantin Brancusi. Flying Turtle,

M irblc, 17%" high; stone b.ise, 1

1"

high. The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum,

New York.

Fig. 35. Study for the announcement for Kelly's

1957 exhibition at the Hetty Parsons Gallery,

1957. Ink and collage on paper, 15% x 14".

Private collection. 50



30. Wave Relief I, 1959

31. Wave Relief II, i960

30. Wave Relief I, 1959 (ek 219)

Oil on %" wood; 22 3/4 x 3

5

3/4 x 1V2"

Fabricated by a local carpenter

Private collection

Exhibitions: Parsons 1959

Provenance: Jessie Wilkinson, New York, gift of

the artist; Blum/Helman Gallery, New York

A painting, Wave Motif of 1959 (Coplans

1971, pi. 121) and an earlier black-against-

white collage study precede the painted

relief. The painting has an identical

composition and is three times the size.

Its yellow motif is placed against a white

background, while the reliefs are

all white. Like Wave Relief I, the earlier

painting was included in Kelly's 1959

Betty Parsons Gallery show. In its cutout

rendering of form, Wave Relief I was the

earliest and most organic of the group of

four sculptural works shown in that

exhibition. A second, nearly identical

version was made in i960.

The Wave Relief motif may be per-

ceived as a more overtly biomorphic

statement of the earlier "palm" shape

(Cat. 29), the wrist element turned and

placed at top. Like Palm Relief, it has

affinities with Brancusi's Flying Turtle

(Fig. 34). Its shape also suggests the back

of a figure, thighs raised at each side.

Kelly described the subject of Wave

Relief as the experience of a wave breaking

over a swimmer. All these interpretations

indicate the figurative roots of this transi-

tional work, which introduces the more

decisively personal cutout forms of the

series of twelve painted metal reliefs and

sculptures Kelly completed from 1959

through 1964 (Cats. 32-35, 37-44)-

Not illustrated

:

31. Wave Relief II, i960 (ek 258)

Oil on 1" wood, 22/2 x 36 x 2"

Fabricated by a local carpenter

Signed: ek

Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney M. Feldman,

Miami

Bibliography: Coplans 1971, pi. 122

Exhibitions: Extended loan, Museum of Art,

Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh; returned to

owners
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32. Black Venus, 1959

32. Black Venus, 1959 (ek 227)

Painted 'A" aluminum, 85 x 36 x 2%';
1* off wall

Fabricated by the artist and Edison Price, Inc.,

York

Private collection

Bibliography: Coplans 1971, p. 68, pi. 123;

Contemporary 1982, ill. cat. 32 (as Black and

White Venus)

Exhibitions: Parsons 1959

Provenance: Betty Parsons Gallery, New York;

Union Carbide Corporation, Danbury,

Connecticut; (Sotheby Parke Bemet, New York,

May 3, 1982, sale 4856M, lot 32)

Kelly had previously used metal only in

his two Transportation Building pieces.

With a full-scale paper collage template, he

returned to the workshop of Edison Price

for assistance with the fabrication of Black

I
'• nits. Price's help was instrumental in the

realization of a succession of metal sculp-

tures Kelly produced through 1966, the

first three of which were exhibited in his

[959 Iktty ('arsons Gallery show. Black

I 'enus was purchased from the show by

the Union Carbide Corporation. Selected

by the architect John Bcdcnkapp, its

acquisition represented an important early

sale for the artist.

Kelly now questions the "youthful

exuberance" of the title Black Venus and

would prefer a less loaded designation like

"Black Relief." Acknowledging the work's

figurative reference, the title evokes a long

history of the female form as an idealized

totem. Such a designation is highly

appropriate for the piece, since it v.

anion •

• submitft :

iblc backdrops of dress displays for the

wind the Bonwit Teller department

in these many collages, three-

related paintings and this relief resulted.

The form of Black Venus evolved with

different colon in several collages— a red-

nst-black one, which was quickly

abandoned, and a white-form-against-

black stud i • /.) and its reverse,

which was the basis tor this piece. Black

implishes Kelly's goal of moving

painting into three dm uld having

each c ipy its own plane or panel.

Raised about three inches oft the white-

surface, which in turn is installed one inch

from the wall, the black element cannot

recede. Its shadows create a gray area of

transition between the work's two levels.

The horizontality of the black curved

extensions at the side is accentuated when

one moves to the left or right. I

three-dimensional uses of similar paired

curve sections include Relief with Blue

i-l) and White and Black Relief (Cat.

26). The shape generated by the placement

of the four circle fragments 111 Black I enus

attests to Kell u, biomorphic

mterests during this period. With the

exception of Pony (Cat. 34), circle frag-

ments did not reappear in his sculpture

until 1973.

1 Study for a white Venus, 1955.

Collage on paper, 10' Private

collection.
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33. Gate, 1959

33. Gate, 1959 (ek 228)

Painted V«" aluminum, 67 x 63 x 17"

Fabricated by the artist and Edison Price, Inc.,

New York

Private collection

Bibliography: Van Trump 1961, cat. 195; Allo-

way 1962, pp. 52-53, fig. 4; Paintings 1963,

ill. cat. 27; W. Rubin 1963, p. 65; McConathy

. p. 12, ill. 14; Rose, American Art 1967,

p. 248, ill. p. 248; Rose, "Kelly" 1967, pp. 52, 54,

ill. pp. 54, 55; Tuchman 1967, cat. 67, ill. p. 129;

Knox 1970, p. 17; Coplans 1971, pp. 74, 76,

pi. 27; Kelly 1971, ill. cat. 3; Debs 1972, p. 7<5;

Goossen, Kelly 1973, pp. 67, 87, ill. p. 71; Barron

;. p. 84; Andersen 1975, p. 208, fig. 5;

Sandler 1978, p. 222

Exhibitions: Parsons 1959; Carnegie 1961;

Modern Art 1963; Maeght 1964; Fcrus 1966;

Los Angeles 1967; Dayton's 1971

Provenance: (Betty Parsons Gallery, New York);

(Fcrus Gallery, Los Angeles); Mr. and Mrs. Donald

Factor, Los Angeles; (Sothcby Parke Bcrnct,

vembcr 18, 1970, sale 3 1 18, lot 23)

Gate makes the most memorable use of an

figuration which occurs frequently

in Kelly's art in the late 1950s. Pursued in

numerous sketches (Fig. 37), the X-shapc

is seen turned on its side m his 1956

painting South Icrry (Fig. 38), the poster

<>t his \<) ^s ( ralerii Maeght shi

(Waldman 1971, pi. 72) and the study '

Sumac (Fig, 39). The hot orange X attached

to a red background in the latter work

and the painting that bears the same title

arc the clearest precedents for Gate. The

sculpture took shape from an X Kelly

outlined on an envelope (lower right,

Fig. 37) ; he then cut it out and folded it

back in the center. It stood on its own.

Kelly liked the form liberated from its

background. He joked that he did not

decide on its existence, but it just happened.

This sculpture was the hrst by Kelly to

move off the wall, without actually being

a wall like Seven Sculptural Screens in Brass

(Cat. 18). It may be equated with one of

Caldcr's planar stabiles, but of course it is

much simpler. Its intense color functions

powerfully against the landscape, but it

has usually, in deference to its painted

surface, been installed indoors.

Though folded back in the center, Gate

maintains its flatness and frontality. With

its sheared, symmetrical angles on all four

sides, Gate blocks the eye in its transit

into space while still revealing substantial

segments of what lies beyond. It manifests

quite a distinct development from his

Paris relief Gate—Board (Cat. 6). The theme

remains consistent, but intense color,

ambitious scale, and dramatic sculptural

presence are now asserted.

! |8. South Ferry, 1956. Oil on canvas, 44 x

38". Anncly Juda Fine Art, London.

Fig. 39. Study tor Sumac, i<;sK (ullage on

paper, 11 \ '/'»". Private collection.

n a i
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34- Pony, 1959

34. Pony, 1959 (EK229)

Painted Va" aluminum, 31 x 78 x 64"

Fabricated by the artist and Edison Price, Inc.,

New York

Collection of Shirley and Miles Fiterman,

Minneapolis; On permanent loan to the

Minneapolis Institute of Arts

Bibliography: Michelson 1962, ill.; Paintings

1963, cat. 26; W. Rubin 1963, p. 65, ill. p. 35:

Rose, "Kelly" 1967, p. 54, ill. pp. 53, 55; Lippard

1969, ill.; Berland Terbell 1970, p. 19, ill. p. 11;

Coplans 1971, p. 93, pi. 126; Kelly 1971, ill.

cat. 4; Goossen, Kelly 1973, p. 67, ill. p. 68;

Hunter 1973, fig. 719; Barron 1974, p. 84;

Sandler 1978, fig. 168, p. 223

Exhibitions: Parsons 1959; Whitney 1962;

Modern Art 1963; Vancouver 1969; c.c.l.a.

1970; Dayton's 1971

Provenance: (Betty Parsons Gallery, New York);

Sidney Janis Gallery, New York); The Kleiner

Foundation, Los Angeles; Dayton's Gallery 12,

Minneapolis

The idea for this piece emerged as Kelly-

sat talking in his loft one day with his

neighbor, the painter Agnes Martin. As

they spoke Kelly was handling with

fascination the paper top of a take-out

coffee cup. He cut it, folded it, and made

it rock on a table. Pony was fabricated

several months later, the first of Kelly's

few true sculptures-in-the-round. It there-

fore lacks an unequivocal frontal vantage.

The initial response is to look at it from

the large open end, but, guided by its

circular edge, one quickly begins to

comprehend it in the round. A wedge

was cut from a circle back beyond its

center and what remained was folded

along its diameter.

The title refers to a child's hobbyhorse,

with its long, curving rockers. Kelly has

compared the piece to a big, slow-

moving crab, and equated the difference

between the colors of its upper and lower

surfaces with that of the structure and

color of a snake or a tortoise: the lighter

tone is on top and goes around the edge.

The enclosed space forms a visual trap as

one looks into the sculpture, where the

color of its underside is further trans-

formed by being partly in shadows.

The form and palette of Pony are

Kelly's own, but the hint at playfulness

and the juxtaposition of intense colors arc

reminiscent of the work of Caldcr.

Calder's understanding of movement, use

of bright polychromy, and cutting of

metal like paper certainly influenced Kelly

here. But whereas Calder's mature

mobiles are easily activated by air currents,

Kelly's Pony can be moved only slightly,

and awkwardly, by hand.

In i'/) 1
, ami [968 Kelly made additional

Roc ker sculptures (( its. 11, 51) and in

more skewed and asymni |

versions of the motif (Cats. 132-134).

The shape of one side of Pony reappears in

a series of paintings m
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35. White Disk III, 1961

35. White Disk HI, 1961 (ek 276)

Oil on 2" wood mounted on found wood object,

60V2 x 18 x 5%" overall: top, 18 x 18 x 2";

bottom, 42V2 x 5% x 5Y4"

Fabricated by the artist

Collection of Solomon Byron Smith, Lake

Forest, Illinois

Bibliography: 63th American 1962, cat. 42 (as

White Sculpture); Geldzahler 1964, ill. p. 46 (as

White over Black); Rose, "Kelly" 1967, ill. p. 52;

Coplans 1971, p. 62, pi. 125

Exhibitions: Parsons 1961; Art Institute 1962

Provenance: (Betty Parsons Gallery, New York)

Kelly has always wanted to make very

clear the complementary nature of his

paintings and sculptures. When White

Disk HI was first shown in his 1961 one-

man exhibition at the Betty Parsons

Gallery, it was installed next to one of the

several painted versions of the disk

composition. Kelly had held the small

painting White Disk above what was to

become the wood base of this sculpture,

and had liked the way the form had

looked there. Using what Barbara Rose

aptly described as the "Miroesque" disk

form (Rose, "Kelly" 1967, p. 52), Kelly

cut out the shape in wood, painted it

white, and mounted it on the base, a

procedure he first sketched out (Fig. 40,

right). The top element liberated from the

picture plane a form that Kelly was to

reuse in much larger scale in his two later

cutout painted aluminum sculptures,

White Ring and Blue Disk (Cats. 42, 43).

Kelly had found the wood support for

White Disk HI in a deserted loft in his

downtown neighborhood. It was an

apparatus used by sail-makers, and he

liked it because it was both functional and

aesthetic. He chose not to re-present this

found object; rather, he just presented it.

Kelly had eliminated the base from his

sculptures in order to underscore their

existence as independent objects; in this

case the wood base is as sculptural and

substantial as the object that rests upon it.

It is a typical Kelly inversion and a subtle

ode to the commanding presence of

Brancusi's bases. White Disk HI has a

remarkable kinship to a small sculpture

given to Kelly by Calder during this

period—a discarded element for the

maquettc for Caldcr's 1939 World's Fair

mobile and stabile sculpture garden.

a m

^

Fig. 40. Studies for White Ring (Cat. 42) and

White Dish III, [959. Gouache, ink, and

pencil on paper, 15 '/j x 21". Private collection.
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36. Metal Relief, 1961

36. Metal Relief, 1961 (ek 277)

Found crushed metal objects on painted aluminum,

x 24 x 4"

Fabricated by the artist

Private collection

Around 1959 Kelly found on the street

the various crushed metal cans and bent

rods that he combined to form Metal

Relief in 1961. This and White Disk III

(Cat. 35) arc the only sculptures in which

Kelly used found objects. Metal Relief his a

whimsicality uncharacteristic of Kelly's

work, except for his postcard collages, in

which commercial postcards are covered

with torn pieces of paper (frequently

fragments of magazine photographs of

figures). Like those cards, Metal Relief

was made for the artist's own amusement

and has never been exhibited or previously

published. Its sexual connotations—the

mouth, rakish cigarette, and the male

member—bestow a witty vitality. The

component forms in this relief were used

in other works: the legs appear in his

painting Red White (Fig. 41); the torso

was traced in a study for Flattened Form of

Waldman 1971, pi. 1 10) and in its

subsequent painting, Dark Blue White

(Fig. 42). In both process and shape, the

head element is similar to the found

crushed paper cup Kelly was to use over

a decade later for Curve I (Cat. 54). In

each case, the space has been squeezed out

of three-dimensional forms.

d White, [963. < >il on canvas, 81 x

ollection.

12. Dark liluc White, [960. Oil on canvas,

37 x 33". Private collection.
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37- Blue on Blue, 1963

37. Blue on Blue, 1963 (ek 317)

Painted %" aluminum, 80 x 60 x 7V2"

Fabricated by the artist and Edison Price, Inc.,

New York

Los Angeles County Museum of Art; Gift of

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick R. Weisman in honor of

Richard E. Sherwood, Esq.

Bibliography: Paintings 1963, cat. 29; W. Rubin

1963, p. 65; Geldzahler 1964, ill. p. 47; Green-

berg 1964, cat. 48 (as Blue Blue); Coplans 1971,

pi. 161; Goossen, Kelly 1973, p. 79, ill. p. 79

Exhibitions: Parsons 1963; Modern Art 1963;

Los Angeles 1964; moma 1973

Provenance: (Betty Parsons Gallery, New York);

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick R. Weisman, Beverly

Hills, California

A year before the fabrication of Blue on

Blue, Kelly painted Black Curve (Fig. 43)

;

the painting's sliced symmetrical curved

form terminates in the lower and upper

corners of the rectangle and its arc ends

in alignment with the middle of the right

side. This black shape dominates the

painting and seems to be pushing the white

oft the picture plane. The painting typical-

ly questions the figure/ground relation-

ship. It states the proposition of a curved

shape wedded to a rectilinear ground. The

painting Yellow Blue (Fig. 44) and the

relief Blue on Blue build upon this

conceptual foundation. Yellow Blue drops

the curved shape toward the lower-left

corner. Maintaining asymmetry, Blue on

Blue lifts the form back toward the center

and off its background. These works hung

next to each other in the fall of 1963 in

Kelly's final Betty Parsons Gallery show.

They indicate again the almost didactic

quality of Kelly's use of relief. While bold

colors in optically vivacious combinations

are used in Yellow Blue, the relief's back

and front panels arc painted the same

blue. The effect of this monochromy, as

Michael Fried wrote at the time, "makes

absurd any attempt to read them as figure

and ground" (Fried 1964, p. 54). The

raised shape stands on its own, yet fuses

with its background. In relief, two

separate colors arc not required to make

two separate forms, though the blues do

read as slightly different hues, distinguished

by distance and shadow. The placement of

the raised form midway across the field

of the rectangle appealed to Kelly as the

most appropriate of the three related

compositions for use in a relief.

A miniature plastic copy of this piece

(13 % x 9 x i
3
/8") was made by Art

Services, Inc., of Los Angeles in an

unsigned, unnumbered edition of 100, for

its original owner. Given away as gifts,

these copies are not considered by the

artist as his works.

Fig. 43. Black Curve, 1962. O
34V2". Private collection.

u on canvas, 42 x

Fig. 44. Yellow Blue, 1963. Oil on canvas, 90 x

65". Portland An Museum, Oregon. 78
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38. Black over Blue, 1963

39. White over Black, 1963

In these two reliefs Kelly broke with his

practice of keeping the raised form within

the rectangle. The depth of the earlier

Blue on Blue (Cat. 37) made the curve

form appear to protrude outside the

straight edge, but these two later reliefs

were Kelly's first to truly break their

rectilinear confinement. In this sense, they

went beyond his then current notion of

relief as three-dimensional painting. The

forward forms, bound to one edge, are

directed toward the left. The left side of

his 1959 painting Black and White (Fig. 45)

essentially states the theme of both later

reliefs, but in the reliefs the raised elements

become more dominant against their

backgrounds. The fragmented, floating

shape in Black over Blue is reminiscent of a

necktie blowing in the wind. Its suspended

grace is also like the frozen movement of

a dancer, and Kelly has suggested that his

work on the decor and costumes of Paul

Taylor's Tablet in 1958 relates to the piece.

Of White over Black, Kelly commented

that it reminded him of a leg, a sleeve, or

white pants. The free-form nature of

Black over Blue and White over Black

marks the furthest reaches of the Matisse-

like, cut-paper aspect of Kelly's art.

38. Black over Blue, 1963 (ek 318)

Painted '/8
" aluminum, 81% x 64 x 7"

Fabricated by the artist and Edison Price, Inc.,

New York

Private collection

Bibliography: Paintings 1963, cat. 28 (as Black on

Blue); Brandeis 1966, cat. 55; Rose, "Kelly" 1967,

p. 54, ill. p. 54 (as Black Blue); Coplans 1971,

pi. 151

Exhibitions: Parsons 1963; Modern Art 1963;

Aldrich 1966

«« 01

Fig. 4s Black ami While, [959. Oil on canvas,

90 x 120". The Ait Institute of Chicago; Gift

lr. and Mrs. Arnold II. Maremont

through the Maremont Foundation.
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j9. 11 Black, 1963

Painted '
." .ilumimi:

.ted by the .irtist an Price, Inc.,

New 1

ition of the Albert
"

ily

Bibliography: Geldzahlei [964, ill p. 47

1964, ill 'plans

pL 152

Exhibil lewish Museum 1963

.-nance: (B illcry, New York)



40. Whites, 1963

40. Whites, 1963 (ek 320)

Painted %" aluminum, 23 x joVi x 105V2"

Fabricated by the artist and Edison Price, Inc.,

New York

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York;

Gift of the Howard and Jean Lipman Foundation,

Inc. 68.47

Bibliography: Frankenstein 1963, ill. p. 26;

Getlein 1963; McFadden 1963, ill. p. 47;

Paintings 1963, ill. cat. 30; M. Rubin 1963, ill.

p. 30; Geldzahlcr 1964, ill. p. 47; McConathy

1964, ill. cat. 15; Rose, "Kelly" 1967, p. 54, ill.

p. 51; Contemporary American 1969, ill. p. 23;

Coplans 1971, pp. 76, 93, pi. 156; Debs 1972,

pp. 76-77, ill. p. 76; American Sculpture 1980

Exhibitions: Parsons 1963; Modern Art 1963;

Maeght 1964; Whitney, "Acquisitions" 1968;

Whitney 1969; Whitney 1974; Whitney 1980

Provenance: (Sidney Janis Gallery, New York)

Even more than with Pony (Cat. 34),

there is clearly no front or back to

Whites. It is best seen from directly above,

its bisecting, counterbalanced circular

forms keeping the eye from fixing on

cither of its elements. From all vantages,

its orientation is to the floor and it may be

perceived as a floor-mounted wall relief.

As was the case with most of these early

painted metal pieces, Kelly cut the ele-

ments of Whites at Edison Price's work-

shop, where they were welded and fit

together. This piece provided a special

challenge, since its elements tilt in opposite

directions above raised supports.

Whites is more naturalistic than bio-

morphic. The unusual form derived from

a eucalyptus plant and the hemispherical

manner in which its leaves are clustered

on the stem. As Barbara Knowles Debs

has pointed out, the high visibility of its

thin Mobius-strip-like edge and Kelly's

acknowledgment of its source connect it

with his outline drawings of nature (Debs

1972, p. 77). Kelly often turned to such

drawings (Fig. 46) when he felt his work

was getting too abstract. This practice

again demonstrates that the foundation of

his art lies in the observation of nature.

With a single outline, Kelly's drawings

define plant forms as simple shapes on the

whiteness of the page. The thin material

and curving enclosure of Whites, against

the background of the floor, carry the

theme of his drawings into three dimen-

sions.

Fig. 46. Briar, 1963. Pencil on paper, 22 Vs x

28 Yh". Whitney Museum of American Art,

New York; Neysa McMein Purchase Award,

65.42.
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41. Blue Red Rocker, 1963

41. Blue Red Rocker, 1963 (ek 321)

Painted Va" aluminum, 72 x 66V2 x 37V2"'

Fabricated by the artist and Edison Price, Inc.,

New York

Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam

Bibliography: Paintings 1963, cat. 31; W. Rubin

1963, p. 65; Geldzahler 1964, ill. p. 48; Beeren

1966, ill. no. 1; Fry 1967, ill. p. 90; Art in

America, 55 (September, October 1967), ill. cover;

Coplans 1 97 1, pp. 76, 93, pi. 166; Kramer,

''Extremely Individual" 1973, ill. p. 25; Wilde

74, cat. 192. ill. p. 52; Andersen 1975, p. 208,

7; Rose, Gemdlde 1980, cat. 1, ill. pp. 41, 62;

Rose, Peintures 1980, ill. p. 107; '6o-'8o 1982,

p. 142, cat. 1

Exhibitions: Parsons 1963; Modern Art 1963;

Stedelijk 1966; Guggenheim 1967; Stedelijk

Stedelijk 1982

Provenance: (Betty Parsons Gallery, New York);

(Robert Fraser Gallery, London) ; (Sidney Janis

Gallery, New York)

Kelly used stacked ellipses in many paint-

ings of the early 1960s. In a sliced form,

they arc found in other paintings of the

period and in the relief Blue on Blue

(Cat. 37). Blue Red Rocker pairs two sliced

elliptical shapes for the first time. The

precise configuration was worked out in a

study (Fig. 47). Balanced, and with a

much-favored high-impact color combin-

ation, this freestanding sculpture is among

Kelly's best-known and most widely-

exhibited and admired works. Its blue skin

exterior comes right around the front cut

edges, surrounding the inner red and

rig it a vibrant pul ic form

of #///' /'•
I

/' chr is like a folded version

of Kelly's earliest sculptural work in

America, White Plaque: Bridge Arch and

\' flection (Cat. 17). It is distinct from the

otlv - I' leer sculptures (Cats. 34, 51) in its

ird tilt and unbroken curves. Played

against the upwardly jutting sharp edge,

the generosity of its open side is enh 1

m the open front to the razor-edge-

back, the visual effect changes radically.

Fig. 47. Study for Blue Red Rocker, 1963.

I on paper, 23 x 29". Private collection.
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42. White Ring, 1963 (ek 322)

Painted '/«" aluminum, 70 x 72 x '/»"

Fabricated by the artist and Edison Price, Inc.,

New York

Private collection

Bibliography: Paintings 1963, cat. 33; Rose,

"Kelly" 1967, p. 52, ill. p. 53; Geldzahler 1969,

cat. 181, ill. p. 202; Coplans 1971, p. 93, pi. 154

Exhibitions: Parsons 1963; Modern Art 1963;

Metropolitan 1969
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42. White Ring, 1963

43. Blue Disk, 1963

Fabricated in sequence, White Ring and

Blue Disk are identical in width and size.

Thev are scaled-up versions of the upper

form in White Disk III (Cat. 35). The

hand-cut circles of both pieces culminate

the biomorphism that has been a dominant

stylistic feature of Kelly's art since 1954.

The open-center motif of White Ring

originated in 1958 in a large scries of

works on paper, among them a pencil

sketch with a much larger inner ring

(Fig. 50), a related solid, mustard-colored

disk with a collaged inner circle, and a

whitc-against-black collage (Fig. 49). This

third collage was the direct basis for

White Ring, though it is not identical. In

cutting the inner hole Kelly had to work

especially hard to make it complementary

yet dissimilar to the outside shape. What

is seen through this cut inner circle, as

with the sliced wedges in Gate (Cat. 33),

becomes part of the piece. Blue Disk, to

compensate for its diminished complexity,

was given greater impact against its

surroundings through color. As Kelly has

remarked of other painted pieces, the

- alters the perception of the shape.

The figurative reference in Kelly's art

iiks apparent by comparing both

pieces to the outlined head in his 1949

pann

'tie Disk, 1963 (ek 323)

Fainted '" aluminum, 70 x 72 x %*

Fabricated by the artist and Edison Price, Inc.,

York

Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Sid R. Bass, Fort

Worth

Bibliography: Paintings 1963, cat. 32; McShine

1 cat. 25; Rose, "Kelly" 1967, p. 52,

ill. p. 53; Tuchnian 1967, cat. 68, ill. p. 130;

Coplans 1971, pp. 62, 93, pi 153; Goosscn,

Kelly 1973, p. 79, ill. p. 79; Wcchslcr 1973, p. 6;

Andersen 1975, p. 208

Exhibitions: Parsons 1963; Modern Art 1963;

Jewish Museum [966; Los Angeles 1967;

MOMA I973

Provenance: (Betty Parsons Gallery, New York);

(Sidney Jams Gallery, N< \ 1 ork); Mr. and Mrs.

Max Wasserman, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts;

(Sotheby Parke Bernet, Los Angeles, February 3,

1975, sale 151, lot 52)

.'•II,

Fig. 49 Study for White Ring, 1958. Collage

on paper, SVt X 8V4*. Private collection.

Fig. 50. Study for White Ring, 1958. Pencil on

paper, 10% x H'-,". Private collection.
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44- Two Curves: Blue Red, 1964

44. Two Curves: Blue Red, 1964 (ek 325)

Painted I'/ie* aluminum, 216 x 216 x 96"

Fabricated by Edison Price, Inc., New York,

Isaac Goodbar, engineer; and Alcoa Aluminum

Corporation, Cleveland

Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts;

Gift of the artist

Bibliography: Johnson (Judd 1964, pp. 112, 121,

ill. p. 121: McConathy 1964, p. 14 (as Red Blue);

Coplans 1971, pi. 165

Exhibitions: World's Fair 1964

Kelly was one of nine artists commissioned

by the architect Philip Johnson to make

large-scale works to be mounted on the

exterior of his New York State Pavilion at

the 1964 New York World's Fair. The

elements of Two Curves: Blue Red were

cut by the large saws of Alcoa Aluminum,

the donors of the material, and assembled

and installed by Edison Price. Kelly,

John Chamberlain, and Alexander Liber-

man all used high relief for this project,

but the simplicity of Kelly's composition

most complemented Johnson's round

structure. For this reason the architect

particularly admired the piece, which he-

has described as "kissing hcmicircles"

(Johnson Judd 1964, p. 112). Especially in

its declarative installation at the World's

Fair, Two Curves: Blue Red strikingly

embodies what Lawrence Alloway has

called the "heraldic" aspects of Kelly's

sensibility (Alloway 1962, p. 52).

Following its temporary installation on

tlii.

'

Pavilion, it was given

by the artist to Harvard University. There-

it is installed on the Hat wall that encloses

one side of a large court at Pcabody
1 plctcd in 1964, the terrace

\ Sert, with

John Coolidge, then director of t!

Art Museum, installed the sculpture. Its

Kale and location make it among the more

public of Kelly's works.

The mot

relates to both Blue Red Rocker of 1963

md paintings such as Red Blue

>73, p. 72) of i'/> 1. All

m the theme of the paired

ntrasl I the curve shape

and itraight edge. The paired half-circle

motif may be traced back I Cutout

with String ///(Cat. 4) and Kelly's 1951

Ci n Cum Fig .1). With

its curves hand-drawn yet plotted on a

graph (Fig. 52), Two Curves: Blue Red,

especially in contrast to Blue Red Rocker,

signals a shift in Kellv's art back to a moreD J

purely symmetrical and geometric approach.

Fig. 51. Green Curves (from "Line, Form,

Color"), 1951. Collage on paper, 7V2 x S"

te collection.

"

•

i Study t Blue Red, [964.

i col-

lects
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45- White Angle, 1966

46. Blue White Angle, 1966

In 1964 Kelly pasted together red, blue,

and green paper scraps from the litho-

graphs he had been making and propped

up the resulting collage of rectangles on

his bureau. By chance, a yellow slip of

paper later fell in front of it. Kelly liked

this result (Fig. 53) and made two similar

collage maquettes. These collages

were the basis for two paintings, Red Blue

Yellow Green of 1965, which was a direct

transcription of his fortuitous composition,

and Blue Red (Fig. 54). The upper and

lower panels of these paintings meet at

the juncture of wall and floor. As early as

1952 Kelly made a drawing for a related

folding painting in triptych form, to be

black and white when the triptych was

closed (Goossen, Kelly 1973, fig. 39)-

It derived from the format of Ren-

aissance triptychs and Kelly's particular

admiration for Griinewald's Isenheim

Altarpicce. But the idea of a wall/floor

work was more suited for painted metal

sculpture. Fabrication in aluminum was a

Fig. 53. Study for Red Blue Green Yellow,

1964. Collage on paper, 15 x 4%". Private

collection.

much more logical solution and White

Angle and Blue White Angle resulted.

Narrower than the Angle paintings, the

Angle sculptures were moved away from

the walls and out into the space of the

room. They are the first sculptures since

the 1949 Window, Museum of Modern Art,

Paris (Cat. 5) of a strictly symmetrical and

rectangular format. Like Whites (Cat. 40),

they use the floor as a basic element of the

sculpture. Raised slightly off the floor,

the bottom panel seems to float, just as

the wall reliefs do.

Unlike much of Kelly's sculpture, these

two works arc intended to be seen from

all sides; there is no front or back. His

assessment of them in the round is attested

in notebook studies that show them from

various positions (Fig. 55). In observing

them from different vantages, their

rectangles distort. The Angle motif can

read as two rectangles, a rectangle and

triangle, and from one position a single,

standing rectangle. Kelly's perception of

these distortions was directly translated

into paintings, among them, Two Panels:

Black White of 1968, a vertical parallelo-

gram, and Two Panels: Yelloiv Black of

1968, a black parallelogram and a yellow

hexagon (Coplans 197 1, pi. 199, frontis-

piece).

Other special features of the Angle

sculptures result from their perception

as substance and shadow. Though

projections of light may read as white,

shadows are generally dark. This most

typical perception gives Blue White Angle's

blue plane, which seems to cast a white

projection of light, a somewhat surreal

quality. That effect is highlighted by the

perception of the white, "lighter" plane

supporting the blue, more intense one.

The relationship between the two differ-

ently colored, yet identically shaped

panels interested Kelly. The horizontal

plane appears to be distorted, while the

vertical one retains a purely rectangular

form. Even in White Angle, where there

is no color dominance, the eye tends to

perceive the floor panel as narrower and

shorter than the vertical one, all the

while knowing that they arc identical.

These two sculptures arc six feet tall, the

measure of man. As vertical forms with

forward motion, Kelly equates them with

a striding male Egyptian figure in the

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (Fig. 56).

Fig. 54. Blue Red, 1966. Acrylic on canvas;

2 panels, 89 x 60 x 80" overall. Private collection.

Fig. 55. Studies for White Angle, 1966. Pencil

on paper, 5 V* x 8V4". Private collection.

Fig. 56. Wooden Statue of Wepwawet-en-hat,

Egyptian, Tenth Dynasty, from Assiut. Wood,

43V* x 26V2 x 9V2". Museum of Fine Arts,

Boston; Emily Esther Scars Fund.



4>. White Angle, 1966 (ek 357)

Painted '/ aluminum, 72 V* x 36x72%*;

!
2 " above floor

Fabricated by the artist and Edison Price, Inc.,

York

The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum,

York ; Gift of the artist

Bibliography: Geldzahler 1966, p. 29, ill. p. 28;

Work 1967, ill. cat. 5; Perreault 1967, p. 12;

Battcock 1968, ill. p. 24; Berland/Terbell 1970,

p. 19; Coplans 1971, pp. 80, 82, pi. 173;

Goossen, Kelly 1973, P- 87, ilk P- 87; Schendel

1974, p. 30; Tuchman 1974, p. 55

Exhibitions: Venice I966;janis 1967; MOMA1973;

Guggenheim 1982

Overleaf:

46. Blue White Angle, 1966 (ek 358)

Painted '/*" aluminum, 72 x 36 x 72";

2* above floor

Fabricated by the artist and Edison Price, Inc.,

New York

Private collection

Bibliography: Andreac i9rA P- 6; Annual 1966,

cat. 63; Benedikt 1967, P- 5 r>; Documenta 1968,

v. I, cat. 2, ill. p. 149; Russell 1 968, p. 32, no. 3;

Geldzahler 1969, cat. 182, ill. p. 86; Bcrland/

Tcrbcll 1970, p. 19

Exhibitions: Venice k/>6; Whitney vy

Fridcricianum 1968; Metropolitan 1969

ivenance: (Sidney Janis Gallery, New York);

iel Wagstaff, New York; Blum/Helman

Gall York

s.;



46. Blue While Angle, 1966



47- Green Blue, 1968

4- ' .'• • n 1' u

Painted V2* aluminum, 103 'A x uz'/i x 6SV1"

Fabricated by Lippincott, I 1 Haven,

Connecticut

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Susan

Morse Hilla Fund, 1

Bibliography: Coplans 1971, pp. ij

p] 194; Gootsen, Kelly 1971, p. 02, ill. p. 100;

Heifer ujjh ill p u: Schendel 1974. p 30;

Lcgg i . \temporary Sail;

ill. cat. 41 ; Russell 19

Exhibits MOMA \<>~:\
. M

Provenance: (Sidney Jams Gallery, New York)

Following his two Angle sculptures,

Kelly made four frontal sculptures using

a plow-like motif ol two bent, abutting

planes ol color (Cat. 47-50). In the first

of these works, identical isosceles triangles

(they appear different only in rcproduc-

combine to form variant four-sided

Mirations. The specific motif engaged

Kelly in several other works around this

time. In the smaller painting Two Panels:

Red Blue of [968 (Coplans 1971. pi- 193).

the triangles are reversed in lcft-to-nght

order and joined along their common

bonier; m the considerably larger

U.N.I V< ( ). mural and its green and blue

study (Waldman 1971, pi. 138), the

triangles were tipped onto their shared

point. The illusion of a "bend" in the

paintings—as if one were looking at two

sides of a pyramid floating in space—is

made real in the sculpture. The illusionism

and ambiguity of the motif m the painting

become physical in the sculpture. As with

the paintings. Green Bine is intended to be

1 a directly frontal position, with

b>«th triangles fully visible. I h is hontality

is underscored in this work and in Bhuh

White and Yellow Blue (Cats. 48, 49) by

the fact that their backs are painted white.

Kelly does not intend tor them to be

looked at from this side; they may be

compared to the backs of stage sets. He

has pointed out that even such a three-

dimensional sculpture as Rodin's Man

with the Broken Nose is not meant to be

seen from the back; when the back of the

figure's head broke off in the original

terra-cotta, Rodin chose not to restore it.

<>\
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48. Black White, 1968

48. Black White, 1968 (ek 415)

Painted V2" aluminum, 100 x 146 x 38
1/2*

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

The Detroit Institute of Arts ; Gift of the artist,

Founders Society Purchase, and George F. Tolbert

Memorial Fund

Bibliography: Exhibition 1968, ill. cat. 27;

Geldzahler 1969, cat. 185, ill. p. 205; Coplans

1971, pi. 214; 200 Years 1976, p. 213, cat. 118,

%• 3ii

Exhibitions: moma 1968; Metropolitan 1969;

moma 1973; Whitney 1976

Unlike the preceding sculpture, whose

parts are identical and colors close 111

value, the two parts of Black White are

dissimilar in shape and dramatically

contrasted in tonality. Several times

before (Cats. 25, 26, 32, 39) Kelly made

black-and-white sculptures, all reliefs,

where either the black or the white form

dominated the passive background or

field. Here, though the black parallelo-

gram is considerably larger than the white

triangle, the forms balance each other in a

dynamic tension.

Kelly reads this sculpture frontally and

from left to right. The form which is

positive to him is on the left, so that one

proceeds from dark to light. This

composition appears here for the hrst tunc

in his work, and has been used frequently

since 1970 in numerous dark-gray-and-

white two-panel paintings, prints, and

drawings (1 ig. 57).
I 7 Studies for triangle/rectangle

paint Ink and pencil on paper.

Private collection.
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49- Yellow Blue, 1968

50. White Sculpture II, 1968

Whereas the Angle sculptures made

actual rectangular planes appear distorted,

in these two works,, quadrilaterals have

been used to convey the effect of two

receding symmetrical rectangles. The

balanced form of these two sculptures

derived from the visual suggestion of

bending two flat planes of color at their

juncture. This idea had been explored in

earlier rectangular panel paintings, such as

Two Panels: Yellow Blue of 1966 (Coplans

1971, pi. 181), and concurrently in a

painting, Two Panels: Blue Red of 1968

(Coplans 197 1, pi. 208J, in which the

perspectiv.il effects of a sculpture's receding

planes are mimicked with trapezoid-shaped

stretchers. In 1970 Kelly made a painting,

Two Panels: Red Yellow, which explored

this motii even more directly.

Yellow Blue was commissioned for

installation at the Governor Nelson A.

Rockefeller Empire State Plaza by

Robert Doty, representing a three-member

acquisitions committee. Doty selected the

maquette for this piece from among several

works Kelly was contemplating making

at that time. Bright color and large scale

were prerequisites for the site. Following

Two Curves: Blue Red (Cat. 44), this was

Kelly's second piece intended for outdoor

installation. The artist maintains reserva-

tions about its siting in Albany, except

from a distant, straight-on vantage.

Because of its size, Yellow Blue required

fabrication in steel; it remains Kelly's

only painted steel piece.

More in keeping with the size of the

pieces he was making tor himself, White

Sculpture II was one-half the scale of

Yellow Blue. Completed first, it provided

Kelly with the opportunity to study the

composition. Its solid coloration relates it

to White Angle of 1966 (Cat. 45) and a

comparison of the two pieces reveals the

range that is possible within Kelly's

stringent vision.

49. Yellow Blue, 1968 (ek 416)

Painted V*" steel, in x 190 x 109"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Collection of the State of New York; The

Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller Empire State

Plaza, Albany, New York

Bibliography: Goossen 1968, cat. 21 (as

Untitled); Rose 1968, p. 88; Coplans 1971, p. 94,

pi. 35; Goossen, Kelly 1973, p. 87, ill. p. 88;

Kramer 1976, p. 1

Exhibitions: Permanent installation, The

Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller Empire State

Plaza, Albany, New York
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jo. White Sculpture II,
: , 7)

-ted 'A' aluminum, 6o*/j x 102 x :

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,
Connecticut

Collcct " id Mn. Ronald JC Greenberg,
int Louis

Bibliography 1

«t. 17. ill. p. 24 and fold

.p. 35. ill. p. H

pi. z'n, Kelly 1971, ill.

;

II)

Exhibits
[971

.

Ipture

int Louis

li-

illery 12, Minn
ineapolis

9j
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51. Green Rocker, 1968

51. Green Rocker, 1968 (ek 418)

Painted 'A' aluminum, 21 x 105 x 112"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Walker Art Center, Minneapolis; Purchased with

matching grant from Museum Purchase Plan,

National Endowment for the Arts

Bibliography: Fourteen Sculptors 1969, p. 23,

cat. 16, ill. p. 22 and foldout; Geldzahler 1969,

cat. 183, ill. p. 203 (as Green); Friedman 1970,

ill. p. 36 (as Green); Coplans 1971, p. 93, pis. 34,

215 (as Green Sculpture)

Exhibitions: Blum 1968; Dayton's 1969; Metro-

politan 1969; moma 1974 (shown at Walker only)

Provenance: (Irving Blum Gallery, Los Angeles)

Following Pony and Blue Red Rocker

(Cats. 34, 41), this piece was Kelly's third

Rocker sculpture. More flattened and

widely spread than the first two—more

related to the floor— it docs not in fact

rock, and is seen primarily from above.

Unlike Blue Red Rocker, which entices the

viewer's eye into the interior by the in-

tensity of its red walls, the interior of

Green Rocker is obscured. It casts broad

elliptical shadows which interplay with its

exterior t

The actual form of Green Rocker can

be traced to a black-painted drawing on

white paper and a black-on-white collage

SH), both of which were folded .it

the center. They were made by Kelly in

[962 as preliminary studies for the

catalogue cover of his painting exhibition

at Arthur Tooth and Sons Ltd., London.

_;h he wanted tor a time to leave it

unpainted, Kelly's choice of green for the

sculpture, as well as its shape, allies the

piece to the numerous plant drawings

and prints he made between i</

1967. Moreover, its form specifically

it to the bipartite nature drawings

such as Water Lily (I ig. 59).

Fig. 58. Study for Green Rocker, 1962. Collage

on paper, 9 x 13%". Private collection.

! k nil p.ipcr, 24 x

i'/' Private collection.
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52. White Sculpture I, 1968

52. White Sculpture I, 1968 (ek 419)

Painted V*" aluminum, ioo' 2 x 146V2 x 38%"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Braman,

Miami

Bibliography: ig68 Annual, cat. 57 (as Untitled

[White}); Geldzahler 1969, cat. 184, ill. p. 204

(as Untitled); Coplans 1 97 1, pi. 134; Goossen,

Kelly 1973, p. 87, ill. p. 86

Exhibitions: Whitney, "Annual" 1968; Metro-

politan 1969; moma [973; Extended loan, Yale

University Art Gallery, New Haven, Connecticut,

August 1974-December 1977

Provenance: William Rubin, New York;

(M. Knoedler & Co. Inc., New York)

The form of White Sculpture 7 comes

directly from a 1956 collage (Fig. 60)

that Kelly had long considered making

into a large, flat, freestanding sculpture.

Its fabrication in 1968 constituted a

throwback to the cutout shapes of the

previous period of his work. Kelly's

abiding attraction to the motif and the

encouragement of its first owncr-to-bc

prompted its creation. White Sculpture I

derives from two different types of images

that Kelly used in the 1950s and early 1960s:

a bifurcated, irregularly cut, open shape

—

observable in the collages White Form of

1956, Blue and White on Black oi 19

(Waldman r07i.pls.96, 1 14), and the painting

plans 19-1. pi. 12S)

—

and the dynamic attachment of tv.

metric forms (as in the painting <iels:

and Wh iplans [9

pi. 1 ! poise and tension of arrested

motion in the earlier works is most suc-

cinctly expressed m the painting Cowboy

1 1 en, Kelly 1973, p. 86),

• major antecedent to White

)'< I I he fusion «'t two trapezoids

in this sculpture closely resembles

of

nfirmed by comparing

ulpture with Kelly's • r-

Rhcingold Beer adver-

rnan's

bathing suits (Fit^. 61). The shape of the

>rk, while the

_'ure tin

ipe within the Curve

of Standi]

Kelly recalls that White Sculpture I was

probably th finished at

nally painted blue, it

marks the only time Kelly altered a piece

• had begun.

Fig. 60. Study for White Sculpture I, 1956.

Collage on paper, 9 x g%". Private collection.

Watercolor on

paper, tl'/i X 8 " Private collection.
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53» Mirrored Concorde, 1970-71

53. Mirrored Concorde, 1970-71 (ek 439)

Chrome-plated 1" steel, 22 3
/» x 26V2 x 1"; oak

base, 28V2 x25 3
/4 x 13V2"

Edition of 12, with 2 artist copies

Fabricated by Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, with

Kenneth Tyler and Jeff Sanders

Collections:

1/12 Gary and Elizabeth Familian Family

Art Fund, Los Angeles

2/12 Tina Sinatra, Los Angeles

3/12 National Gallery of Australia, Canberra

4/12 Century American Corporation, Chicago

5/12 Daniel Melnick, Los Angeles

6/12 Hon. Caroline Randall, Houston

7/12 Mr. and Mrs. Michael Glazer,

Washington, D.C.

8/12 Richard and Susan Herzog, Portola

Valley, California

9/12 Private collection

10/12 Harry W. Anderson, Atherton,

California

n/12 Times-Mirror Corporation, Los Angeles

12/12 Kenneth Tyler, Bedford, New York

Bibliography: Castleman 1971, cat. 39, ill. p. 64;

Coplans 1971, pi. 225; Wood 1980, p. 271,

ill. p. 269

Exhibitions: moma 1971

Whereas in the folded 1968 sculptures

Kelly created the third dimension which

had been illusory in his paintings, here

he carries the process of visual illusion

one step further. In 1968 he did a group

of two-panel paintings and in 1970 two-

color lithographs which are representa-

tions of a cube. Mirrored Concorde is a

flattened cube much like the crushed cup

Kelly was to use as a source for Curve I

(Cat. 54) two years later. This onc-inch-

thick object has the outer edge of a flat-

tened cube, but lacks any of the internal

definition. To further confound the eye,

Kelly made the sculpture of chrome-

plated steel; the mirror surface qualifies

the edges and catches chance effects.

For the first time, Kelly here employed

a large flange base at the back. It has a

dual purpose: a functional one—to hold

the vertical panel upright; and an aesthetic

one—to prevent any impression that the

sculpture is sunk into the ground or coming

out of a base.

Mirrored Concorde is the last non-geo-

metric name Kelly used in the title of a

sculpture for more than a decade. He
chose the title because the work's shape

cuts out, turns, and changes the proportions

of the upper form of the 1958 Concorde

Relief (Cat. 28). Kelly was sufficiently

concerned about the proper presentation

of Mirrored Concorde to design a special

base for the pieces in the edition.
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54- Curve I, 1973

54. Curve I, 1973 (ek 506)

thering steel, 4x144x1
Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Private collection

Bibliography: I r75, p r' 1 - '" P IO ;

2. Rose, < - " •
''/>

;

p. 12, fig 12; B p. 13, fig. 12

Exhibitio;

The first of Kelly's outdoor pieces follow-

bis move co the country, Curve I, and

the indoor piece Curve I ' (Cat. 77), are

the only Kelly sculptures that are both

completely horizontal and ground-

oriented. Curve I is unprecedented in his

work; its closest equivalent is an imaginary

ictrizcd section taken out of White

Ring (Cut. 42). The 01 'inr /ar

be found in a crushed paper cup (Fig, 62)

Keli : up on the street in 1968 and

schematized in a careful di ''3),

although photography distorts their

form. Kelly's translation of a paper cup

into art purifies and monumeiitali/ 1

common)
I I

I he crushed cup is

an apt metaphor for his methods and <

ccrns. It is a spherical volume that has had

In Cun /

Kell rn during thi 197 « a ith

straight and curved edge combmati

rthright

cxpr

3 Study for Curve I (crushed paper cup),

Waxed paper, 4' . x 4 ' .". Private col-

lection.

>x

Study for Cw i Pencil on

; '.Pi 1 ollection.
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55- Curve II, 1973

55. Curve II, 1973 (ek 507)

1" weathering steel; njVt x 123'/:: x 1"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Collection of Philip Johnson, New Canaan,

Connecticut

Bibliography: Tuchman 1974, ill. cover;

Johnson 1979, ill. pp 28, 36, 37, back cover

inhibitions: moma 1973

Provenance: (Leo Castelli Gallery, New York)

Unlike the motif of Curve 7 (Cat. 54),

which derived independently of his other

work, Curve II takes a motif that Kelly

had used the preceding year in his

paintings. This group of 1972 paintings

included works that used right-angled

circle sections (Fig. 64) and fan motifs;

both were quickly adapted for sculptures.

But while he made multiple use of the

fan motif for reliefs (Cats. 58-61), the

right-angled circle section has been used

as a motif in only this sculpture, and as

an element in Cat. 118. Standing on its

own, this nearly onc-quarter-scction

circle is among the most straightforward

of Kelly's curve and straight edge

combinations. Kelly and others have

observed that the piece looks like a fin

cutting across its gently sloping, grassy

hillside site. The shape of Curve II is

particularly evocative of photographs

from outer space of the curved horizons

of planets, an affinity that confirms

Kelly's recent, more macrocosmic

perceptions.

Fig. 64. Black Curve II, 1972. Oil on canvas,

100 x 100". Private collection.
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56. Stele I, 1973

57. Stele H, 1973

The most commanding of the first four

outdoor pieces Kelly made following his

move to the country were Stele I and

Stele II. Their basic shape may be traced

back to an early abstract painting,

Kilometer Marker (Fig. 65). Even more

clearly, these two freestanding sculptures

compress a motif that had approached the

biomorphic in Blue Ripe of 1959 (Fig. 66),

and was geometrized in a form related

to Stele II in the painting Yellow White

(see Waldman 1 971, pi. 131). Used in

paintings and prints, this shape—presented

both sliced and whole—was a fundamental

means by which to bring the curve into

his art in the years after he left Paris.

As is made apparent in the studies

(Figs. 67, 68), the configuration of the

Steles consummately integrates curved

and straight lines. The rounded fullness

of Stele I and II and their warmly

weathered surfaces imbue them with a

swelling fecundity that belies their planar

flatness. The title Kelly gave the pieces

refers to a thin, tall slab or pillar of stone,

which is typically carved or inscribed and

set up as a monument or for commemor-

ative purposes. While Stele II rests on a

flange, Stele I has a diagonal brace to

support its considerable weight The scale

and solemnity of Kelly's two Stele

sculptures confer upon them a Neolithic

grandeur. A little-known aspect of his art

because they have never been publicly

exhibited, Suit- I and Stele II are among

Kelly's most emotive works.

Fig (/< lilur Pipr, i'j<,<j Oil on canvas, 60 x

60* Private colJecti

Tb—

Fig. 65. Kilometer Marker, 1949. Oil on wood,

21 Vi x 18*. Private collection. '

Fig. 67. Study for Stele I, 1973. Pencil on

paper, 17% x 11Y/'. Private collection.

Fig. 68. Study for Stele II, 1973. Pencil on

paper, 17% x 11 V . Private collection.
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I* wcatht •
•: i*;

support, 1 12 x 40 x 50*

atcd by Lippuicott i

tii ut

itc collc< r

Bibliography yj$, ill p 41; Monumental

Scu ill.

57. Stele II, 1971 (ek 509)

1" weathering steel, 120 x 120 x 1";

base, 1 x S3 x 28"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North I [aven,

Connei tic nt

Private collection
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58. White Curve, 1974 (ek 516)

Painted 3A" aluminum, (>i
3A x 202 x 3A";

3 y4 " off wall

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Collection of the Trustees of the Tate Gallery,

London

Bibliography: Davies 1975, p. 61, ill. p. 16;

Baker 1979, p. 14, pi. 2; Rose 1979, cat. 19, ill. p.

64; Rose, Peintures 1980, cat. 12, ill. p. 61

Exhibitions: Castelli 1975; U Mass 1975;

Metropolitan 1979; Stedelijk 1979

Provenance: (Leo Castelli Gallery, New York)

59. Curve III, 1974 (ek 517)
3A" weathering steel, 75 x 170 x 3A" ;

5" off wall

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Weiss,

Los Angeles

Bibliography: Baker 1979, p. 15, pi. 3; Bcatty

T 979, PP- l , I2 ; Peters 1979, ill. p. 29 (as Object);

Rose 1979, cat. 20, ill. pp. 27, 64; Graevenitz,

"Kelly" 1980, ill. p. 126; Rose, Gemalde 1980,

cat. 17, ill. pp. 59, 119; Rose, Peintures 1980,

cat. 13, ill. pp. 41, 61

Exhibitions : Ace 1975; Metropolitan 1979;

Stedelijk 1979

Provenance: (Ace Gallery, Venice, California)
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58. White Curve, 1974

59. Curve III, 1974

60. Curve XXI, 1978-80

61. Curve XXIV, 1981

Kelly has made four symmetrical Fan

Curve reliefs. They are among the most

balanced and recognizable of his continu-

ing explorations of circle segments. All

evince his fascination with the gradual

slopes of his upstate rural landscape and,

in turn, the curving outlines of planets

captured as fragments in photography

from outer space. Kelly's interest in

large-radius circle fragments was an out-

growth of his paintings, and White Curve

demonstrates that connection. Kelly

extracted the fan-shape motif directly

from a 1972 scries of paintings, including

Blue Curve III (Fig. 69) and from the

better-known but less-related Red Curve II,

also of 1972 (Goossen, Kelly 1973, p. 99).

By 1974, Kelly was making his

sculptures of weathering steel and leaving

them unpaintcd, but because of the slight-

ly marked and irregular surface of the

aluminum, for smoothness and consistency

White Curve was painted. Given its color

and its usual placement against a white

wall, it is the most subdued of these four

Fan Curve reliefs.

Curvt III '.is fabricated at Lippincott

simultaneously with Whitt < ' It is

smaller in width and in radius. Unlike

Kelly's four previous weathering-steel

pieces (Cats. 54-57), it was intended tor

indoor installation. II- carefully controlled

the degree to which the surface mterai I

with the enviroment so that its patina

rich without having the smoother skin

weathering steel left outdoors. This

>t weathering steel in a manner

contrary | inal function inaugur-

ated a new technique for Kelly, one

which he took up again.

the same

r piece was fabricated for

Kelly in birchwood b) Peter < irlson, a

Fig. 69. Blue Curve III, 1972. Oil on canvas,

67
3
/4 x 166' j". Los Angeles County Museum

of Art; Purchased with funds provided by

Paul Rosenberg & Co., Mrs. Lita A. Hazcn,

and the Estate of David E. Bright.

master craftsman in Los Angeles. Kelly

had been put in touch with Carlson

through Gemini G.F..L. Kelly enjoyed

the different effect of the unpainted

Curve XXI, and it reawakened his interest

in this material. With Carlson's aid, he

could make wood pieces on a much

larger scale. The How of the graining

introduced a new sensuality of surface.

In Curve XXI the straight edges of the

led planks function as a subtle linear

toil to the arching form.

Kelly made a second weathering-steel

f.m Curve in mmissioned for an

exterior wall of a house outside Seattle

designed by the Canadian architect

Arthur Lnckson, Curve XXIV is Kelly's

largi • Fan < urve to date and the closest

m shape to lilac Cum III
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6o. Curve XXI, 1978-80 (ek 613)

Vt" birchwood, 75 x 170 x %"; 5" off wall

Fabricated by Peter Carlson Enterprises,

Tujunga, California

Private collection

Bibliography: Kelly 1981, ill. pp. 21, 32;

1981 Biennial 1981, ill. p. 67 (as Untitled)

Exhibitions: Whitney 198 1; Blum/Helman 198 1:

Leavin 1982
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6i. Cwri/f AAV!' 1981 (EI

3/«" weathering steel, 76 x 2: • ' off wall

Fabricated by Lippijicott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Collcctioi gley Wright,

Seattle

Provenance: (Leo CasCelli Gallery, New York)
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62. Curve

63. Curve

64. Curve

65. Curve

66. Curve

67. Curve

68. Curve

69. Curve

70. Curve

71. Curve

72. Curve

73. Curve

74. Curve

75. Curve

76. Curve

IV, 1974

VI, 1974

VII, 1974

VIII, 1974

IX, 1974

X, 1974

XI, 1974

XIV, 1974

XVII, 1978

XXIII, 1981

XXV, 1981

XXVIII, 1982

XXIX, 1982

XXVI, 1982

XXVII, 1982

In 1974 Kelly began an ongoing series of

totemic, circle-fragment sculptures, flat

at top and bottom. They were fabricated

in weathering steel, aluminum, and more

recently in stainless steel and wood. As in

many of his sculptures since 1973, they rest

on small, flange-like base supports at the

back. These totems are the second group

of sculptures Kelly made following his

departure from New York City. Like

the Stele sculptures (Cats. 56, 57), these

freestanding pieces strip a monument or

marker form to its most basic statement,

associating it, despite modernist sophisti-

cation, with the very origins of sculpture.

This expansive sub-category of the Curve

pieces represents the most intense explor-

ation of a single theme within Kelly's

sculpture. For the purposes of this study

they have been designated the Standing

Totem Curve series.

The first group of nine sculptures

was planned as a series using one plate

of aluminum and one of weathering

steel, each six feet by ten feet by three-

quarter inches (Figs. 70, 71). From the

steel plate five sculptures, and from the

aluminum plate four sculptures, were to

be produced that would fit together

perfectly. In fact, the sculptures were not

cut this way, since room had to be

allowed to grind the metal back to the

required curve. Mowever, Kelly liked the

challenge of restricting himself and

developing his ideas against the arbitrary

limitations of a rectangular sheet of metal.

Using plates of metal, Kelly went on to

make all nine of the sculptures designated

in Ins original plans. The form and

Fig. 70. Study for four sculptures in alumi-

num, 1974. Pencil on paper, i7 3
/4 x n 3A".

Private collection.
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serial method of the totems first appear

in Kelly's two Transportation Building

commissions (Cats. 18, 19). His bio-

morphic paintings White Black of 1961

and Brooklyn Bridge I 'II of 1962 (Coplans

1971, pis. 137, 139) have inner shapes that

even more closely anticipate this motif.

One can find antecedents for these

planar totems in realistically painted

"dummy boards" dating from the early

seventeenth to the nineteenth century,

standing near walls or in front of fire-

places and used to "people" rooms. One

thinks of Brancusi's Bird in Space (Fig. 72)

and Endless Columns (1918, 1937) as the to-

tems' ancestors. David Smith's two-dimen-

sional Tank Totems (1952-60), like Kelly's

Standing Totems, also exist "at a strange

border halfway between the human figure

and the abstract sign."*

The Standing Totem Curve series has

taken two basic forms: mirror-image

curved sides that are either convex or con-

cave. Some works within the scries

—

Curve XII and its variants Curve XIII and

Curve XK(Cats. 82.1-84)—have concentric

curves.

The freestanding verticals relate to

human form. Of the two basic symmetri-

cal types Kelly thinks of one as mascu-

line—a broad-shouldered, concave,

archaic Apollo or kouros figure (Fig. 73)

—

and the other as feminine—a swelling,

convex Venn Fig. 74). He

quatcs the convex curve with the

cntaM : . I .reek column.

Kelly has placed several of the totems

on his broad, flat lawn against a dense

background of pint trees or bushes—mutely

emotional presences in an undramatic but

beautiful natural tl I
]

Indoors, the

' >t only with the efFcci

n an individual sculpture, but a!

with tin sculptures' ability to activate the

the room. This effect is CI

by their columnar and figurative refer-

ences. They are illusory pieces, the thin

plates almost disappearing as one focuses

nd wall, while their frontal

.round

lotion. il or p. rs< 'ii il attributes

by these pure forms. Curve

'

.

'1 A

lb ir '6. ^ I

V
II lo ;o 10 1 1

c II
3.V)

Fig. 71 Stmly for five sculptures in weathering

steel, 1974. Pencil on paper, 17 1 x 11 ."

P

'.1111

1 1 1



XI seems almost stolidly correct while

Curve XII conveys a sensation of languor.

Though they are quite different in

appearance, they remind one of Giaco-

metti's tall, thin figures holding their own

in fragile equilibrium with the surrounding

space. At their first showing Barbara Rose

likened them to a "group of abstract

sentinels. . . . These curiously mysterious

metal markers emanate far more mystical

overtones. Absorbed in their dignified

atmosphere, I did not find the feeling of

being surrounded either threatening or

menacing ; rather I felt in the presence of

some transcendental and unnamable pure

force—as if I had suddenly come upon a

modern Stonehenge" (Rose 1975, p. 60).

All of the Standing Totem pieces are

on an eighty-nine-degree angle to their

flanges. A ninety-degree angle would

create an optical distortion whereby the

totem would seem to tilt forward slightly.

The radii of the circles Kelly used in the

series are so large that the eye is unable

to distinguish the different curves from

each other, though in fact they vary

greatly. A 720-inch radius was used for

the first aluminum sculptures. Two of the

weathering-steel pieces, Curve X and

Curve XI, were the product of a 1,200-

inch radius, while others have a 550-inch

radius. Though there are works in the

two different metals which seem similar,

only Curve IV and Curve VI are actually

identical.

In seeing a group of these sculptures,

one is aware only of a general family

relationship. The positive/negative rela-

tionship among the works in each material

is difficult to grasp. The use of weathering

steel, with its various patinas, aluminum,

and now stainless steel and wood, further

enriches the relationships among the

works. Kelly's recent oak totems Curve

XXVI and Curve XXVII imbue the motif

with muscular and pastoral associations.

The thickness of the wood pieces conveys

a weightincss and bulk that the metal

Standing Totem works never had. As

with all of his most refined shapes, a shift

in material makes the form generate

different appearances and associations.

Kelly's continuous pursuit of this form

attests to the breadth of meaning available

within this evocative shape.

Fig. 72. Constantin Brancusi. Bird in Space,

1940. Bronze, 53
9
/i6" high. The Peggy

Guggenheim Collection, Venice; The

Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation, New York.

Fig. 73. Kouros, 615-600 B.C. Marble, iz'/xb"

high. The Metropolitan Museum of Art,

New York; Fletcher Fund.

Fig. 74. Kore, 525-500 B.C. Marble, 27V2"

high. The Metropolitan Museum of Art,

New York; Rogers Fund.
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63. Curve VI, 1974 (ek 520)

3/4 " aluminum, 120 x 12 x V/'; base, 3
/< x 12 x 12"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Collection of" the Br.ulley Family Foundation,

Milwaukee

Exhibitions: Castelli 1975; Ace 1975; Lee 1976

Provenance: (Leo Castelli Gallery, New York);

(Janie ( 1 ee Gallery, Houston); Mrs. Harry

Lynde Bradley, Milwaukee
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6s. Curve VIII, 1974 (ek 522)

V*" aluminum, 120 x 20 x %"; base, V* x 20 x 20"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

The Art Institute of Chicago; Gift of the

Society for Contemporary Art

Bibliography: Zimmcr 1975, ill. p. 18; Art

Institute 1976, ill. p. 35; Seventy-second 1976,

cat. 26, Schulze 1980, ill. p. 55 (as Untitled)

Exhibitions: Castelli 197s; Ace 1975; Art

Institute 1976

Provenance: (Leo Castelli Gallery, New York)
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6~j. Curve X, 1974 (ek 525)

%" weathering steel, 120 x 20 x 3A";

base, V* x 20 x 20"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Private collection

Exhibitions: Castelli 1975; Ace 1975; Lee 1976

68. Curve XI, 1974 (ek 526)
3
/i" weathering steel, 120 x 16 x %";

base,
3
/4 x 12V2 x 12V2"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Private collection

Bibliography: Smith 197s, ill. p. 70; Moscr 1976,

ill. p. 26 (without title); Baker 1979, p. 16, pi. 4;

Roberts 1980, p. 57; Rose 1979, cat. 21, ill. p. 64;

Rose, Gemdlde 1980, cat. 18, ill. pp. 79, 119;

Rose, Peintures 1980, cat. 14, ill. p. 62

Exhibitions: Castelli 1975; Ace 1975; Lee 1976;

Metropolitan 1979; Stedelijk 1979

69. Curve XIV, 1974 (ek 529)

V/' weathering steel, 120 x i6VL> x 3A";

base, 3A x 10 x 10"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Private collection

Bibliography: Seventy-second 1976, cat. 24, ill.

p. 26; hUutcrs 1978, cat. 52, ill. p. 40; Myers

1981, ill. p. 78

Exhibitions: Castelli 1975; Ace 1975; Art

Institute 1976; Marlborough 1978; Grey 1981

70. Curve XVII, 1978 (ek S72) >
1 V2" stainless steel, 240 x 4i

7
/s x 1 Vi"; buried base

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Morton J. Homick

Provenance: (Leo Castelli Gallery, New York)
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71. Curve XXIII, 1981 (ek 617)

3A" stainless steel, 120 x 15 x 3A";

base, Va x 10 x 10"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Incised in edge of base at rear: ek 617 kelly 81

Yale University Art Gallery, New Haven,

Connecticut; Gift of Susan Morse Hilles

Bibliography: Kelly 1981, p. 22, ill. pp. 23, 32

Exhibitions: Blum/Helman 1981

Provenance: (Blum/Ilelman Gallery, New York);

Susan Morse Hilles, Welleslcy, Massachusetts

72. Curve XXV, 1981 (ek 627) >
Yi" aluminum, 122 x 15 x V*';

base, /4 x 10 Vt x 10 Va"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph B.

Schulhof

Provenance: (Blum/Helman Gallery, New York.)
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73. Curve XXVIII, 1982 (ek 631)

V*" aluminum, 108 x 13 V2 x V;
base, V* x 11 x 11"

Fabricated by Peter Carlson Enterprises,

Tujunga, California

Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Eli Broad, Los Angeles

74. Curve XXIX, 1982 (ek 649)

1 V2" stainless steel, 240 x 40V2 x 1V2";

buried base, 1 !/> x 42 x 18"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Collection of the artist and Lippincott, Inc.,

North Haven, Connecticut

(Illustrated in color on cover)
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75. Curve XXVI, 1982 (ek 629)

1V2" oak, 136 x 23 x \Vi"\ base, !/." stainless

steel, % x 23 x 23"

Fabricated by Peter Carlson Enterprises,

Tujunga, California

Private collection
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XXVII, so)

"; base, V.* luinlcu

steel.

i ccrpi

.tc colleen
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77- Curve V, 1974

77. Curve V, 1974 (ek 519)

'4" weathering steel, 2V» x 9 x 120"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Private collection

Exhibitions: Wadsworth 1975; Castelli 1975

The second of Kelly's two horizontal

floor pieces, Curve V is formed of the

two remaining end sections of the

weathering-steel plate left over from the

fabrication of the first Standing Totem

Curve piece, Curve IV (Cat. 62). The

concave cuts it required left two convex

curves with straight-edge sides. Kelly

attached the two pieces along these sides

to make a reposing, attenuated, convex

totem, which he then raised slightly off

the floor.
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78. Curve XVIII, 1979

79. Curve XIX, 1979

80. Curve XX, 1979

81. Curve XXII, 1981

Commissioned for Lincoln Park, Chicago,

Curve XXII is the largest of the Standing

Totems to date. On a grass-covered and

flat site, at a forty-five-degree angle to the

intersection of two roads, the sculpture is

seen against distant views of Lake Michi-

gan, the highway along the lake, and the

city. For this urban park, Kelly chose

stainless steel for its light-reflecting

surface. Depending on the weather and

time of day, the sculpture can become a

shaft of light in the landscape, a mysterious

dark figure, or a reflector for the colors

of street and passing car lights. In the full

sun its vertical axis illuminates brilliantly,

like a bolt of lightning. Its size, use of the

convex Venus form, and the animated

surface combine to create a sensual visual

experience.

In conjunction with this commission,

Kelly made several drawings that explored

a variety of possibilities. He also produced

three different metal maqucttes (Cats.

): Curve XV1I1 is the direct study

tor Curve XXII ; the other two. Curve XIX

and Curve XX, icploi complementary

x and concave motifs of identical

radius and height.

Not illustrated

:

78. Curve Xl'III, 1979 (ek 597)

Ya" stainless steel (mirror finish), 24 x 4 x Vs";

base, Vs x 3 V2 X3V2"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

The Art Institute of Chicago; Gift of the artist

and Friends of the Parks, Chicago

Bibliography: Reidy 198 1, ill. p. 252

79. Curve XIX, 1979 (ek 598)

Vs" stainless steel (mirror finish), 24 x 4

base, ' s x 4 x 4"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Private collection

80. Curve XX, 1979 (ek 599)

'/«" stainless steel (mirror finish), 24 x 3
' . x '

»''

base, % x
j

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., Nortli Haven,

Connecticut

Private collection

Overleaf:

81. Curve XXII, iyKi (1 k 616)

'/' stainless steel, 432 x OH'A x 5"; buried base

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North I laven,

( lonnccticut

Lincoln Park, Chicago; Donated to the City of

Chicago and th 1 1 I'.irk District by

Friends of the I

Bibliography: Ricih
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82.1 Curve XII, 1974

82.2 Curve XII, 1974 and 1979

83. Curve XV, 1975

84. Curve XIII, 1974

85. Curve XVI, 1978

Within the large group of Standing

Totem Curve motifs, Kelly has made four

concentric-curve combinations. One,

Curve XII, exists in an edition of two: the

weathering-steel version is weathered and

outdoors and the other is a smoothly

surfaced, indoor piece. Curve XII, though

already sold, was included in Kelly's

one-man show of sculpture in Los Angeles

at the Ace Gallery in 1975. A double-

scale version of Curve XII was subsequent-

ly commissioned by the Los Angeles

County Museum of Art for installation in

the museum's adjoining sculpture garden.

The finished work, Curve XI ', reverses

the curve, so that the totem bows not to

the left but to the right.

The bow motif shared by Curve XII

and Curve XI ' is somewhat enigmatic in

its asymmetry, but when turned horizon-

tally and hung on the wall in Curve XIII

(a steel element identical to Curve XII),

the motif stabilizes to create a horiz

like effect. This new implication of a sea-

aiul-sky or carth-and-sky relationship is

strengthened in the two-color edition

of the same motif that Kelly produced

with handmade paper at the Tyler

I'hics studio m 1976 (1 ig. 75).

In 1978 Kelly in. iJc Curvt .VI /. .1

pressed wall 1 trve XIII, in

uhuh the elegance of the earlier Curves

is transposed to the choice of material

—

highly polished stainless steel. The form,

thickened and I
;n its proportions,

r s its surroundings in an ever-

changing manner.
82.1 Curve XII. S27)

weathering base,

by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

necticut

illcction

Bibliography: Rose 1979, cat. 22. ill. pp. 57,

.null, I, I98O, (it. 19, ill. pp. Ho, II9;

. cat. 15, ill. pp. 42, 62

Exhibitions: Castclli 1975; Ace 1975; Stedelijk

Provenance I • «
. telli Gallery, New York);

Private collection; returned to the artist in

- -.2

(Illustrated in color as frontispiece)
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82.2 Curve XII, 1974 and 1979 (ek 596)

V*" weathering steel, 120 x 13V2 x V*"

\

base, 3
/4 x 10 x 10"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Private collection

Exhibitions: On extended loan to Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Cambridge (installed

outside Hayden Gallery, Hayden Memorial

Library Building)
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84. Curve XIII, 1974 (ek 528)
3A" weathering steel, 13 V* x 120 x 3A";

3%" off wall

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Private collection

Bibliography: Rose 1979, cat. 23, ill. p. 65;

Groot 1980, ill. Cs6; Rose, Gcmdldc 1980, cat. 20,

ill. pp. 78, 119; Rose, Peinturcs 1980, cat. 16,

ill. p. 63; Tuyl 1980, ill.

Exhibitions: Castelli 1975; Ace 1975; Lee 1976;

Stedclijk 1979
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85. Curve XI 7, 1978 fr k 571)

uinlcss steel (mirror surface), 23% x 100V2 x
" off wall

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

itc collection

Bibliography: Baker 1979, p. 19, pL 7

Exhibitions: Metropolitan [979

;
• (m ' in 1976.

pulp on paper, ' -'

• iced and published by Tyler Graph

• cw York. Copyright 1076 by

rth Kelly.
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86. Curve in Relief I, 1974

87. Curve in Relief II, 1977

88. Curve in Relief III, 1978

89. Curve in Relief IV, 1982

Curve in Relief I resulted from Kelly's

desire to make use of leftover pieces from

the original group of aluminum Standing

Totems (Cats. 62-76, 78-83)- The lower

convex piece overlaps the upper

concave piece by a half inch. The whole

work is painted white. Curve in RelieJ

II and /// are each a foot longer than

Curve in Relief I, with proportionally

larger radii. They were painted white

and pale gray, respectively.

These reliefs evoke a truncated horizon.

The subtle ambivalence of the light

reflecting on the matte surfaces of the

different planes blurs the edges, as between

earth and sky at dawn or dusk. The

natural wood grain of the oak Curve in

Relief IV provides an even more direct

reference to landscape. The curved

clement of Curve in Relief IV had been

cut for Curve XXVII (Cat. 76), but the

grain did not function aesthetically there.

Within the confines of a prccut width,

Kelly worked out the exact relationship

of the two elements: the height of the

center of the upper element equals that of

each vertical edge of the lower.

86. Curve in Relief I, 1974 (ek 524)

Painted 3A" aluminum, 13 Vs x 120 x 1Y2";

2" off wall

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Private collection

Bibliography: Davies 1975, p. 61, ill. p. 17;

20 American 1980, ill. pp. 28-29

Exhibitions: U Mass 1975

Not illustrated:

87. Curve in Relief II, 1977 (ek 560)

Painted 3A" aluminum, 15x132x1'//;

i'/2 " off wall

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Toby Schreiber,

Woodsidc, California

bibliography: 20 American 1980, pp. 28-29,

ill. pp. 28-29 (Illustrated by photograph of Cat. 86,

as While Curve)

Exhibitions: San Francisco 1980

Provenance: (Blum/Helman Gallery, New York)
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88. Curve in Relief III, 1978 (ex 561)

Painted V*' aluminum, 15 x 132 x i'/2
"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Collection of Takami Takahashi, Tokyo

Exhibitions: Blum Hclman 1981; Lcavin [981

.an Gallery, New York);

Lcavin Gallery, Los Angeles; Sally

Sirkin Lewis, Los Angeles

.ill
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90. White Curves Study, 1977

91. White Curves I, 1978

92. White Curves II, 1978

In 1977 Kelly was contacted about the

possibility of creating a sculpture to be

installed adjacent to the City Court

Building of Buffalo, New York. Working

from a now destroyed masonite study,

Kelly had White Curves Study fabricated in

aluminum and sprayed white. At that

point, he was no longer using painted

metal frequently; of his recent sculptural

work, only the Tate Gallery's White

Curve (Cat. 58) and his first three Curve

in Relief pieces (Cats. 86-88) had been

painted. The anticipated size and cost of

the project precluded weathering steel and

other unpainted metals. In his recent

painted sculptures, as he had in his Paris

reliefs, Kelly employs white and in one

case gray for their neutrality. These hues

created soft edges within the components

of the Curve in Relief and White Curves

pieces and the white walls on which they

were usually hung. As in his 1963 relief Blue

on Blue (Cat. 37), the use of a single color

for a two-component piece fused the

parts while asserting their independence.

A White Curves piece may be perceived as

two separate circle segments or the com-

ponents of one circle. In fact they would

comprise one circle ifjoined, but this

potential is confounded by their juxta-

position. The cutoff segment at the left

is less than a third of the entire circle.

Raised off its background, it appears

larger than it actually is. Seen in photo-

graphs and from many angles and dis-

tances, the raised curve seems to cross over

the one underneath, as the moon can

eclipse the much larger sun by its prox-

imity to the earth.

Kelly has pursued the motif in three

different scales. The Buffalo project

(never executed) was to be sixty feet high

and extend ten feet from the wall. The

middle-scale White Curves I was, follow-

ing Mirrored Concorde (Cat. 53), Kelly's

second multiple-edition sculpture. In

conjunction with this edition, a single

version of White Curves II was fabricated

for the artist. This larger relief is one-sixth

the size of the projected Buffalo commis-

sion.

Not illustrated:

90. White Curves Study, 1977 (ek 559)

Painted Va" honeycombed aluminum, 40 x 29 x

8"; 2 5/8"offwall

Fabricated by Hexel Corporation, Weston,

Connecticut

Private collection

91. White Curves I, 1978 (ek 569)

1V2" honeycombed aluminum and aluminum

tubes with white lacquer finish, 71% x 5i 5
/s x

6Y*"; 3 '/>" off wall

Edition of 4 with 2 artist copies

Fabricated by Crystalizations Ltd., Farmingdale,

New York.

Metal plate on back of sculpture: Kelly 1978

(impress # ) © Copyright Ellsworth Kelly

Collections:

1/4 Professional Art Group II, Beverly Hills,

California

2/4 Dr. Maclyn Wade, Beverly Hills,

California

3/3 John Bcrggruen Gallery, San Francisco

4/4 John Bcrggruen Gallery, San Francisco

Bibliography: Havelock-Allan 1980, p. 21

92. White Curves II, 1978 (ek 570)

Painted i'/s" honeycombed aluminum, 120 x

86 x io'/."; 6" off wall

Fabricated by Crystalizations Ltd., Farmingdale,

New York

Private collection
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93. Untitled, 1978

94. Untitled, 1978

95. Untitled, 1978

96. Untitled, 1978

97. Untitled, 1978

The combination of a triangle and a

rectangle first appears, in a skewed form,

in the sculpture Black White (Cat. 48) and

in the painting Tivo Panels: White Blue

of 1968 (Coplans 1971, pi. 204). Since

1973 Kelly has produced numerous black-

and-white variations of this theme.

In 1978, while making triangle/rectangle

prints at Gemini G.E.L. (Fig. 76),

Kelly had the first three of these small

wall-hung sculptures fabricated (Cats.

93-95), all in weathering steel. Later in the

year, he made Cat. 96, a thicker teak

version of the motif of Cat. 93, and a

fourth weathering-steel variation of the

combined shapes, Cat. 97. The uniform

coloration of all five sculptures diminishes

the dramatic juxtapositions and tensions

that characterized the paintings and prints.

But the comparative lack of visual drama

is offset by the sense of mass and weight

the hanging sculptures convey. Moreover,

the striations in the steel and graining in

the wood create a subdued interplay

between the two shapes. Like Cat. 97,

Cat. 96 was made of thicker material than

the first three triangle/rectangle combina-

tions.

93. Untitled, 1978 (ek 573)

%" weathering steel, 24 x 27 V2 x 3
/s"

Fabricated by Ron McFerson, Tujunga,

California

Private collection

Fig. 76. Amden, 1978. Lithograph on paper,

29 x 31%". Edition of 25. Printed and

published by Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles.
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<j\. I Entitled, IV s (ek 574)

feathering steel, 24 Vi x 28 '/a

Fabricated by Ron McFcrson, Tujunga,

rnia

ite collection
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93. Untitled, 1978

94. Untitled, 1978

95. Untitled, 1978

96. Untitled, 1978

97. Untitled, 1978

The combination of a triangle and a

rectangle first appears, in a skewed form,

in the sculpture Black White (Cat. 48) and

in the painting Two Panels: White Blue

of 1968 (Coplans 1971, pi. 204). Since

1973 Kelly has produced numerous black-

and-white variations of this theme.

In 1978, while making triangle/rectangle

prints at Gemini G.E.L. (Fig. 76),

Kelly had the first three of these small

wall-hung sculptures fabricated (Cats.

93-95), all in weathering steel. Later in the

year, he made Cat. 96, a thicker teak

version of the motif of Cat. 93, and a

fourth weathering-steel variation of the

combined shapes, Cat. 97. The uniform

coloration of all five sculptures diminishes

the dramatic juxtapositions and tensions

that characterized the paintings and prints.

But the comparative lack of visual drama

is offset by the sense of mass and weight

the hanging sculptures convey. Moreover,

the striations in the steel and graining in

the wood create a subdued interplay

between the two shapes. Like Cat. 97,

Cat. 96 was made of thicker material than

the first three triangle/rectangle combina-

tions.

93. Untitled, 1978 (ek 573)

%" weathering steel, 24 x 27V2 x %"

Fabricated by Ron McFerson, Tujunga,

California

Private collection

Fig. 76. Atnden, 1978. Lithograph on piper,

29 x 3
1 'A". Edition of 25. Printed and

published by Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles.
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titled, 1978 (ek 574)

.-. cathcrmg stc<.

Fabricated by Ron McFcrson, Tujunga,

California

Private collection

fornia
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96. Untitled, 1978 (f. k 584)

i
3A" teak, 26 x 29

3
/i x i

3/4"; 2%" off wall

Fabricated by a local carpenter

Private collection
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98. Untitled, 1978

99. Untitled, 1978

100. Untitled, 1978

101. Untitled, 1979

In this group of sculptures Kelly explored

the implications of a cut-triangle shape.

Three small steel sculptures evolved as

studies for later paintings. Though not

readily perceived, all three works present

the same element merely rotated to

different positions. The first triangle

(Cat. 98) points down, with its top two

corners sliced off. The next (Cat. 99) is

rotated clockwise, and then turned upside

down to make Cat. 100. For a larger

sculpture (Cat. 101) and six single-color

paintings done two years later (Kelly 198 1,

pp. 31-32) Kelly chose the most obviously

symmetrical position. Its stability is offset

by the triangle's resting on its apex. Its

form expands upward and outward from

this fragile point only to have its move-

ment arrested by slices transforming a

familiar form into a strange pentagon. In

Cat. 1 01 the shape is a development from

the earlier fan-shape works (Cats. 58-61).

The fan shape is direct and simple; the cut

triangle is mysterious and complex.

The surface o( the weathering steel used

in the large sculpture (Cat. 101) has a deep

pink-gray color with a subdued horizon-

tal and vertical pattern. In contrast, the

paintings are without modulation and

generally intense in color.

98. Untitled, 1978 (ek 576)

'*" weathering steel, 25 x 30V2 x Vs"

Fabricated by Ron McFerson, Tujunga, California

Private collection

14;



ti (e k 577)

feathering steel, 29 x 25

Fabricated by Ron McFerson, Tujunga, California

ite collection

I
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i oi. I 'milled, 1979 (ek 590)

%" weathering steel, 92 x 112 '/2 x %";
5" off wall

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North I [aven,

Connecticut

L.irry Gagosian Gallery, Los Angeles

Bibliography: iqjg Biennial [979, p. 50; Rose

1979, cat. 38, ill. pp. 61, 66; Rose, Gema/rfe 19S0,

cat. 32, ill. pp. 69, 122; Rose, Peintures 1980,
lf -S, ill. p. 63, inside front cover; Schmidt 1980

Exhibitions: Whitney 1979; Stedelijk 1979

Provenance: (Blum/Helman Gallery and Leo
Castelli Gallery, New York;; Galerie Rudolf
Zwimer, Cologne, West Germany
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102. Untitled, 1978

103. Untitled, 1978

A study for a two-color painting

(Fig. 77) proved seminal for the paintings

from which these two untitled reliefs and

vial with Curve X (Cat. 109) later

derived. On the back of the drawing

Kelly made a sketch of the exterior

shape. From this outline, he had a

stretcher made for a painting in green

and blue. He put the stretcher aside for

hvc years, then used it for Gray Panel /of

1976 (Baker 1979, p. 25) and two years

after that made an outdoor weathering-

steel relief (Cat. 102) to the same dimen-

sions. While the painting is pale in color,

Cat. 102 is a richly rusted dark brown.

Cat. 103 is similarly based upon Dark

Blue-Black Panel of 1976 (Baker 1979,

pi. 6). The sculptures' uniform heavy,

dense surfaces contrast with the thinness

of the plates, even thinner than the paint-

stretchers. The sharpness of their

edges and angles is heightened by their

projection five inches from the wall. The

pull of their movement in opposite

directions should result in torque. But a

counterbalance controlled by the quality

of the surface and the sharp edges keeps

all in suspension.

Fig. 77. Study for a painting, 1971. Ink on

paper, 11V4 x 12". Private collection.

Overleaf:

>:tithtl, 197H

• Hilled, 1978
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102. Untitled, 1978 (ek 582)

Vh" weathering steel, 91 x 96 x V»"'; 5" off wall

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Private collection

Bibliography: Baker 1979, p. 17, pi. 5; Rose

1979, cat. 35, ill. pp. 37, 66; Rose, Gemalde

1980, cat. 30, ill. 67, 121; Rose, Peintures 1980,

cat. 23, ill. pp. 56, 63

Exhibitions: Metropolitan 1979; Stcdelijk 1979
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104. Concorde Relief II, 1978

105. Concorde Relief III, 1982

These variations on the original Concorde

Relief (Cat. 28) change the motif in a

manner that instantly demonstrates the

ongoing nature of Kelly's reductive

sensibility and his quest to understand

form by a process of elimination. The

symmetrical cuts on the upper portion of

the wood relief and its first variant,

Mirrored Concorde (Cat. 53), are reduced

to one triangle each on the left and right

of these two pieces. This pared-down

Concorde motif is an enlarged and

flipped restatement of the lower-left

corner of the upper form of the original

wood plaque. In Concorde Relief II, this

extracted right-hand triangle introduces a

perspectival distortion of a receding

rectangle. In Concorde Relief III, as if

influenced by the magnification of the

recent Concorde Angle freestanding sculpture

(Cat. 117), the upper motif is so amplified

that the generative form is altered beyond

recognition.

104. Concorde Relief II, 1978 (ek 585)

I
3A" walnut, i8 3/8 x 9 x 3 V2"

Fabricated by a local carpenter

Private collection

105. Concorde Relief III, 1982 (ek 628) >
Voak, 29 V* X2i'/, x i

1/."

Fabricated by Peter Carlson Enterprises,

Tujunga, California

Private collection
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io6. Untitled, 1978

106. Untitled, 1978 (ek 587)

iV oak, 8 X65 X4 1//

Fabricated by a local carpenter

Private collection

Each of the small wood wall sculptures

Kelly made in 1978 (Cats. 96, 104, 106)

restates motifs originally presented in

other materials. The teak triangle/rectangle

combination (Cat. 96) and the walnut

Concorde Relief II (Cat. 104) relate to

motifs he was examining in various media

and scales. This untitled oak relief, how-

ever, relates only to a form found in an

earlier painting, Green and Orange (1974),

in which the horizontal colored panels are

joined together with a diagonal. Untitled

is a motif Kelly now intends to pursue

further. Closest in feeling to the Curve in

Relief series (Cats. 86-89) in its elongation

and overlapping form with diagonal edge,

it is among the most uncomplicated of his

recent shapes.
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107- Diagonal with Curve VIII, 1979

108. Diagonal with Curve IX, 1979

109. Diagonal with Curve X, 1979

1 10. Diagonal with Curve XI, 1979

111. Diagonal with Curve XIII, 1981

This series introduced a four-sided

diagonal shape which related to a tilted

version of the Standing Totem Curve

pieces (Cats. 62-76, 78-83). Approxima-

tions of this shape have appeared from

time to time since Kelly's earliest work.

Some o( the elements within his collage

study (Fig. 78) and painting Green White

(195 1), the curved forms enclosed within

rectangles in the Transportation Building

Lobby Sculpture (Cat. 19), and the upper

elements of his pair of reliefs Black over

Blue and White over Black (Cats. 38, 39)

are preliminary essays of the theme.

A painting study (Fig. 77) shows perhaps

most graphically how Diagonal with Curve

X developed from Kelly's curve and

straight edge explorations of the 1970s.

When the right section is removed from

the diamond shape and Hipped, Diagonal

with Curve X results.

At the same time as the Diagonal with

Curve reliefs, Kelly made paintings of

identical shape and size. The steel has

much more surface variation and range of

tonality than the monochrome, smooth-

surface paintings. Hard i .!.'! and sweeping

angles are emphasized in all these com-

positions, but they have different conno-

tations and appearances when painted and

when CUI into a relief Though the un-

painted 1 it wraps around the

stretcher of the paintings, draws crisp

attention to tl. projec-

tion off the wall creates shadows that also

accentuate the decisive slices of the

material.

Enormous complexity has been brought

to these four-sided figures. They are

difficult to visually describe and compre-

hend, tor their asymmetries are kept in

balance by the alignment between the

orientation of the shape and the effects of

gravity. Their titles define what they are,

but do not assist in ascertaining if the

narrow ends are parallel or the angles are

identical. In the recent stainless-steel ver-

sion, Diagonal with Curve X1I1—identical

in size and shape to the weathering-steel

Diagonal with Curve XI—one is further

confronted by distortion caused by its

reflective surface.

Like the Standing Totem Curve scries,

the Diagonal with Curve reliefs may be

related to Brancusi's soaring Bird in Space

sculptures. Whereas a frontal view of

these Brancusi works (Fig. 72) is invoked

by the Standing Totem Curve scries, a

side view of their thicker and more

swelling versions is suggested by the

J with Curve works. But in the

manner in which the thrust of the

onal with Curve shapes is offset and

interrupted, these works are more like

Brancusi's The Cock (Fig. 79). I lowever,

while Brancusi's sculptures are decidedly

volumetric, Kelly's works are emphatically

Hat.

Fig. 79. Constantin Brancusi. The Cock

(Version I), 1924. Walnut, 47 Vs" high,

including Ii'/i* high cylindrical base. The

Museum of Modern Art, New York; Gift of

LeRay W. Berdeau.

illagc

on paj I
'ion.
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107. Diagonal with Curve VIII, 1979 (ek 592)
3
/s" weathering steel, 109 x 105 x %"; 2" off wall

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Collection of Tech Mining, Toronto

Exhibitions: San Francisco 1980; Castelli 1980;

lilum/Helinan 198

1

Provenance: (Leo Castelli Gallery, New York)
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Diagonal with Curve IX.

.. hs x 99 x '."; 2" off wall

by Lippin rth 1 liven,

The Museum of Modern Art. '. fork;

Anonymou

>, ill covet (as ' Entitled);

y z\i\ (ai i 'ntith I

| ?, ill. pp. Hf>, 122 (as

Untitled); Rose, Peintures 1980, cat. 26, ill. pp, 51,

. f 'tttitled); Schmidt 1980 (.is L/nfi'r/i

Exhibitions: Metropolitan lelijk 1979;

Hi 19S0; Lee 19

Provenance: (Leo Castelli Gallery, New York)
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mal with Curve X,

:" ofl •.'..ill

by Lippii ven,

IC( tic ut

• '.ii

Dibli". I and

illusu irrcctly as <

Exhibitions: U '

ntil with Curve XI,

Fabricated by 1
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in. Diagonal with Curve XIII, 1981 (ek 625)

V2" stainless steel (mirror finish), 107V2 x

47 x Vt"; 3% "off wall

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Collection of Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Hines, Seattle

Bibliography: Kelly 1981, ill. p. 32

Exhibitions: Dlum/Helman 1981

Provenance: (Blum/Helman Gallery, New York);

Richard Hines Gallery, Seattle
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112. Diagonal with Curve XIV, 1982

112. Diagonal with Curve XII', 1982 (ek 655)

veathering steel, 67 x 192 x Vi" ;
5" off wall

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Frivate collection

First explored in a drawing (Fig. 80), this

work is both a summation of prior

sculptural concerns and a step in a new

direction. The form is less obliquely angled

and more attenuated than the previous

Diagonal with Curve wall sculptures. For

the first time since the Angle paintings

Red Blue Green Yellow of 1965 and Blue

Red of 1966 (Fig. 54) the work directly

connects to both the wall and the floor.

Because of the movement of the upper

curve and the shift in height, the relation-

ship between the viewer and the sculpture

is particularly dynamic. As with other

recent large reliefs, Kelly has projected this

work five inches off the wall. This distance

rf the rising curve, and the reli

inclination causes the form to shift

dramatically as one moves across it. From

the left end, the curve appears to mount

and then hold its position like the slope

and summit of a lull. From an oblique

view, it looks like a rectangle. Kelly

likens the sculpture to the black skimmer

bird, which he had seen in the Caribbean

and 1 bland, and which was the

subject of one of the Audubons he

so admires (Fig. 81). This bird scoops up

fish with its lower bill as it skims along

the surface of the water. In fact not only

is the shape of the sculpture like that of

the lower bill and the wing of the bird, but

they both di
;

rtcd movement.

Fig. 80. Study for Diagonal with Curve XII ',

1981. Pencil on paper, 14 x 17".

Private collection.

Audubon. HLitk Skimmer,

r on paper, igVit x 23 V2".

The New-York Historical Society.

Overleaf:

112. Diagonal with Curve XII', 1982
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1 12. Diagonal with Curve XIV, 1982
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113- Untitled, 1982

114. Curve XXX, 1982

The rectangle with slanted wedge cutouts

appears in Kelly's art periodically, most

notably in the four Concorde works

(Cats. 28, 104, 105, 117). However, the

closest antecedent for Untitled (Cat. 113)

is one of Kelly's Paris reliefs, Window V
(Cat. 7). Lacking the earlier work's

horizontal black bands, Cat. 113 maintains

the horizontal emphasis because Kelly

has widened its proportions.

In Curve XXX (Cat. 1 14), an equally tall

counterpart to Cat. 113, Kelly alters the rec-

tangle by making its left side into a circle

fragment, as he had done in such earlier

paintings as Diagonal with Curve VI (Fig.

82). The sculpture has the appearance of

a bisected and amplified convex Standing

Totem sculpture. The movement suggest-

ed on one side of both sculptures is

arrested by the other side's straightness.

While the angular sculpture is in stainl

steel, the curved one is fabricated from a

darkly surfaced weathering steel. Both

hav .pporting flanges than 111

earlier works, as do all the 19X2 metal

sculptures. The group may be said to

culminate in Concorde An^le (Cat. 117),

when the flange becomes an equalized and

frontal element of the sculpture.

Fig. 82. j hi on

Overleaf:

in. I Entitled, 1982 (ek 650)

1" stainless steel, 132 x 50% x 1";

base, 1 x 45' 1 x [9"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Private collection

1 1 a Curve XXX, 1982 (1 k 651)

1" weathering steel, 132 x 58V2 x 1";

base, 1 x 23 x 52 V2"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Private collection
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115- Curve XXXI, 1982

116. Curve XXXII, 1982

In 1974, after Kelly started the group of

standing Curves, he made a drawing for

these two sculptures, and in 1980 a more

finished study for Curve XXXII (Fig. 83).

Curve XXXI and Curve XXXII are like

enlarged middle sections of a complemen-

tary pair of large Standing Totem Curves,

one concave and the other convex. In

one formulation, these bi-concave (male)

and bi-convex (female) totems might

stand side by side, the space between

charged with their potential ability to

form an unbroken plane if pushed to-

gether.

In keeping with Kelly's procedure of

identifying form and then making varia-

tions upon it, in Curve XXXI and Curve

XXXII he extracts an element of a motif

he had fully examined. In Kelly's Third

Curve Series of lithographs, made at

Gemini G.E.L. in 1976, the convex/con-

cave relationship later developed in these

sculptures was extensively explored.

Despite the fact that they arc separate

works, Curve XXXI and Curve XXXII

are identical in height and radius. This

duplication is difficult to grasp because

the resulting forms seem so entirely

different. Their surfaces are honestly

marked, with the material striations and

and incidents of their fabrication, details

which, especially in Curve XXXII, turn

the weathering-steel surface into a ground

of almost poetic gesturings.

A '"v

Fig. 83. Study for Curve XXXII, 1980. Pencil

on paper, 18% x 16". Private collection.
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u6. Curve XXXII, 1982 (ek 653)

i'A" weathering steel, 108 x 104% x i
1/.";

base, 1 % x 104 V2 x 30"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Private collection
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117- Concorde Angle, 1982

117. Concorde Angle, 1982 (ek 654)

i%" weathering steel, 108 x 109 x 91 lA"
Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Private collection

In Concorde Angle Kelly recapitulates a

number of earlier formal ideas to develop a

provocative new sculpture. The cut-rec-

tangle motif first appears in the painting

Concorde Study of 1955 (Fig- 32) and in

Concorde Relief (Cat. 28). The possible

reading of the shape as a flattened box was

further developed in the sculpture

Mirrored Concorde (Cat. 53).

Unlike the earlier Concorde forms,

where the diagonal cuts into the rectangle,

in Concorde Angle the right side slants out,

enlarging the form. This may have evolved

from observation of the two 1966 Angle

sculptures (Cats. 45, 46). If the viewer

lines up directly with one long edge, the

other seems to veer away. Conversely,

alignment with the right edge of Concorde

Angle makes it appear to be almost

straight. The 1982 aquatints Concorde I-V

(Fig. 84) show the dual evolution of the

form of Concorde Angle. The visually

puzzling interrelation of the upper and

lower elements couples movement and

tranquility.

Overleaf:

117. Concorde Angle, 1982

Fig. 84. Concorde III, 198 1. Aquatint on paper,

41 V2 x 29 V2" . Printed and published by

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles.
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Il8. Untitled, 1982

118. Untitled, 1982 (ek 656)

1* aluminum, 3 parts: 105 'A x igV* x 1",

base 1 x 25V2 x 12*; 85 x 93 'A x \" , base 1 x

x 12*; 85 x 89 x 1", base 1 x 89 x 12"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Private collection

Though Kelly is well known for his

multisection spectrum paintings, Cat. 118

is his first major sculpture of unconnected

elements. The three shapes in this

aluminum work are a refined catalogue of

recent forms : a thickened Standing Totem

Curve piece, a pure rectangular shape, and

a circle fragment. The Standing Totem is

shorter and thicker than the others in the

series. Because of its placement between

two curved forms, the straightness of the

edges of the rectangle is questioned. The

circle section defines a much wider arc

than Curve II (Cat. 55), its sole formal

sculptural antecedent.

Each form taken on its own could be

an important Kelly sculpture; together

they comment upon and culminate his

activity of die previous decade. References

to the figure, nature, the landscape, and

architecture are present m one piece. The

totem has the convexity of a Venus form;

it is a mute and stately female presence.

nlargcd-circumference circle fi

ment, a skewed fan motif ' -6l),

evokes a section of a planet viewed from

outer space. The center rectangle is

Kelly's only pure use of this shape within

his entire sculptural oeuvre. In certain

lights and against certain backgrounds this

element appears to be a hole 111 space.

The rectangle renders Kelly's carl)

ition with the window motil in its

• abstract and spatial manner. Kelly

and others have commented upon its

blank drive-in movie

•1, a soon-to-be-hlled void in the

land I lly photographed

such screens from various angles alter

completing this pi

Though they are decidedly frontal and

supported on ba • one

Hit these planar tonus, countcr-

I u h shape is

in a very pre in relation to

I

irallel but not aligned. Flu

lened and closed;

the elements visually seem to separate

and then touch and overlap. A second

sweeping arc is formed as one's eye

causes the center rectangle and the curve

section to touch. Two abutted rectangles

result as the Standing Totem and the

rectangle meet edge to edge.

Despite its subdued manner, the smooth-

ly brushed and polished aluminum be-

comes as gestural as the drawn, twisting

line that covers the surfaces of late David

Smith sculptures. Kelly's simplicity

magnifies the smallest nuance. This

three-part piece is the most advanced

articulation of his formal vocabulary. In

certain more intricately composed

paintings of his first years in New York,

such interrelations of forms occur, but

never as sculptures, where the separate

shapes perform as an ensemble. The work

defines a space, becoming as much an

installation of light as a sculpture about

geometric forms.

Overleaf:

118. Untitled, 1982
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119- Yellow Panel, 1982

120. Gray Panel, 1982

121. Red Panel, 1982

122. Red-Orange Panel, 1982

123. Dark Red-Violet Panel, 1982

124. White Panel, 1982

125. Black Panel, 1982

126. Dark Green Panel I, 1982

127. Light Green Panel, 1982

128. Dark Blue Panel, 1982

129. Dark Green Panel II, 1982

Following Mirrored Concorde (Cat. 53),

Kelly's eleven painted wall sculptures of

1982 represent his third and most exten-

sive foray into editioncd sculptural work

(sec Cats. 53, 91). As in his paintings and

weathering-steel wall reliefs of the late

1970s (Cats. 102, 103) these flat reliefs

isolate a single-tone, skewed, four-sided

geometric form. Six different trapezoid

configurations are employed for these

eleven aluminum reliefs. The groups are

Yellow Panel, Gray Panel, and Red Panel;

Red-Orange Panel and Dark Red-l 'iolet

Panel; White Panel and Black Panel; and

Dark Green Panel I and Light Green Panel.

Dark Blue Panel and Dark Gran Panel II

are each unique configurations. Though

seemingly simple, these shapes have a

quality of ambiguity and indecipherability.

The forms seem to prevail over the col

as form so frequently does in Kell

sculpture. Yet, as seen 111 a comparison

of the identically shaped Black Panel and

White Panel, different colors transform

the perception ot si/e and orientation of

the same shape.

That Kelly will stay with an idea for

•
1 is demonstrated by White Panel,

whose form goes back to the 1958 study

white sculpture M n its

configuration. The [982 painted wall

sculpture .11 his first color panels,

the Philadelphia

1 Building lobby (Cal

Almost all of the iv s - forms in some

cases flipped—had been used 111

paintings: for example, the shape of the

Blue Panel I (Baker !•
I
was

the sour ,iul

' >irl. But these [982 v.

have a remarkably different effect from

such predecessors, in part due to their

tiler scale, but primarily to the thinness

of the aluminum, projection from the

wall, and the hardness of their metal

surfaces. Kelly's use of relief permits a

layer of color to float above the wall.

With their painstakingly determined forms

and subtly mixed tones, these painted wall

sculptures illustrate Kelly's coupling of

shape and color at its most refined and

delicate.

The shapes of these eleven pieces recall

the purest of Kasimir Malcvich's Supre-

matist compositions. It is as if Kelly had

freed Malcvich's single-colored forms

from their white backgrounds. Kelly has

again pushed beyond what had once been

an essential statement of a form and

allowed its shape, freed from any reference

except the wall, to simply be itself.

Study for a white sculpture, 1958.

1 tillage on paper, 1 4 'A X 12%".

Private collection.
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119- Yellow Panel, 1982 (ek 660)

Painted %" aluminum, 30% x 33% x %";

1 '/." off wall

Edition of 9; 4 artist copies, 1 special copy

Fabricated by Peter Carlson Enterprises,

Tujunga, California, for Gemini G.E.L.,

Los Angeles

Collections:

1/9 Castelli Graphics, New York

2/9 Shirley and Miles Fiterman, Minneapolis

3/9 Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles

4/9 John Powers, Carbondale, Colorado

5/9 The Art Dinner Group, San Francisco

6/9 The Greenberg Gallery, Saint Louis

7/9 Margo Leavin Gallery, Los Angeles

8/9 Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles

9/9 Shaindy Fenton, Fort Worth

Exhibitions: Leavin 1982; Berggruen 1982;

Segal 1982; Castelli Graphics 1982
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120. Gray Panel, 1982 (ek 661)

Painted V»" aluminum, $oV* x 33% x Vs";

1V2' off wall

Edition of 9; 4 artist copies

Fabricated by Peter Carbon Enterprises,

Tujunga, California, for Gemini G.E.L.,

Los Angeles

Collections

:

1/9 Castelli Graphics, New York

Shirley and Miles Fiterman, Minneapolis

- Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles

. The Art Dinner Group, San Francisco

6 <) The Grccnberg Gallery, Saint Louis
_

, Margo Lcavin Gallery, Los Angeles

!ohn Bcrggruen Gallery, San Francisco

Shaindy Fenton, Fort Worth

Exhibitions: Lea vii: rggruen 1982;

Segal 1982; Castclh Graphics 1

121, Red Panel

minium.

...II

I
I ,

'

ni G.E.I

1

'•

;
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122. Red-Orange Panel, 1982 (ek 662)

Painted %" aluminum, 30 x 3i
3
/s x Vs";

1 Y," off wall

Edition of 9; 4 artist copies

Fabricated by Peter Carlson Enterprises,

Tujunga, California, for Gemini G.E.L.,

Los Angeles

Collections:

1/9 Castelli Graphics, New York

2/9 Shirley and Miles Fiterman, Minneapolis

3/9 Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles

4/9 Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles

5/9 The Art Dinner Group, San Francisco

6/9 The Greenberg Gallery, Saint Louis

7/9 Margo Leavin Gallery, Los Angeles

8/9 John Berggruen Gallery, San Francisco

9/9 Shaindy Fcnton, Fort Worth

Exhibitions: Leavin 1982; Berggruen 1982;

Segal 1982; Castelli Graphics 1982

123. Dark Red-Violet Panel, 1982 (ek 663)

Painted %" aluminum, 30 x 3 1 >8 x V»"

;

i'/," off wall

Edition of 9; 4 artist copies, 1 special copy

Fabricated by Peter Carlson Enterprises,

Tujunga, California, for Gemini G.E.L.,

Los Angeles

Collections:

1/9 Castelli Graphics, New York

2/9 Shirley and Miles Fiterman, Minneapolis

3/9 Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles

4/9 Joan Sonnabend, Boston

5/9 The Art Dinner Group, San Francisco

6/9 The Greenberg Gallery, Saint Louis

7/9 Margo Leavin Gallery, Los Angeles

8/9 John Berggruen Gallery, San Francisco

9/9 Shaindy Fcnton, Fort Worth

Exhibitions: Leavin 1982; Berggruen 1982;

Segal 1982; Castelli Graphics 1982
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124- Wliite Panel, 1982 (ek 658)

Painted '/•' aluminum, 16% x 36
3/8 x %*;

' off wall

Edition of 9; 4 artist copies

Fabricated by Peter Carlson Enterprises,

Tujunga, California, for Gemini G.E.L.,

Los Angeles

Collections

:

1 9 Castelli Graphics, New York

Shirley and Miles Fitcrman, Minneapolis

, Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles

. The Art Dinner Group, San Francisco

I he Grcenbcrg Gallery, Saint Louis

.in Gallery. Los Angeles

iii G.E.L., Los Angeles

>haindy Fenton, Fort Worth

Exhibitions: Lcavii; ^grucn iv

Sega!

i* aluminum,

\ ill

ipy

1 ted by Peter <

Tujiii ;

I .

\ngclcs

iv (
' itelli Graphic s. New >

Shirley and Mi in, Minni

/
' ini G.l I I Angeles

ini G.l I
, Los Angeles

Art Dinner Gl

. Angeles

ry. Sin I I

I
I rr Worth

Bibli

^grucn i'/
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126. Dark Green Panel I, 1982 (ek 664)

Painted W aluminum, 42% x T,iVt x V»"';

1V2" off wall

Edition of 9; 4 artist copies

Fabricated by Peter Carlson Enterprises,

Tujunga, California, for Gemini G.E.L.,

Los Angeles

Collections:

1/9 Castclli Graphics, New York

2/9 Shirley and Miles Fiterman, Minneapolis

3/9 Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles

4/9 Mattingly-Bakcr Gallery, Dallas

5/9 The Art Dinner Group, San Francisco

6/9 The Greenberg Gallery, Saint Louis

7/9 Margo Leavin Gallery, Los Angeles

8/9 John Berggrucn Gallery, San Francisco

9/9 Shaindy Fcnton, Fort Worth

Exhibitions: Leavin 1982; Berggrucn 1982;

Segal 1982; Castclli Graphics 1982

127. Light Green Panel, 1982 (ek 665)

Painted % " aluminum, 42 Va x 3

1

3A x Va "

;

1V2" off wall

Edition of 9; 4 artist copies, 1 special copy

Fabricated by Peter Carlson Enterprises,

Tujunga, California, for Gemini G.E.L.,

Los Angeles

Collections

:

1/9 Castelli Graphics, New York

2/9 Shirley and Miles Fiterman, Minneapolis

3/9 Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles

4/9 Joan Sonnabend, Boston

5/9 The Art Dinner Group, San Francisco

6/9 Marvin Ross Friedman, Miami

7/9 Margo Leavin Gallery, Los Angeles

8/9 John Berggrucn Gallery, San Francisco

9/9 Shaindy Fcnton, Fort Worth

Exhibitions: Leavin 1982; Berggrucn 1982;

Segal 1982; Castelli Graphics 1982
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128. Dark Blue Panel, 1982 (ek 657)

Painted V»" aluminum, 3i
5
/s x 33V2 x :

l'/2* off wall

Edition of 9; 4 artist copies, 1 special copy

Fabricated by Peter Carlson Enterprises,

Tujunga, California, for Gemini G.E.L.,

Los Angeles

Collections:

1 9 Castclli Graphics, New York

2/9 Shirley and Miles Fiterman, Minneapolis

3 9 Blum Hclrnan Gallery, New York

4 9 John Powers, Carbondalc, Colorado

. The Art Dinner Group, San Francisco

) Sheldon Krasnow, Chicago

'.largo Lcavin Gallery, Los Angeles

lery, San Francisco

, Shaindy Fcnton, Fort Worth

Exhibitions: Lcavin 1982

P.mrl II.

Painted '/•* aluminum, 3;

1V1* ofTw.ill

by Peter <

iiG.1 1 .

Angeles

lliGraphi ">rk

ipolu

''

'

'•

: w Art Dinnei Group, San 1 r.masco

n Gallery,
v

I

Fori Worth
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130. Large Red Panel, 1982 (ek 673)

Painted Vs" aluminum, 78 x 841/2 x 3
/s";

3" off wall

Fabricated by Peter Carlson Enterprises,

Tujunga, California

Collection of Takami Takahashi, Kyoto, Japan
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130. Large Red Panel, 1982

131. Study for a Red Panel, 1982

These works were an immediate out-

growth of the series of eleven painted wall

sculptures (Cats. 1 19-129) and the trape-

zoid paintings and weathering-steel reliefs

from which they, in turn, had derived.

Large Red Panel was made in response to

a commission; the sculpture was to

be hung indooors, on the wall of a bath-

house connected to a modern private

residence in Kyoto, Japan. For reasons of

practicality and perfection o{ surface, the

owner wanted a painted wall sculpture.

Working from architectural plans and

photographs, Kelly first evolved the

shape and scale for the piece in a drawing

(Fig. 86). The painted metal study was

produced during the fabrication ofLarge Red

Panel, as a means of visualizing how the

color would affect the form.

Not illustrated:

131. Study for a Red Panel, 1982 (ek 672)

Painted Vn" aluminum, 39 x 42% x Vie"

1 '/i* off wall

Fabricated by Peter Carlson Enterprises,

Tujunga, California

Private collection

'?<• Red Panrl, 19K2.

Pencil on paper, 30 x 22". Private colli
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132. Model for Sculpture I, 1982

133. Model for Sculpture II, 1982

134. Model for Sculpture III, 1982

These three studies were completed for a

possible commission. After considering

several alternative silver-tone cardboard

maquettcs, Kelly had these three options

fabricated in the stainless steel in which the

final sculpture was to be made. The angles

of the planar joinings of circle fragments

increased from eighty to one hundred to

one hundred and twenty-five degrees. At

full scale the viewer would then be able

to walk into the forms. This height off-

sets the horizontality of the pieces, whose

motif originated in Kelly's Rocker sculptures

(Cats. 34, 41, 51), especially the first and

the last, Pony and Green Rocker.

A ten-foot-high version of Model for

Sculpture I will be made lor the Dallas

Museum of Fine Arts and the other two

models arc to be fabricated in larger scale.

132. Modelfor Sculpture I, 1982 (ek 668)

Va" stainless steel, jVz x 16 x 15V2"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Private collection
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13 3 Modelfor Sculpture 1

1

'/•* stainless stci c 16"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

tte collection
134. Model for Sculpture III, [982 (n K 670)

V stainless steel, 5% X 18 '

"

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Private collection
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135- Curve XXXIII, 1982

135. Curve XXXIII, 1982 (ek 674)

1" weathering steel, 128 x 125 '/> x 1";

5" off wall

Fabricated by Lippincott, Inc., North Haven,

Connecticut

Private collection

This variant on the Curve series relates to

both Diagonal with Curve XIV (Cat. 112)

in its combined wall and floor installation

and, looking back, to the shape of the

paired elements of Blue Red Rocker (Cat.

41). It is as if one component of the

latter were removed and mounted against

the wall, while continuing to rest on the

floor. Curve XXXIII takes a shape from

Blue Red Rocker, a freestanding sculpture-

in-the-round, and renders it as a relief.

Unpainted, the configuration of Curve

XXXIII can speak more potently than its

painted ancestor. Like Blue Red Rocker,

the form is hand-drawn and not a circle

fragment; biomorphism is thus reintro-

duced into Kelly's art on a monumental

scale. Though obviously weighty and

attached to the wall, Curve XXXIII

appears to hover in space, designed to

touch the floor only at one non-load-

bearing point.
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University of Massachusetts, Fine Arts

Center Gallery, Amherst. "Artist &
Fabricator." September 23-November 9.

Catalogue.

National Collection of Fine Arts, Smith-

sonian Institution, Washington, D.C.

"Sculpture: American Directions, 1945-

1975." October 3-Novcmber 30.

Catalogue.

1976 Janie C. Lee Gallery, Houston.

"Ellsworth Kelly: Recent Sculptures."

March 6- April 3.

The Art Institute of Chicago. "Seventy-

second American Exhibition." March 13-

May 9. Catalogue.

Whitney Museum of American Art,

New York. "200 Years of American

Sculpture." March 16-Septcmbcr 29.

Catalogue.

1977 Centre National d'Art et de Culture

Georges Pompidou, Musee National

d'Art Moderne, Paris. "Paris-New York."

June 6-September 9. Catalogue.

1978 Marlborough Gallery, New York.

"Masters of Modern Sculpture." May 6-

June 17. Catalogue.

John Berggruen Gallery, San Francisco.

"Twentieth Century Sculpture." July 6-

August 26 (traveled to Blum/Helman

Gallery, New York).

Laumeicr Sculpture Park, Sunset Hills,

Missouri. "Inside Outside Sculpture."

September 23-December 10. Organized

by Missouri Arts Council.

The Pace Gallery, New York. "Grids:

Format and Image in 20th Century Art."

December 16-January 20, 1979 (traveled

to Akron Art Institute). Catalogue.

1979 Whitney Museum of American Art,

New York. "1979 Biennial Exhibition."

February 6-April 11. Catalogue.

The Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington,

D.C. "The 36th Biennial Exhibition of

Contemporary American Painting."

February 24-April 8. Catalogue.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art,

New York. "Ellsworth Kelly: Recent

Paintings and Sculptures." April 26-Junc

24. Catalogue.

The Museum of Modern Art, New York.

"Contemporary Sculpture: Selections from

the Collection of The Museum of Modern

Art." May 18-August 7. Catalogue.

Museo de Arte Moderno, Bogota. "25

Anos Despues: Robert Indiana, Ellsworth

Kelly, Agnes Martin, Edgar Negret,

Louise Nevelson, Jack Youngerman."

September.

Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam. "Ells-

worth Kelly: Paintings and Sculptures,

1963-1979." December 13-Fcbruary 3,

1980 (traveled to Hayward Gallery,

London; Centre National d'Art et de

Culture Georges Pompidou, Musee

National d'Art Moderne, Paris [reduced

exhibition]; Staatliche Kunsthallc Baden-

Baden). Catalogue.

1980 University of Massachusetts, Fine

Arts Center Gallery, Amherst.

"Sculpture on the Wall: Relief Sculpture

of the Seventies." March 29-May 4.

Catalogue.

Whitney Museum of American Art,

New York. "American Sculpture: Gifts

of Howard and Jean Lipman." April 15-

June 15. Catalogue.

San Francisco Museum of Modem Art.

"20 American Artists." July 24-Septem-

ber 7. Catalogue.

Leo Castelli Gallery, New York. "Group

Show." Fall.

1981 Whitney Museum of American

Art, New York. "1981 Biennial Exhibi-

tion." February 4-April 5. Catalogue.

Blum/Helman Gallery, New York.

"Ellsworth Kelly." April 7-May 2.

Catalogue.

The Grey Art Gallery and Study Center,

New York University. "Tracking the

Marvelous." April 28-May. Catalogue.

Centre National d'Art et de Culture

Georges Pompidou, Paris. "Paris-Paris/

Creations en France: 1937-1957." May 28-

November 2. Catalogue.

Margo Leavin Gallery, Los Angeles.

"Cast, Carved and Constructed: An
Exhibition of Contemporary American

Sculpture." August i-September 19.

1982 Janie C. Lee Gallery, Houston.

"Group Show." February.

Washburn Gallery, New York. "American

Artists Abroad." March 18-April 24.

Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam. " '60-

'80: Attitudes/Concepts/Imagcs—

A

Selection from Twenty Years of Visual

Arts." April 9-July n. Catalogue.

Navy Pier, Chicago. "Art 1982 Chicago."

May 13-18. Catalogue.

Margo Leavin Gallery, Los Angeles.

"Ellsworth Kelly: Painted Wall Sculp-

tures." May 20-June 19.

John Berggruen Gallery, San Francisco.

"Ellsworth Kelly: Painted Wall Sculp-

tures." June 9-26.

The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum,

New York. "The New York School, Four

Decades: Guggenheim Museum Collection

and Major Loans." July i-August 22.

Margo Leavin Gallery, Los Angeles.

"Works in Wood." July io-September 11.

Thomas Segal Gallery, Boston. "Steel

Sculpture." September 15-October 15.

Castelli Graphics, New York. "Ellsworth

Kelly: New Metal Wall Relief Sculptures."

October 16-November 6.

Leo Castelli Gallery, New York. "Group

Show." Fall-Winter.



Checklist of the Exhibition

Sculpture

low, Museum of Modem Art, Paris, 1949

(Cat. 5)

Oil on %* wood and canvas (two joined

panels), 50V2 x 19V2 x V*" overall

Private collection

Wood Cutout with String III, 1949 (Cat. 4)

Oil on 7>* wood with string, 41 x 7V2 x V2"

Private collection

Cutout in Wood, 1950 (Cat. 9)

Gesso on 78
* wood, 15 x 6% x 34*

Private collection

Relief with Blue, 1950 (Cat. 14)

Oil on %" wood, 45 x 17'/! x i'//

Private collection

Saint-Louis II, 1950 (Cat. 11)

Oil on cardboard mounted on wood, 22 x

x 1*

Private collection

White Relief, 1950 (Cat. 12)

Oil on 7.* wood, 39% x 27% x i
3/.*

Private collection

Window V, 1950 (Cat. 7)

Oil on Vi' wood, 27 'A X7'/.x '/2*

Private collection

Concorde Relief, 1958 (Cat. 28)

7.* elm. ii'/:x 7 •

Private collection

Palm Relief, 1958 '

Private collection

v and Black Relief 1958

Oil /a'

itc collection

Ca/r. ' 33)

iminum, 67 x 63 x 17*

itc collection

iminum, ',4*

tion of Shirley and Miles Fitcrman,

rmanenl loan to the

lis Institute of Arts

White Di k III. 1961 I •

C )il on z" wood nil .
1

object. 6o'/a " overall I

m of Solomon Byron Smith. I •

', Illinois

Blue, 1963 (< if. 37)

I* aluminum. 80 x 60 x 7'A"

Museum of Art; Gift of

I' Weisman 111

hoi

Blue Red Rocker, 1963 (Cat. 41)

Painted 78 " aluminum, 66 7> x 72 x 37V2"

Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam

White Ring, 1963 (Cat. 42)

Painted 78 " aluminum, 70 x 72 x 7s"

Private collection

Whites, 1963 (Cat. 40)

Painted V»" aluminum, 23 x 70 7> x i05'/2"

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York;

Gift of the Howard and Jean Lipman

Foundation, Inc. 68.47

Blue White Angle, 1966 (Cat. 46)

Painted 7." aluminum, 72 x 36 x 72"; 3A"
above floor

Private collection

White Angle, 1966 (Cat. 45)

Painted '/*" aluminum, 72% x 36 x 72%; V2"

above floor

The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum,

New York; Gift of the artist

Black White, 1968 (Cat. 48)

Painted ' '.-" aluminum, 100 x 146 x 38V2*

The Detroit Institute of Arts; Gift of the artist,

Founders Society Purchase, and George F.

Tolbert Memorial Fund

Blue, 1968 ((

Painted '/_.* aluminum, 103 Vi x 112' j x 68 Vi"

Museum of Modem Art, New York;

Susan Morse Hillcs Fund

Sculpture I, i'/

Painted '."aluminum. lOO'/a • }S 3A"

Collectioi d Mrs. Norman Braman,

Miami

White Sculpture II, 1968 (Cat. 50)

Painted '/.•" aluminum, 6o'/j X 102

Collection of Mr. and Mrs Ronald K.

Grcenbcrg, Saint Louis, courtesy Grccnbcrg

ry, s.nnt Louis

/I '. 1974 (Cat. 62)

'." weathering steel, 120 x 12 x */*'; bas

*

Collection of Daniel Melnick, Los Angeles

Curve X. 1974 (<

A" weathering steel, 120 x 20 x Vi"; bas.

20 X 20*

Private col!

Curl it. K2.1)

eathering steel, 120 x 1

1

base,

10 x 10*

itc collection

Curve Mil, 1974 (Cat. 84)

lering steel, 13 Vi x 120 x '.". (!
."

•..ill

• collet tion

Untitled, 1978 (Cat. 102)

y8
" weathering steel, 91 x 96 x 3/8 "; 5* off wall

Private collection

Untitled, 1978 (Cat. 103)

3/8 " weathering steel, 79 7; x 88 x 3/8 "; 5" off

wall

Private collection

Diagonal with Curve IX, 1979 (Cat. 108)

%" weathering steel, 135 x 99 x 3/8 "; 2" off

wall

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

;

Anonymous gift

Untitled, 1979 (Cat. 1 01)

3/8 " weathering steel, 92 x 12
1

/: x %"; 5" off

wall

Larry Gagosian Gallery, Los Angeles

Curve XXV, 198 1 (Cat. 72)

V*" aluminum, 122 x 15 x 3
/i"'; base, V* x

io7s x io7s*

Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph B.

Schulhof, Kings Point, New York

Concorde Angle, 1982 (Cat. 117)

1
'
4" weathering steel, 108 x 109 x 91 'A"

Blum/Helman Gallery, New York, and

Leo Castelli Gallery, New York

Curi'e in Relief II', 1982 (Cat. 89)

1 72* oak, 1472 x 144 x 3"; 3" off wall

Private collection

Curve XXVII, 1982 (Cat. 76)

I 72 * oak, 145 x h",x 1 72"; base, 7," stain-

less steel, 'A x 12 7* x 12 74*

Private collection

Curve XXX, 1982 (Cat. 114)

1" weathering steel, 132 x sS' -• x 1"; base, 1 x

23 x 5272*

Blum/Helman Gallery, New York, and

istelli Gallery, New York

Curve XXXI, [982 (< ai 115)

1
' ." weathering steel, 108 x 104 7; x l7<";

base, 1 '; x 101 x 30"

Blum Helm. in Gallery, New York, and

istelli Gallery, New York

Curve XXXII, 1982 (Cat. 116)

I 7." weathering steel, 108 x 104 'A x iT.";

base, 1 'A x 104 72 x 30*

Blum/Helman Gallery, New York, and

;t< Hi ( illery, New York

Curve XXXIII, [982 (Cat. 135)

1" weathering steel, 128 x 12572 x 1"; 5" off

wall

Blum/Helman Gallery, New York, and

Leo Castelli Gallery, New York
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Dark Blue Panel, 1982 (Cat. 128)

Painted %" aluminum, 3i 5
/s x 33V2 x %";

1Y2" off wall

Private collection

Dark Red-Violet Panel, 1982 (Cat. 123)

Painted !/s" aluminum, 30 x 3i 3
/s x Vs";

1 '/2" off wall

Collection of Henry Persche, Ghent, New York

Diagonal with Curve XIV, 1982 (Cat. 112)

Vz" weathering steel, 67 x 192 x Vz" ;
5" off

wall

Blum/Helman Gallery, New York, and

Leo Castelli Gallery, New York

Light Green Panel, 1982 (Cat. 127)

Painted V»" aluminum, 42% x3i 3
/« x %";

1Y2" off wall

Private collection

Study for a Red Panel, 1982 (Cat. 131)

Painted V\>," aluminum, 39 x 42 V2 x Vib";

1Y2" off wall

Private collection

Untitled, 1982 (Cat. 113)

1" stainless steel, 132 x 50% x 1"; base, 1 x

45% x 19"

Blum/Helman Gallery, New York, and

Leo Castelli Gallery, New York

Untitled, 1982 (Cat. 118)

1" aluminum, 3 parts: 105 Vz x 29
3
/t x 1", base

1 x 25 V2 x 12; 85 x 93 Vz x 1", base 1 x

93 Vz x 12"; 85 x 89 x 1", base 1 x 89 x 12"

Private collection

Works on Paper

Study for Window, Museum of Modern Art,

Paris, 1949

Ink and pencil on paper, 16 Vz x nVs"
Private collection

Study for Saint-Louis I and II, 1950

Pencil on paper, 12 V* x 17V4"

Private collection

Green Curves, 195

1

Collage on paper, 7V2 x 8"

Private collection

Study for White Plaque: Bridge Arch and

Reflection, 195

1

Collage on paper, 20 V* x 14%"

Private collection

White Curve on White, 1955

Collage on paper, i3
3
/4 x 6"

Private collection

Study for White Sculpture I, 1956

Collage on paper, 9 x 9%"
Private collection

Study for the announcement for Kelly's 1957

exhibition at the Betty Parsons Gallery, 1957

Ink and collage on paper, 15 '/ x 14"

Private collection

Study for a white sculpture, 1958

Pencil and collage on paper, 14V2 x 12%"

Private collection

Study for Sumac, 1958

Collage on paper, 11V2 x 9
7/g"

Private collection

Study for White Ring, 1958

Collage on paper, 8
3
/4 x 8Vt>"

Private collection

Study for Green Rocker, 1962

Collage on paper, 9 x i3
5
/s"

Private collection

Study for Blue Red Rocker, 1963

Pencil on paper, 23 x 29"

Private collection

Study for Two Curves: Blue Red, 1964

Pencil on paper, 28 Vz x 22 Vz"

Private collection

Study for Curve I, 1968

Pencil on paper, io 3
/4 x 14%"

Private collection

Water Lily, 1968

Pencil on paper, 29 x 33"

Private collection

Study for a painting, 1971

Ink on paper, n 3
/4 x 12"

Private collection

Drawing of Curve I, 1973

Pencil on paper, 29 x 23"

Private collection

Drawing of Stele II, 1973

Pencil on paper, 42 x 42"

Collection of Feibes and Schmitt, Architects,

Schenectady, New York

Study for Curve II, 1973

Pencil on paper, 34 x 34"

Collection ofJoseph E. Seagram and Sons, Inc.

New York

Study for Stele II, 1973

Pencil on paper, 1 7^/4 x n 3//'

Private collection

Study for White Curve, 1974

Pencil on paper, 32 x 47 Vz"

Private collection

Drawing of Curve IV, 1975

Pencil on paper, 144 x 42"

Private collection

Study for Curve XV, 1975

Pencil on paper, 34 x 31"

Collection ofJoseph Paul D'Urso, New York

Study for White Curves I, 1975

Pencil and collage on paper, 34 x 34"

Private collection

Study for Diagonal with Curve XIV, 198

1

Pencil on paper, 14 x 17"

Private collection

Study for a Curve sculpture, 1982

Pencil on paper, 30 x 22"

Private collection

Study for Curve XXVI and Curve XXVII, 1982

Pencil on paper, 22 x 30"

Private collection

Study for Large Red Panel, 1982

Pencil on paper, 30 x 22"

Private collection

Postcard Collages

Statue ofLiberty, 1957

Collage of paper on postcard, 5V2 x 3V2"

Private collection

Sculpture for Fountain for Les Invalides, Paris, 1964

Collage of paper on postcard, $Yi6 x 3Y16"

Private collection

St. Maarten, 1974

Collage of paper on postcard, 4 x 5
7
/s"

Private collection

Phillipsburg, 1975

Collage of paper on postcard, 4 x f
3//'

Private collection

Chair Zig-Zag, 1977

Collage of paper on postcard, 5
7
/s x 4Vs"

Private collection

Concord Hotel I, 1977

Collage of paper on postcard, 3
7
/s x 5

7
/s"

Private collection

Concord Hotel II, 1977

Collage of paper on postcard, 3 Vs x 6"

Private collection

Oyster Pond, 1977

Collage of paper on postcard, 3 34 x 5
7
/s"

Private collection

Grand Case, 1978

Collage of paper on postcard, 5
7
/s x 4%"

Private collection

Brewster Flats, 1979

Collage of paper on postcard, 3 Vz x $Vz"

Private collection

Skakct Beach, 1979

Collage of paper on postcard, 3 Vz x 5V2"

Private collection

Cincinnati Riverfront Stadium, 1980

Collage of paper on postcard, 3 Vz x 5 Vz"

Private collection
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Photograph Credits

Photographs of works of art reproduced have

been provided, in many cases, by the owners

or custodians of the works, as cited in the

captions. The following list applies to photo-

graphs of works of art for which an additional

acknowledgment is due.

Oliver Baker: Cat. 32

Jim Ball: Cat. in

David Brooks: Cats. 109, 135

Rudolph Burkhardt: Fig. 69

Peter Carlson: Cats. 75, 76, 89, 105

Geoffrey Clements: Cats. 10, 30, 33,35, 42, 60;

Figs. 44, 46, 54, 78

Bevan Davies: Cats. 5 (p. 42), 70, 85, 103,

108; Figs. 26, 66

eeva-inkeri: Cats. 2-4, 8, 9, 13, 20, 26, 28, 29;

Figs. 1, 3-5, 9, 13-15, 18, 19, 22, 23, 25, 27,

28, 30, 35-37, 39, 40, 47, 49-5L 52. 53, 55, 57,

59, 60-63, 67, 68, 70, 71, 77, 80, 83, 86

Herb Engelsberg: Cat. 82.2

Michael Fredericks, Jr. : Cat. 49

Paul L. Gray: Cat. 81

Bruce C. Jones: Cat. 71 ; Fig. 2

Ellsworth Kelly: Cats. 23, 39, 40, 43, 44, 48, 50,

52, "5

Paul Macapia: Cat. 6l

Otto E. Nelson : Cat. 72

Douglas M. Parker: Cats. 62, 73. 88

Enc Pollitzer: Cats. 1, 7, 11, 17, 37.

93-95. 99. ">i; Figs. 7. 8, 64. 65, 84; p. 13

Walter Russell: Cat I igs. 21, 32, 41.

Steve Sloman: Cat 16

Jerry L. Thompson: Cats. 5 (p. 15). 12.

54. 56. 57. 67, 74 (p. 123 and cover). 77

z 1) and frontispiece,), 92, 96, 97, 100. 104,

1 10, 112 114, 116 118, 133, 134, Fig. 58

Lawrence S. W1II1.1: I 18, 19
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